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Dear Customer,

We strive to achieve Excellence by providing you with quality 
products, competitive pricing and outstanding customer service. 
This  year’s catalog includes more than 50 of the top brands in the 
industry. Our equipment, furniture, accessories and wax products 
have new lower prices on the most popular items.  Additional volume 
discounts are available.

Our user friendly website www.ekosmet.com, will remember your 
previous orders: use the re-order option and simply click on the 
items from the list of previous purchases, it’s that easy!! Receive free 
shipping to the continental US on most web orders over $250. Call 
800.487.3590 or email us at orders@ekosmet.com for assistance.

We are here for you. With our competitive pricing and the best products 
on the market we seek to Excel at what we do. Our goal is to offer the 
lowest price on the market. Call about our price matching!

Thank you for your continuous support,
Kosmet team 

EquipmEnt

AccEssoriEs

WAxing products



The 9000 replaces the 9000J's galvanic with a 
robust lymphatic drainage with pulsing air flow, or 
"patter". This well designed feature provides drainage 
during "on" suction while comfortably gliding along 
skin during "off" suction to reduce drag on the skin, 
simulating manual pressure to a great extent.
•	 A	steamer	arm	that	swings	right,	left	and	forward		 
 with a rotating nozzle.
•		 Adjustable	 steam	 flow	 that	 is	 generated	 in 
 under 5 minutes. 
•		 State-of-the-art	 safety	 features	 to	 prevent	 the 
 steamer from spurting hot water.
•		 Quick	draining	valve	for	easy	maintenance.
The 9000 is very generous with the number of 
accessories that come with the unit. Includes a 2 
Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.
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9000J (8-Function system with galvanic)
Elegant and compact with full complement of accessories.
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Vac/Spray: 
1.	 2	Ventouse	-	No	Hole	(EKP356)	
2.		 2	Ventouse	-	With	Hole	(EKP355)
High Frequency electrodes:
5.	 1	U.V.	Glass	Point	(EKP800)	 
6.		 1	U.V.	Indirect	Massage	(EKP820)
Brushing: 
9.	 2	Brushes	-	Medium	(EKP305)
10.	 2	Brushes	-	Small	(EKP300)	
11.	 1	Sponge	-	Hard	Foam	(EKP317)
Galvanic:
15.	 1	Roller	Electrode	(EKP860)
16.	 1	Ball	Electrode	(EKP859)	
17.	 1	Mushroom	Electrode	(EKP857)
18.	 1	Sponge	(EKP855)	
additional accessories:
T-50	Mag-Lamp	-	5	Diopter	(EK406) 
Top	Feed	Steamer

3.	 2	Ventouse	-	Flat	(EKP350)
4.		 2	Bottles	(EKP365)	

7.	 1	U.V.	Spoon	(EKP810)
8.		 1	U.V.	Mushroom	(EKP805)

12.	 1	Sponge	-	Soft	(EKP318)	
13.	 1	Pumice	-	Medium	(EKP316)
14.	 1	Pumice	-	Small	(EKP315)

19.	 1	Ground	Clamp	(EKP854)
20.	 1	Ground	Cables	(EKP856)		
21.	 1	Tweezer	(EKP858)
22.	 1	Pencil	(EKP861)

M-102	Wood's	Lamp	(EK415)
Accessory	Tray

code: ek900 $2,950.00    Sale: $2,395.00

STEAMER	SPECIFICATIoNS
operating	time:	90	minutes
Heat	to	steam:	4	minutes

Safety	Reset	time:	5	minutes
Capacity:	34	fl.	oz.

Consumption:	650	Watts
Voltage:	110	Volts 

Water	Usage:	Distilled	Water

DIMENSIoNS
Width:	14"
Depth:	16"

Height:	38"	(Without	Arm)
Steamer	Arm	Length:	24"

 
MAG-LAMP	SPECIFICATIoNS
Consumption:	22	Watt	Bulb

The 9000J, the latest model in the Taiphone line, 
has a compact yet elegant design and offers many 
previously	unavailable	features,	such	as:
•	 A	steamer	arm	that	swings	right,	left	and	forward		 
 with a rotating nozzle.
•		 Adjustable	 steam	 flow	 that	 is	 generated	 in 
 under 5 minutes. 
•		 State-of-the-art	 safety	 features	 to	 prevent	 the 
 steamer from spurting hot water.
•		 Quick	draining	valve	for	easy	maintenance.
Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.

Equipped	With	Quick	
Drain	valve!

Equipped	With	Quick	
Drain	valve!

Vac/Spray: 
1.	 2	Ventouse	-	No	Hole	(EKP356)	
2.		 2	Ventouse	-	With	Hole	(EKP355) 
3.	 2	Ventouse	-	Flat	(EKP350)
High Frequency electrodes:
7.	 1	U.V.	Glass	Point	(EKP800)	 
8.		 1	U.V.	Indirect	Massage	(EKP820)
Brushing: 
11.	 2	Brushes	-	Medium	(EKP305)
12.	 2	Brushes	-	Small	(EKP300)	
13.	 1	Sponge	-	Hard	Foam	(EKP317)
additional accessories:
T-50	Mag-Lamp	-	5	Diopter	(EK406) 
Top	Feed	Steamer

4.	 2	Hourglass	Suction	Cups	(EKP362)
5.		 2	oval	Suction	Cups	(EK363)
6.	 2	Bottles	(EKP365)	

9.	 1	U.V.	Spoon	(EKP810)
10.		1	U.V.	Mushroom	(EKP805)

14.	 1	Sponge	-	Soft	(EKP318)	
15.	 1	Pumice	-	Medium	(EKP316)
16.	 1	Pumice	-	Small	(EKP315)

M-102	Wood's	Lamp	(EK415)
Accessory	Tray

STEAMER	SPECIFICATIoNS
operating	time:	90	minutes
Heat	to	steam:	4	minutes

Safety	Reset	time:	5	minutes
Capacity:	34	fl.	oz.

Consumption:	650	Watts
Voltage:	110	Volts 

Water	Usage:	Distilled	Water
 

MAG-LAMP	SPECIFICATIoNS
Consumption:	22	Watt	Bulb

DIMENSIoNS
Width:	14"
Depth:	16"

Height:	38"	(Without	Arm)
Steamer	Arm	Length:	24"

code: ek906 $3,200.00    Sale: $2,550.00

9000 (8-Function system with Lymphatic drainage)
A variation of the 9000J with a robust lymphatic drainage system.
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STEAMER	SPECIFICATIoNS
operating	time:	30	minutes
Heat	to	steam:	7	minutes

Safety	Reset	time:	5	minutes
Capacity:	22	fl.	oz.	(650	ml.)
Consumption:	700	Watts

Voltage:	110	Volts 
Water	Usage:	Distilled	Water

 
MAG-LAMP	SPECIFICATIoNS
Consumption:	22	Watt	Bulb

DIMENSIoNS
Width:	26"
Depth:	18"

Height:	381/2"	(Without	Arm)
Steamer	Arm	Length:	24"

STEAMER	SPECIFICATIoNS
operating	time:	60	minutes
Heat	to	steam:	10	minutes

Automatic	Shut-off:	operator	Reset
Capacity:	44	fl.	oz.

Consumption:	650	Watts
Voltage:	110	Volts 

Water	Usage:	Distilled	or	Tap	Water

DIMENSIoNS
Width:	19"

Depth:	20	1/2"
Height:	44"	(Without	Arm)
Steamer	Arm	Length:	25"

The	 latest	model	 of	 the	Derma	Queen	 line	 now	
comes	 with	 a	 slim	 and	 quiet	 brush	 handpiece	 as	
well	 as	 a	 safer	 steamer.	Available	 fully	 assembled	
or in four easily assembled pieces to minimizes 
the costs incurred from shipping in one lage box. 
Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.

The	Silver	3020	Multi-function	provides	estheticians	
and day spas all the tools necessary for performing 
the	perfect	facial!	The	silent	timers	provide	a	peace-
ful spa experience while the compact footprint pro-
vides easy access to all your tools and accessories. 
Perfect	for	saving	space	in	smaller	rooms.	

modules included:
F-313A	Galvanic
F-314A	High	Frequency
F-315A	Facial	Brushing	 	
F-316A	Vacuum/Spray
F-318A	Hot	&	Cold	Treatment		
F-319A	Diamond	Microdermabrasion	
equipment included:
Luxo	LFM	LED	3	Diopter	Magnifying	Lamp
T-01	Towel	Warmer
Digital	Steamer
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Vac/Spray: 
1.	 2	Ventouse	-	No	Hole	(EKP356)	
2.		 2	Ventouse	-	With	Hole	(EKP355)
High Frequency electrodes:
5.	 1	U.V.	Glass	Point	(EKP800)	 
6.		 1	U.V.	Indirect	Massage	(EKP820)
Brushing: 
9.	 2	Brushes	-	Medium	(EKP305)
10.	 2	Brushes	-	Small	(EKP300)	
11.	 1	Sponge	-	Hard	Foam	(EKP317)
Galvanic:
15.	 1	Roller	Electrode	(EKP860)
16.	 1	Ball	Electrode	(EKP859)	
17.	 1	Mushroom	Electrode	(EKP857)
18.	 1	Sponge	(EKP855)	
additional accessories:
T-50	Mag-Lamp	-	5	Diopter	(EK406) 
Derma	Queen	Steamer

3.	 2	Ventouse	-	Flat	(EKP350)
4.		 2	Bottles	(EKP365)	

7.	 1	U.V.	Spoon	(EKP810)
8.		 1	U.V.	Mushroom	(EKP805)

12.	 1	Sponge	-	Soft	(EKP318)	
13.	 1	Pumice	-	Medium	(EKP316)
14.	 1	Pumice	-	Small	(EKP315)

19.	 1	Ground	Clamp	(EKP854)
20.	 1	Ground	Cables	(EKP856)		
21.	 1	Tweezer	(EKP858)
22.	 1	Pencil	(EKP861)

M-102	Wood's	Lamp	(EK415)

Galvanic: 
1.	 2	Double	Ball	Electrodes
Vac/Spray: 
3.	 2	Ventouse	-	Small	Round
4.		 2	Ventouse	-	Large	Round
7.	 1	Ventouse	Handle
High Frequency electrodes:
8.	 1	U.V.	Glass	Point	 
9.  1 U.V. Indirect Massage
microdermabrasion:
12.	2	Diamond	Tips	-	Small 
13.	3	Diamond	Tips	-	Medium
16.	2	Hand	Pieces
Brushing: 
17.	 1	Brush	-	Medium
18.	 1	Brush	-	Small	
additional accessories:
Towel Warmer 
Facial	Steamer

2.	 2	Roller	Electrodes	(EKP859)	

5.	 1	Ventouse	-	Flat
6.  2 Bottles

10.	 1	U.V.	Spoon
11.  1 U.V. Mushroom

14.	2	Diamond	Tips	-	Large	
15.	2	Diamond	Tips	-	X-Large

19.	 1	Pumice	-	Medium
20.	 1	Pumice	-	Small	

Luxo	LFM	LED	Magnifying	Lamp

code: ek850 $2,950.00    Sale: $2,395.00

code: eF800 $2,450.00    Sale: $2,250.00

derma queen 8000A (Eight-Function system)
Compact and rugged with a generous assortment of accessories!

silver 3020 multifunction Facial system
Compact and modular design includes built in towel warmer!

1 1 2 2 5 6 6 7
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Included Accessories:
1.	 1	Glass	Point	-	Violet	(EKP800)
2.	1	Indirect	Massage	-	Violet	(EKP820)
3.	1	Spoon	-	Pink	(EKP811)
4.	1	Mushroom	-	Violet	(EKP805)

The	 DQ-6203	 is	 the	 updated	 version	 of	 the	 classic	
Mosty	 M-203	 high	 frequency.	 All	 metal	 housing	 and	
ruggedly designed internal components makes this 
one	 of	 the	 most	 reliable	 high	 frequency	 machines	
available. Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.

Dimensions: 4"H	x	9"W x 10"D

DQ-6203		(HIGH	FREQUENCy)

code: ek800    $400.00    Sale: $325.00

1 2 3 4

The	 Ionto	 HF	 complies	 with	 all	 safety	 standards	 and	 it's	 advanced	 German	 engineering	
ensures it will not shock clients upon making or breaking contact with the skin. Includes a 
2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.   Dimensions: 7½"W	x	2¾"H	x	7½"D

This	Ionto	Peel	brushing	module,	with	a	lightweight	hand	piece	and	proven	technology,	makes	
it totally	 quiet	 while	 maintaining	 its	 speed	 at	 all	 pressures.	 Quick	 RPM	 keys	 allow	 for	
small or large changes in speed at the push of a button. Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited 
Warranty. Dimensions: 7½"W	x	2¾"H	x	7½"Dcode: ei920      $1,470.00

ionto HF (High Frequency)

included accessories:
1. 1 indirect massage - Violet (ak105)
2. 1 mushroom - Lg. - Violet (ak104) 
3. 1 mushroom - Sm. - pink (ak101)1 2 3

offered	with	a	generous	assortment	of	electrodes,	the	F-314A	
is	equipped	with	a	silent	timer	to	help	standardize	treatment	
times. Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.
Dimensions: 23/4"H	x	8"W	x	9"D

F-314A	(HIGH	FREQUENCy)

code: eF314    $199.00     Sale: $175

Included Accessories:
1.	 1	Glass	Point	-	Violet
2.	1	Indirect	Massage	-	Violet
3.	1	Spoon	-	Violet
4.	1	Mushroom	-	Violet

1 2 3 4

code: ei900      $1,550.00

ionto peel (Brushing)

included accessories:
1. 1 Brush - med. (eip8257)
2. 1 Brush - Sm. (eip8258) 1   2

A	 very	 convenient	 and	 reliable	 brushing	 machine.	
Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.
Dimensions: 4"H	x	9"W x 10"D	 
(12"W	Including	Side	Mount	For	Brush	Handle)

A	compact	yet	rugged	brushing	machine	equipped	with	a	silent	
timer to help standardize treatment times. Includes a 2 Year 
Kosmet Limited Warranty.   Dimensions: 23/4"H	x	8"W	x	9"D

Included Accessories:
1.	 1	Sponge	-	Hard	-	Lg.	(EKP317)	
2.	1	Sponge	-	Soft	-	Lg.		(EKP318)
3.	2	Brushes	-	Sm.	(EKP300)
4.	2	Brushes	-	Med.	(EKP305)
5.	1	Pumice	Stone	-	Med.	(EKP316) 
6.	1	Pumice	Stone	-	Sm.	(EKP315)

Included Accessories:
1.	 1	Brush	-	Sm.	
2.	1	Brush	-	Med.	
3.	1	Pumice	Stone	-	Sm.	 
4.	1	Pumice	Stone	-	Med.

code: ek805    $495.00    Sale: $395.00  

code: eF315     $199.00     Sale: $175

M-303		(BRUSHING)

F-315A		(BRUSHING)

1 2 3 3

 4 4 5 6

1  2

3  4

New! New!

New
DesigN

New
DesigN
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HigH frequency BrusHing



Included	Accessories:
1.	1	Roller	(EKP860)
2.	1	Ball	(EKP859)
3.	1	Mushroom	(EKP857)
4.	1	Sponge	(EKP855)
5.	1	Ground	Clamp	(EKP854)
6.	1	Cable	Set	(EKP856)		
7.	1	Tweezer	(EKP858)
8.	1	Pencil	(EKP861)

Included Accessories:
1. 2 Roller
2.	2	Double	Ball

The	DQ-6606	is	the	updated	version	of	the	classic	Mosty	M-606	
galvanic	facial	machine.	All	metal	housing	and	ruggedly	designed	
internal components makes this one of the most reliable galvanic 
machines	available.	A	convenient	pencil	grip	handle	holds	any	of	
the included attachments for ease of use during desincrustation. 
Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.

Dimensions: 4"H	x	9"W	x	10"D

The	 F-313A	 offers	 a	 digital	 display	 to	 provide	 precise	 settings	
while the large handled electrodes offer a comfortable grip 
during	treatments.	Equipped	with	a	silent	timer	to	help	standardize 
treatment times. Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.

Dimensions: 23/4"H	x	8"W	x	9"D

DQ-6606		(GALVANIC)

F-313A		(GALVANIC)

code: ek810    $525.00    Sale: $375.00

code: eF313      $199.00     Sale: $175

1 2 3

1 1 2 2

4 5/6 7 8

code: ei910      $1,250.00

ionto galvano (galvanic)

1 2 3 4

included accessories:
1. 1 pencil electrode (eip735)
2. 1 roller electrode (ekp860)
3. 1 rubber electrode (eip725)
4. 2 Sponges (eip726)

Ionto-Comed	offers	a	state-of-the-art	galvanic	with	unmatched	features.	With	this	unit,	you	
can	break	and	 re-apply	 contact	without	 shocking	your	client.	No	need	 to	 reduce	output	
or	push	any	extra	buttons.	Equipped	with	a	silent	timer.	Includes	a	2	year	Kosmet	Limited	
Warranty.  Dimensions: 7½"W	x	2¾"H	x	7½"D

DQ-6200	(VAC/SPRAy)

F-316A	(VAC/SPRAy)

Included Accessories:
1.	2	Suction	Cups	-	Flat	(EKP350)
2.	2	Suction	Cups	-	Round	-	Hole	(EKP355)
3.	2	Suction	Cups	-	Round	-	No	Hole	(EKP356)
4.	2	Spray	Bottles	(EKP365)

Included Accessories:
1.	1	Suction	Cups	-	Flat
2.	1	Suction	Cups	-	Round	-	Large
3.	1	Suction	Cups	-	Round	-	Small
4.	2	Spray	Bottles
5.	1	Hand	Piece

The	DQ-6200	 is	the	updated	version	of	the	classic	Mosty	M-620	vaccum	
spray	machine.	All	metal	 housing	 and	 ruggedly	 designed	 internal	 compo-
nents makes this one of the most reliable vacuum spray machines available. 
Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.
Dimensions: 4"H	x	9"W x 13"D

Designed	with	a	unique	hand	piece	that	attaches	to	the	suction	
cups while providing a comfortable grip during treatment. The 
digital display provides a constant energy reading for the vacuum 
moror while the built in silent timer helps standardize treatment 
times. Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.
Dimensions: 23/4"H	x	8"W	x	9"D

code: ek815    $450.00     Sale: $375.00  

code: eF316      $375.00     Sale: $295.00

2 2 3 3 4 4

1 1 

 1 2 3 4 4 5

The added pulsing vacuum feature will also allow you to use this machine for lymphatic drainage. 
The spray function has enough pressure to spray toners and oils. Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited 
Warranty. Large suction cup sold separately.  Dimensions: 7½"W	x	2¾"H	x	7½"D

ionto Vac/spray (Lymphatic drainage)

included accessories:
1. 1 Spray Bottle (eip115) 
2. 1 Suction cup - comedone (eip105)
3. 1 Suction cup - Oval (eip100)
4. 1 pair of Hoses - not pictured (eip125) 
5. 1 Suction cup adapter - not pictured (eip120) 1 2 3

code: ei930      $1,450.00

VacuuM spray

New!

New!

New
DesigN

New
DesigN

GALVANETICS
code: eip910  $250.00
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Provides	an	immediately	perceptible	stimulation	of	skin	circulation	by	improving	skin	tone.	
Appropriate	 for	 any	 application	 requiring	 hot	 or	 cold	 press.	With	 Ionto’s	 unique	 design,	
the inner circle delivers cold while the outer ring delivers heat allowing you to apply both 
simultaneously, when desired. Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.
Dimensions: 31/2"H	x	71/2"W x 71/2"D											ice: 28°	-	65°	F					Heat:	68°	-	104°	F 

ionto ice & Heat

code: ei940       $1,550.00     

included accessories:
1 ice & Heat Wand (eip825)

F-318A	(CooL	&	HoT	HAMMER)

KJX	(CooL	&	WARM	HAMMER)

Included Accessories:
1.	Hand	Piece

Cooling and warming of the skin promotes healthy circulation, 
immediately perceivable by the improvement in tone. The digital 
display provides a constant temperature reading while the built in 
silent timer helps standardize treatment times. Includes a 2 Year 
Kosmet Limited Warranty.  Dimensions: 23/4"H	x	8"W	x	9"D

Designed	to	offer	both	cool	and	warm	treatments	simultaneously	to	ensure	
no slow down in your therapy occurs. With the two sided hand piece, one 
side	provides	the	cooling,	while	the	other	has	adjustable	heat	ranging	 from	
40-60	 degrees	 Celsius	 (104-140	 degrees	 Fahrenheit).	 Perfect	 for	 for	 any	
application	requiring	hot	or	cold	press.	The	built	in	hand	piece	holder	keeps	
your work space free of clutter. Dimensions: 71/2"H	x	4"W	x	83/4"D

code: eF318      $375.00     Sale: $325.00

code: ek925       $600.00     Sale: $525.00

ionto skin regulator (Lymph drainage)

code: ei820    (Skin regulator)  $2,175.00   Sale: $1,090.00
code: eip821  (Skin regulator mask)  $86.25        

BENEFITS	FRoM	USING	THE	SKIN-REGULAToR
nerves, Blood & Lymph Vessels:  

Relieves blockage, removes toxins through the blood.
 connective tissue:  

Balances	flow.	Activates	the	metabolism	at	the	cellular	level.
 epidermis:  

Increases absorption of active substances.
 muscles:  

Loosens and relieves tension.

Softening	of	the	connective	tissues	reduces	wrinkles	while	the	deep	massage	of	the	skin	produces	a	soft,	
smooth and	 fresh	appearance.	The	Skin-Regulator	helps	reduce	orange	peel	 skin	by	contributing	 to	 the	
activation and normalization	of	the	metabolism,	blood	circulation	and	lymph	drainage.	Disturbances	in	these	
supply mechanisms and hardening of the connective tissues can lead to illness, tense muscles and formation 
of	wrinkles.	Healthy	connective	tissue	is	characterized	by	a	balanced	and	constant	flow	to	the	smallest	parts	
of the body via bloodstream, lymph, cells, etc.      

This	device	creates	an	easily	adjustable,	heavy	pulsating	electrostatic	field	under	the	esthetician’s	hands	
which	produces	a	vibrating	and	pumping	effect	that	reaches	the	deepest	 layers	of	the	skin.	After	a	short	
period of time, the client feels a pleasant and relaxing effect. Lymph drainage provided by the pulsating 
electrostatic field is more effective than manual treatment. Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.  
  
 Dimensions: 31/2"H	x	71/2"W x 71/2"D

ionto skin regulator  & oxygen infusion

oXy-MATE	T4	oXyGEN	INFUSER
oxygen	tones	and	regenerates	cells,	heals	wounds,	and	minimizes	acne.	our	skin	breathes	oxygen	through	the	air,	mixed	with	existing	pollutants	from	our	surroundings.	
Equipped	with	a	filter	that	provides	10,000	hours	of	93%	pure	oxygen,	the	oXy-MATE	T4	is	designed	to	pump	oxygen,	along	with	your	desired	product,	deep	into	the	
skin	for	an	instantaneous	and	lasting	visible	effect.	Use	the	spray	function	in	combination	with	beneficial	water	based	solutions	for	quick	and	easy	application.	The	pressure	
created during product penetration allows this machine to be utilized for lymphatic drainage as well. Includes a 1 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.

code: er100    $3,850.00    Sale: $2,999.00

Included Accessories:
Oxygen Spray:	 Sprays	 oxygen	 with	
any water based solutions or essentials.

Vacuum tip:	 Alleviates	 wrinkles	
and stimulate the circulation.

Facial infuser: 50 tips in 2 sizes. Infuse 
products or use for lymphatic drainage.

Body infuser:	 3	 powerful	 jets	 to	
triple the application speed.

sALe!
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Intelligently designed to use either diamond or crystal microdermabrasion depending on your needs; diamond for low cost low maintenance treatments and crystal 
for those customers who will only accept the original methods of treatment. The digital interface and push button keypads are clearly marked and easy to use 
ensuring	you	will	be	up	and	running	quickly.	Includes	a	1	year	Kosmet	Limited	Warranty.

F-336 Combo-mICrodermAbrAsIon

code: eF500 (F-336 microdermabrasion) $995.00 Sale: $795.00 
code: ekp450 (120 Grit crystals - 55 lbs.) $225.00 Sale: $175.00 
code: ekp451 (120 Grit crystals - 4 lbs.) $15.00

code: ec400 (Derma radiance) $3,449.99 
microdermabrasion Pure Flower Grain 
code: ecp400 (tea tree - 2.2 lbs. /1 kg.) $49.99 
code: ecp405 (rose - 2.2 lbs. /1 kg.) $49.99
code: ecp410 (Lavender - 2.2 lbs. /1 kg.) $49.99

Include Accessories:
1	Crystal	Hand	Piece
1	Diamond	Hand	Piece
3 Crystal Tips 

2	Sm.	Diamond	Tips
3	Md.	Diamond	Tips
2	Lg.	Diamond	Tips

2	X-Lg.	Diamond	Tips
4	Filters
4 lbs. of Crystals

Include Accessories:
2	Hand	Pieces
2	Sm.	Diamond	Tips
3	Md.	Diamond	Tips

2	Lg.	Diamond	Tips
2	X-Lg.	Diamond	Tips

This diamond microdermabrasion machine is ruggedly built yet 
compact enough to fit even the smallest spa rooms and rolling 
carts. With a generous assortment of diamond tips, you will be 
ready to treat your clients for years to come. Includes a 2 Year 
Kosmet Limited Warranty. Dimensions: 23/4"H x 8"W x 9"D

F-319A dIAmond dermAbrAsIon

code: eF319 $375.00      Sale: $325.00 

aSk aBOut 
VOLume

DiScOunt!

The	 perfect	 high	 frequency	 for	 the	 traveling	 esthetician,	 this	 convenient	 and	
durable	portable	unit	includes	an	intensity	dial	built	into	the	handle	for	quick	and	
easy	adjustment.	Includes	a	1	year	Kosmet	Limited	Warranty.

code: eF600    $69.00 

eF600 PortAble (HIGH FrequenCy) - PersonAl use

Included Accessories:
1. 1 Glass Point - Violet
2. 1 Comb - Violet
3. 1 Mushroom - Violet
4. 1 Spoon Electrode - Violet

Included Accessories:
1 Wand - diamond tip
1 Wand - Crystal
5 diamond tips (Grades 1-5)
1 Hydrasonic Cleanser Facial brush

Included Product
Flower Grain - 2.2 lbs tea tree
Flower Grain - 2.2 lbs lavender 
Flower Grain - 2.2 lbs rose 
Facial renewal Cream Cleanser - 5 oz.
exfoliating Foam Cleanser - 5 oz.
milk 'n Honey mask - 3 pk.
milk 'n Honey neck lift - 3 pk.

lightning lift Gel - 1 oz. 
daily moisturizer sPF 30 - 1.7 oz.
day/night daily moisturizer - 1.7 oz.
Anti-Aging youthful boost serum - 1 oz.
Problematic Clarifying Action serum - 1 oz.
stay Calm serum - 1 oz.
oxygen Infusion serum

1 2 3 4

Sell	to	your	clients	for	desincrustation	or	ultrasonic	penetration	at	home.	Plugs	
into standard wall outlet. Includes a 1 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.

Included Accessories:
1	Adapter
1	Extra	Retaining	Clip
1	Pack	of	Cotton	Squares
1	Device	Cradle

PortAble (GAlVAnIC/ultrAsonIC) - PersonAl use

code: ek215    $300.00    Sale: $249.00   

Ideal for personal use, have your clients use it for desincrustation at	home.	Plugs	
into standard wall outlet. Includes a 1 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.

Included Accessories:
1	Adapter
1	Extra	Retaining	Clip
1	Pack	of	Cotton	Squares

Pure-Ion PortAble (GAlVAnIC) - PersonAl use

code: ek220    $180.00    Sale: $149.00   

HydrAsonIC CleAnsInG FACIAl brusH

HydrAsonIC CleAnsInG 
FACIAl brusH InCluded

dermA rAdIAnCe duAl VersIon mICrodermAbrAsIon - sAtIn smootH
The	sonic	motion	gently	yet	thoroughly	removes	makeup,	dirt	and	oil.	Skin	feels	
and looks smoother, pore size appears minimized, and oily areas, dry patches and 
blemishes	are	reduced.	Skin	care	products	are	more	easily	absorbed	for	better	
results.	Perfect	for	use	in	the	salon	or	sell	to	your	clients	to	use	at	home!	Gentle	
enough to use twice per day.

Developed	to	exfoliate	the	skin,	replacing	traditional	crystals	with	organic	micro-flower	grains,	while	providing	natural	nutrients	such	as	Satin	Smooth's	botanicals	and	
serums to revitalize the skin. With the ease of flipping a switch, the dual-control feature allows for both diamond Crystal and Crystal-Free organic Grains treatments, 
so that skin condition can be revitalized. dermaradiance® also provides superior suction technology to other dermabrasion units. Dimensions: 17"H x 13"W x12"L

code: ek217 Hydrasonic Facial Brushing kit $149.99 Sale: $89.99
code: ekp217a normal replacement Brush - 2 pk. $14.99 
code: ekp217B Sensitive Brushes - 2 pk. $14.99   
code: ekp217c  Body Brushes - 2 pk. $14.99     

Includes Accessories:
1 sensitive skin Facial brush
1 normal skin Facial brush
1 body brush
1 renewal Facial Cleanser - 1 oz. 
1 daily moisturizer - .35 oz.
1 Charging station

New!

New!

New!
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portaBle & HoMe use equipMent



{        }The perfect way to take 
advantage of the 

Ionto Modular System.

stEAmEr FEAturEs:
•	 Holds 6 Ionto modules and any of our lamps.
•	 Equipped with silent timer.
•	 Pulverized steam.
•	 360 degree directional steam.
•	 Steam arm swings in both directions.
•	 Optic and sonic water level indicator.
•	 Quick decalcification and easy clean up.
•	 Protection against over-heating and over-foaming.
•	 All electronics are located in the steam Pot. In the unlikely 

event a steamer should fail, the steam pot can be replaced. 

stEAmEr FEAturEs:
•	 Holds 6 Ionto modules and any of our lamps.
•	 Includes silent timer with two memory settings.
•	 Safe oxygenated steam.
•	 Incorporates a BRITA water filtration system.
•	 100% delivery of herbs and essential oils. No waste!
•	 Two steam flow settings.
•	 Counter balanced arm, for perfect positioning.
•	 Patented technology guarantees this steamer will 

never spurt hot water.
•	 Works with any type of water.

Modules, Luxo Mag-Lamp, Accessory Tray and Water Bowl Support are sold separately. 
Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.

The sleek Herb Tower steamer is sturdy, mobile and 
customizable. This unique steamer incorporates 
herbal and aromatherapy treatments with optimum 
efficiency in the steaming process.

The Ionto Steam Concept can be found in the 
finest luxury spas in the world, guaranteeing you 
are using the safest, most effective steamer possible 
for your clientele!

Accessory Tray      
Ei745 

2.5 Liter Water 
Reservoir!

Powerful flow 
of steam!

Bowl & Support    
AF203/Ei755   

Code Description Price 
Ei701 Herb Tower 2,175.00
Ei745 Accessory Tray (Sold Separately)  275.00
Ei755 Bowl Support (Sold Separately)  126.50
AF203 Steel Water Bowl (Sold Separately)  7.25
We've Taken Everything Above... And Added
Ei920 High-Frequency Module  1,470.00
Ei900 Peel (Brushing) Module  1,550.00 
Ei930 Vac-Spray Module  1,450.00 
EL457 Circus Lamp LED (5 Diopter)   445.00
  $7,498.75 
Save $503.75 On This Package! $6,995.00

Code Description Price
Ei3000 Steam Concept 3,250.00
Ei3010 Rack (Top Shelf - 10" x 13")  685.00
EiP3010 Brita Water Filter - 3 pk.  24.00
EL457 Circus Lamp LED (5 Diopter) 445.00
EiP3015 Lamp Mount 96.00

STEAmER SpECiFiCATiOnS
Operating time: 35-45 minutes

Heat to steam: 5 minutes
Capacity: 32 fl. oz.

Consumption: 900 Watts
Voltage: 110 Volts 

Water Usage: Tap Water

DimEnSiOnS
Size of Base: 153/4" x 17"

Height: 371/2" (not including Arm)
Steamer Arm Length: 243/4"

Weight: 57 lbs. (approx.)

STEAmER SpECiFiCATiOnS
Operating time: 150 minutes

Heat to steam: 1 minute
Capacity: 21/2 Liters 

Consumption: 1300 Watts
Voltage: 110 Volts 

Water Usage: Tap or Distilled Water

DimEnSiOnS
Width: 20"

Depth: 161/2"
Height: 363/4"

Steamer Arm Length: 26"

Indulge yourself and your 
clients with the perfect steamer.

Unlimited flow of steam!{           }

Luxo Mag-Lamp, Lamp, Lamp Mount, Rack and Modules sold separately.
Includes a 2 year Kosmet Limited Warranty. 

1716

IONTO 
HERb TOWER
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This	 original	 high	 quality	ozone	 Steamer	 has	 been	 upgraded	with	 a	 longer, 
moveable	arm,	metal	casing	and	a	quiet	timer.		Equipped	a	protective	steam	jar	
cover	to	prevent	accidental	burns.	An	excellent	buy!	Includes	a	2	year	Kosmet	
Limited Warranty.

SPECIFICATIoNS:
operating	Time:	30	minutes
Heat	to	Steam:	7	minutes 

Water	Usage:	Distilled	Water
Safety	Shut-off	Reset	Time:	5	min.

Capacity:	22	fl.	oz.	(650	ml.)
Consumption:	700	Watts

Voltage:	110	Volts

DIMENSIoNS:
Width	of	Base:	28"

Maximum	Height:	40"
Minimum	Height:	31"

Steamer	Arm	Length:	26"
Weight:	30	lbs.	(approx.)

code Description price Sale
EK203	 M-1	Steamer 695.00 595.00 
EK206	 Lamp Mount  50.00

m-1 ozone steamer

ek206 - Lamp mount  
Lamp	&	mount	sold	separately.

sorisa's 40 years of experience has created one of the most reliable steamers 
available. the safety shut-off will completely turn the steamer off to prevent 
an automatic restart which can cause further damage. the steam arm rotates 
up and down and for easy height adjustment while the nozzle can be turned to 
direct steam flow to your client. Includes a 2 year Kosmet limited Warranty.

SPECIFICATIoNS:
operating	Time:	35	minutes
Heat	to	Steam:	8	minutes 

Water	Usage:	Distilled	Water
Capacity:	37	oz.	(1.1	Liter)
Consumption:	900	Watts

Voltage:	110	Volts

DIMENSIoNS:
Width	of	Base:	20"

Height:	441/2"	Not	Including	Arm
Steamer	Arm	Length:	26"

Weight:	14	lbs.	(Including	Stand)

code Description price Sale
ES3176	 Spa	Vap	Steamer 1,650.00 1,150.00

sorisa spa Vap steamer
Equipped	 with	 an	 adjustable	 digital,	 silent	 timer	 and	 an	 independent	 ozone	
switch.	The	safety	shut-off	will	completely	turn	the	steamer	off	to	prevent	an	
automatic	restart	which	can	cause	further	damage.	Equipped	with	internal	fan	
to	prevent	overheating	and	a	protective	steam	jar	cover	to	prevent	accidental	
burns. Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.

SPECIFICATIoNS:
operating	Time:	30	minutes
Heat	to	Steam:	7	minutes 

Water	Usage:	Distilled	Water 
Austomatic	Safety	Shut-off
Capacity:	22	fl.	oz.	(650	ml.)
Consumption:	700	Watts

Voltage:	110	Volts 

DIMENSIoNS:
Width	of	Base:	28"

Maximum	Height:	45" 
Maximum	Height	With	Arm:	60"

Minimum	Height:	37" 
Minimum	Height	With	Arm:	52"

Steamer	Arm	Length:	26"
Weight:	26	lbs.	(approx.)

code Description price Sale
EK910 Pure	Steam	M-6 850.00 695.00 
EK206	 Lamp	Mount	 50.00

m-6 pure steam ozone steamer

ek206 - Lamp mount  
Lamp	&	mount	sold	separately.

essentIAl 
oIls oFF

essentIAl 
oIls on

silhouet-tone Blü stream Vapo

code Description price Sale
ET500	 Blü	Stream	Vapo	 759.00 700.00
ET510	 Blü	Stream	Vapo	Primus	 1,060.00 975.00
EL455	 Luxo	KFM	LED	Lamp	-	5	Diopter	 324.00 299.00

et500: the blü stream Vapo steamer, made in Canada by silhouet-tone, 
combines everything you need for an efficient use of steam. Adjustable height, 
integrated auto shut off timer, Ionizer, easy to refill, and includes an oil diffuser. 
et510: An upgrade from the et500, the Vapo Primus comes includes its own 
fixed height stand with a built in lamp support and small convenient shelf.

ET500

SPECIFICATIoNS:
operating	Time:	20	minutes
Heat	to	Steam:	7	minutes 

Water	Usage:	Distilled	Water
Capacity:	32	oz.

Consumption:	750	Watts
Voltage:	110	Volts

DIMENSIoNS: 
Width of Base (et500):	23" 
Height	(et500):	361/2"-46" 

Width of Base (et510):	23"	x	16" 
Height	(et510):	46"	 

Steamer	Arm	Length:	18	1/2"
Weight (et500):	19	lbs.	(With	Stand) 
Weight (et510):	45	lbs.	(With	Stand)

mAde In CAnAdA

ekL455 
LuxO kFm Lamp 
(SoLD	SEPARATELy)
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This simple yet elegant ozone steamer is designed with reliability in mind. Built 
to hold up under the strain of daily professional use. Includes a 2 Year Kosmet 
Limited Warranty. Made in Taiwan.

SPeCIFICAtIons:
operating	Time:	25	minutes
Heat	to	Steam:	7	minutes 

Water	Usage:	Distilled	Water
Safety	Shut-off	Reset	Time:	5	min.

Capacity:	22	fl.	oz.	(650	ml.)
Consumption:	700	Watts

Voltage:	110	Volts

DIMENSIoNS:
Width	of	Base:	28	"

Maximum	Height:	56	1/2"
Minimum	Height:	43"

Steamer	Arm	Length:	20	1/4"
Weight:	30	lbs.	(approx.)

starlux 303 ozone steamer
The	Starlux	II	improves	on	the	Starlux	I	with	a	longer	arm	for	better	reach	during	
treatment. This simple yet elegant ozone steamer is designed with reliability in 
mind.	Built	to	hold	up	under	the	strain	of	daily	professional	use.	A	cover	for	the	
water inlet is also included. Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.

SPeCIFICAtIons:
operating	Time:	25	minutes
Heat	to	Steam:	7	minutes 

Water	Usage:	Distilled	Water
Safety	Shut-off	Reset	Time:	5	min.

Capacity:	22	Fl.	oz.	(650	ml.)
Consumption:	700	Watts

Voltage:	110	Volts 

DIMENSIoNS:
Width	of	Base:	28" 

Maximum	Height:	58"
Minimum	Height:	46"

Steamer	Arm	Length:	211/2" 
Weight:	30	lbs.	(approx.)

code Description price Sale
EK201	 ozone	Steamer 395.00 325.00 
EK206	 Lamp Mount 50.00 
EL486	 Luxo	LFM	LED	Lamp	-	5	Diopter	 190.00	 165.00

Package Deal: Purchase EK201, EK206 & EL486 And Save! 
List Price: $635.00     Sale Price: $540.00     Deal Price: $505.00

code Description price Sale
EK200	 ozone	Steamer 375.00 295.00 
EK206	 Lamp Mount 50.00 
EL486	 Luxo	LFM	LED	Lamp	-	5	Diopter	 190.00	 165.00

Package Deal: Purchase EK200, EK206 & EL486 And Save! 
List Price: $615.00     Sale Price: $510.00     Deal Price: $485.00

starlux ii ozone steamer

ek206 - Lamp mOunt  
eL486 - kFm LeD Lamp 
(SOLD SeparateLy)

ek206 - Lamp mOunt  
eL486 - kFm LeD Lamp 
(SOLD SeparateLy)

Twice	an	upgraded	model,	the	ruggedly	built	and	reliable	707A	steamer	is	built	
with	 a	metal	 casing	 and	 long	 arm	 for	 better	 reach	during	 treatment.	 Extra	
thick	wiring	and	high	quality	internal	components	guarantee	an	extra	long	life	
for this steamer. Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.

SPECIFICATIoNS:
operating	Time:	25	minutes
Heat	to	Steam:	7	minutes 

Water	Usage:	Distilled	Water
Safety	Shut-off	Reset	Time:	5	min.

Capacity:	22	Fl.	oz.	(650	ml.)
Consumption:	700	Watts

Voltage:	110	Volts 

DIMENSIoNS:
Width	of	Base:	28" 

Maximum	Height:	58"
Minimum	Height:	46"

Steamer	Arm	Length:	211/2" 
Weight:	30	lbs.	(approx.)

code Description price
EK825	 ozone	Steamer 479.00 
EK206	 Lamp Mount 50.00

707A ozone steamer

ek206 - Lamp mOunt  
ek406 - maGniFyinG Lamp 

(SOLD SeparateLy)

reDuceD  pricinG!

reDuceD  pricinG!

Economy ozone steamer

code Description price
EF400	 Economy	ozone	Steamer	(With	Plastic	Steam	Jar)	 195.00 
EF400/EFP400	 Economy	ozone	Steamer	(With	Glass	Steam	Jar)	 210.00
EFP400	 Glass	Steam	Jar	 25.00

Order a glass jar with your steamer for only $15.00 more!

SPECIFICATIoNS:
operating	Time:	45	minutes
Heat	to	Steam:	8	minutes 

Water	Usage:	Distilled	Water
Capacity:	38	oz.

Consumption:	650	Watts
Voltage:	110	Volts

DIMENSIoNS:
Width	of	Base:	21	½"
Maximum	Height:	47"
Minimum	Height:	36"

Steamer	Arm	Length:	18½"
Weight:	13	lbs.	(approx.)

This economical ozone facial steamer is an excellent choice for beginners and 
price	conscious	professionals.	Plastic	steam	jar	prevents	shattering.	Includes	a	
1 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.

VALue

LiNe!
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kosmet tip // steamers: protect your investment
protEcting Your customErs 
never use soap or detergent to clean your steamer: Only use vin-
egar or solutions intended for cleaning steamers
never add essential oils to water: Only use as directed by steamer 
instruction manual

* ignoring above warnings can lead to serious injury.

protEcting Your stEAmEr
Always check water level before use: Always ensure water is above 
recommended level when in use to guarantee a long life for your steamer.
change water often: Empty steam jar at least once per week 
and allow to air dry thoroughly to prevent the growth of mold. 
use clean essential oil sponge: if using oils, change nozzle sponge 
periodically, or rinse with soap and water.

dr. Lucas championniere mist sprayer

code Description price Sale
EK305	 Dr.	Lucas	Championniere	 545.00	 425.00
EK304	 Dr.	Lucas	Carrying	Case	(Sold	Separately)	 	40.00

SPECIFICATIoNS: 
operating	time:	10	minutes	(Approx.)

Heat	to	steam:	4-5	minutes 
Consumption:	250	Watts

Voltage:	110	Volts

use dr. lucas to pulverize water based lotions and  toners. the warm pulverized 
mist penetrates deeper, micro massages and deep cleanses the pores. some 
dr. lucas units may contain traces of water due to testing. use distilled water 
only. Includes a 2 year Kosmet limited Warranty. Additional parts for dr. 
lucas Championniere can be in parts section at back of catalog.

ek304

PRoTECT	yoUR	
DR.	LUCAS

DIMENSIoNS: 
Weight:	5	lbs.

Width:	5"
Height:	9"

mAde In FrAnCe

incLuDeD acceSSOrieS:
2 Beakers (ek306)
2 cleaning Wires (ekp210)
1 Funnel (ekp207)

•	Adjustable	timer,	defaults	to	15	minutes	 •	Automatic	shut-off
•	Independent	ozone	switch	 •	Extended	arm	 	
•	Will	not	start	in	the	absence	of	water	preventing	any	accidental	damage.
•	Incorporation	of	essential	oils	through	an	opening	in	the	steam	arm

Includes a 1 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.

superior quality portable steamer

SPECIFICATIoNS:
operating	Time:	30	minutes
Heat	to	Steam:	5-6	minutes 
Water	Usage:	Tap	Water

Capacity:	21	oz.
Consumption:	450	Watts

Voltage:	110	Volts

DIMENSIoNS:
Width	of	Base:	7½"
Depth	of	Base:	9½"

Height:	13½"	Not	Including	Arm
Steamer	Arm	Length:	16"

Weight:	3½	lbs.	

code Description  price
EF300	 Superior	Quality	Portable	Steamer	 	 95.00

portable steamer

code Description  price
EB201	 Portable	Steamer	 	 75.00

SPECIFICATIoNS:
operating	Time:	20	minutes
Heat	to	Steam:	5	minutes 

Water	Usage:	Distilled	Water
Capacity:	12	oz.

Consumption:	400	Watts
Voltage:	110	Volts

DIMENSIoNS:
Width	of	Base:	6½"
Depth	of	Base:	7½"

Height:	11"	Not	Including	Arm
Steamer	Arm	Length:	10½"

Weight:	3½	lbs.

	 •	For	personal	use		 •	Abundant	steam 
	 •	Independent	steam/ozone	switches		 •	Safety	Shut-off

Includes a 1 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.

CALL FOr 
QuALity 

DisCOuNt!

KoSMET	INCoRPoRATED
IS	AN	AUTHoRIzED	SERVICE	CENTER	

FoR	ALL	DR.	LUCAS	REPAIRS!	
CALL	FoR	DETAILS.

the digital steamer

code Description price
EF410	 The	Digital	Steamer	 350.00
EFP410	 Steamer	Replacement	Boiler	 45.00
EK206	 Lamp	Mount		 50.00

SPECIFICATIoNS:
operating	Time:	60	minutes
Heat	to	Steam:	10	minutes 

Water	Usage:	Distilled	or	Tap	Water
Automatic	Shut-off:	operator	Reset 

Capacity:	44	oz.
Consumption:	650	Watts

Voltage:	110	Volts

DIMENSIoNS:
Width	of	Base:	21	½"
Maximum	Height:	45" 

Maximum	Height	With	Arm:	60"
Minimum	Height:	35" 

Minimum	Height	With	Arm:	50"
Steamer	Arm	Length:	25" 
Weight:	18	lbs.	(approx.)

This	digital	ozone	steamer	is	equipped	with	a	rotating	head,	adjustable	flow	of	
steam, and can integrate herbs and essential oils. Includes automatic low water 
shut-off	 to	 protect	 the	 steamer	 from	 burning	 out	 and	 over-fill/over-boiling	
shut-off	to	prevent	spurting.	Includes	a	1	year	Kosmet	Limited	Warranty.	
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facial steaMers & Mist sprayers portaBle facial steaMers



Perfect	for	high	volume	spas	and	salons.	Large	enough	
to share between treatment rooms. Includes 2 year 
Kosmet	Limited	Warranty	(10	years	against	rust.)

Perfect	 for	high	volume	 treatment	 rooms.	Door	 swings	down	 to	prevent	
water from dripping on the floor.  Includes 2 year Kosmet Limited Warranty 
(10	years	against	rust.)

Ideal for spa professionals that work in smaller treatment rooms. Door	
swings down to prevent water from dripping on the floor.  Includes 2 
year	Kosmet	Limited	Warranty	(10	years	against	rust.)

 towel warmers, made in Japan! an incredible 10 year warranty against rust!

Outside:	11½"	W	x	9"	H	x	11½"	D												inside:	8½"	W	x	5½"	H	x	8"	D

HC-6 mInI CAbI (smAll sIze)

code: ek325    $475.00    Sale: $395.00  

Outside:	18"	W	x	11½"	H	x	12"	D													inside:	14"	W	x	6½"	H	x	8½"	D

HC-12uVe Hot CAbI (medIum sIze)

code: ek326    $625.00    Sale: $595.00  

Outside: 17½"	W	x	17½"	H	x	15½"	D						
inside: 13½"	W	x	13"	H	x	12"	D

HC-38 Hot CAbI (lArGest sIze)

code: ek327    $950.00    Sale: $795.00  

towel warMers & uV sanitizers

The	T-01	towel	warmer	and	UV	sanitizer	is	the	perfect	unit	for	smaller	
rooms.	Has	an	approximate	capacity	of	12	wash	cloths.	 Includes	a	1	
Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.
Outside:	13"	W	x	9"	H	x	11"	D	      inside: 10" W x 51/4"	H	x	7"	D

t-01 mInI toWel WArmer & u.V. sAnItIzer (smAll sIze)

code: eF225    $225.00  

ALL	METAL	CoNSTRUCTIoN,	
MADE	To	LAST!

All	metal	construction	with	a	capacity	of	approximately	24	wash	
cloths.	 Applies	 a	 constant	 temperature	 of	 175°	 F.	 Door	 swings	
down to prevent water from dripping on the floor. Includes a 1 
Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.

Thermostatically	controlled	and	designed	to	keep	pre-moistened	towels	warmed	at	a	
constant	temperature	ranging	between	140°-158°	F	(60-70°	C)	on	the	low	setting	and	
158°-176°	F	(70-80°	C)	on	the	high	setting.	Includes	1	year	Kosmet	Limited	Warranty.

t-800 toWel WArmer & sAnItIzer (medIum sIze)

HC-8 mInI Hot toWel WArmer (smAll sIze)

code: ek320    $475.00    Sale: $395.00  

code: uS100    $199.00

code: ekp326    (12 pk.)    $7.50

TERRy	ToWELS	FoR	WARMER	
These 9" x 9" individually wrapped terry towels can be washed 
and	re-used	or	treated	as	disposables	due	to	the	incredibly	low	
sale price. 

Outside: 11⅞"	W	x	10¼"	H	x	13⅜"	D						 inside:	9"	W	x	6"	H	x	9⅜"	D

Warm up time will depend on the number and type of towels being 
warmed as well as the temperature of the room.

kosmet tip // towel warmers

Taiji	Towel	Warmers	are	built	 to	 last	and	perfect	 for	day	spas	that	 focus	on	quality.	Thermostatically	controlled	and	designed	to	keep	
pre-moistened	towels	at	a	constant	temperature	ranging	between	158°	F	(70°	C)	and	176°	(80°	C).	

LarGe enOuGH tO SHare BetWeen 
muLtipLe treatment rOOmS!

- toP quALity - kOSmet preFerreD!

Outside:	17¾"	W	x	12½"	H	x	12"	D			inside:	14"	W	x	7"	H	x	7¾"	D
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towel warMers



F-32s Hot toWel CAbI & sAnItIzer (lArGe sIze)

F-7s Hot toWel CAbI & sAnItIzer (smAll sIze)
A	rust	 resistant	 towel	warmer.	Perfect	 for	professionals	with	compact	
working	 environments.	 An	 approximate	 capacity	 of	 12	 wash	 cloths.	
Available	in	UV	and	non-UV	versions.	Includes	a	1	year	Kosmet	Limited	
Warranty.
Outside: 13¾"W	x	9¾"H	x	10½"D	 inside: 10½"W x 53/8"H	x	71/4"D

A	 rust	 resistant	 towel	warmer	with	 two	 separate	 compartments	 each	
with	their	own	heat	control.	Perfect	for	Professional	estheticians	and	day	
spas	with	high	volume	treatment	rooms.	An	approximate	capacity	of	24	
wash	cloths.	Available	in	UV	and	non-UV	versions.	
Includes a 1 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.
Outside: 16"	W	x	17½"	H	x	16½"	D						
inside top Shelf:	13"	W	x	5¾"	H	x	12½"	D
inside Bottom Shelf:	13"	W	x	5¾"	H	x	12½"	D

F-18S	HoT	ToWEL	CABI	&	SANITIzER	(medIum sIze)
This rust resistant towel warmer is perfect for high volume treatment 
rooms with an approximate capacity of 24 wash	cloths.	Available	in	UV	
and	non-UV	versions.	Includes a 1 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.
Outside:	17¾"	W	x	14"	H	x	11"	D	 inside:	14"	W	x	9¾"	H	x	7"	D

code: ek329 towel Warmer $279.00
code: ek329V towel Warmer & uV Sanitizer (*uV in top rack only) $299.00

code: ek322 towel Warmer $145.00
code: ek322V towel Warmer & uV Sanitizer $165.00

code: ek328 towel Warmer $229.00
code: ek328V towel Warmer & uV Sanitizer $249.00

VALue

LiNe!

t-209 uV sAnItIzer
Includes	a	2	year	Kosmet	Limited	Warranty,	1	year	Electrical.			
Outside:	15"	W	x	10"	H	x	8½"	D	
inside:	14"	W	x	4½"	H	x	7½"	D

code: ek349c (t-209 Sanitizer) $175.00

This	two-shelf	sanitizer	is	equipped	with	a	timer	and	two	
powerful U.V. lights, one bulb on top and one on the 
bottom, to ensure thorough sanitation. Includes a 2 Year 
Kosmet	Limited	Warranty,	1	year	Electrical.
Outside:	16"	W	x	15"	H	x	10"	D	
inside:	15"	W	x	8"	H	x	9"	D

uV sAnItIzer

code: ek350c    $275.00   

The	Hydrocollator	uses	 steam	 to	heat	 its	 special	wet	packs	 to	provide	 a	
warm	moistened	treatment	towel.	Each	Hydrocollator	heats	to	170°	and	is	
equipped	with	an	automatic	shut-off.	Wet	packs	sold	separately.	Includes	a	
1 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.

HyDRoCoLLAToR

Code description Price	 Sale
EK310	 E-1	Hydrocollator	(Holds	4-6	Towels) 460.00 265.00
EK315	 E-2	Hydrocollator	(Holds	10-12	Towels)  755.00 499.00 
EA100	 Wet	Pack	-	Standard	10"	x	12"	 13.00
EA110	 Wet	Pack	-	Large	15"	x	24"	 	31.00

eK310 
Outside:	13"W	x	9"D	x	16½"H									 

inside:	10"W	x	8"D	x	12"H

eK315 
Outside:	14½"W	x	22"H	x	14"D									 
inside:	13¾"W	x	15¾"H	x	12"D

EA110

EA100

Hydrocollators & uV sanitizers

DeAL: Buy 3 OF the eK322 FOr $425! 

keep a tOWeL Warmer 
in eacH rOOm!

reDuCeD PriCes

whiLe 

suPPLies LAst!
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towel warMers & uV sanitizers



thE CirCuS, WAvE AnD KFM LAMPS ALL oFFEr thESE PrEMiuM ADvAntAgES 
Dimmable LeD bulb provides various levels of brightness to suit you and your clients needs.

crystal-clear lens made from white crown optical-quality glass with an all metal shade.
Heavy duty spring arm to ensure you will never have to worry about your lamp falling on a client.

includes a manufacturers Limited Warranty: 5 year mechanical & 1 year electrical. 

OptiOnaL HanDLe

eL475

code Description price Sale
eL454 Lamp & clamp - 3.5 Diopter (White) 314.00 290.00
eL455 Lamp & clamp - 5 Diopter (White) 324.00 299.00
eL475 Handle (Sold Separately) 36.00 
eF100 rolling Stand 95.00 
eL445 Wall mount 30.00 25.00

Package Deal: Purchase EL455 & EF100 Stand And Save! 
List Price: $419.00   Sale Price: $394.00   Deal Price: $379.00

LuxO kFm LeD maGniFyinG Lamp

Arm measures 49" from 
base to middle of lens.

LuxO WaVe LeD maGniFyinG Lamp
code Description price Sale
eL460 Lamp & clamp - 3.5 Diopter (Light Gray) 444.00 410.00 
eL464 Lamp & clamp - 5 Diopter (White) 455.00 420.00 
eL465 Heavy Duty rolling Stand 187.00 175.00
eL445 Wall mount 30.00 25.00

Package Deal: Purchase EL464 & EL465 And Save! 
List Price: $642.00   Sale Price: $595.00   Deal Price: $579.00

code Description price Sale
eL456 Lamp - 3.5 Diopter (White) 471.00 435.00 
eL457 Lamp - 5 Diopter (White) 482.00 445.00 
eL465 Heavy Duty rolling Stand 187.00 175.00
eL445 Wall mount 30.00 25.00

Package Deal: Purchase EL457 & EL465 And Save! 
List Price: $669.00   Sale Price: $620.00   Deal Price: $605.00

Arm measures 49" from 
base to middle of lens.

LuxO'S patenteD neck meanS nO mOre knOBS tO aDJuSt! LuxO'S premium LampS are manuFactureD in nOrWay!

Arm measures 50" from 
base to middle of lens.

6.5" dIAmeter lens

5" dIAmeter lens

6.75" x 4.5" lens

LuxO circuS LeD maGniFyinG Lamp

New!

enJOy a FuLL Face VieW WitH 
tHe circuS Lamp'S LarGe 

6.5" Diameter LenS!

tHe kFm iS tHe mOSt 
WiDeLy uSeD maGniFyinG 

Lamp in tHe WOrLD

SHaDOW Free maGniFicatiOn aS 
LiGHt cOmeS FrOm BOtH 

SiDeS OF tHe LenS!

*trolley for display purpose, not sold by Kosmet.

2928



 

The	Magni-Focuser	comes	equipped	with	a	5	diopter	 lens	providing	excellent	
magnification	 of	 your	 clients	 skin.	 Perfect	 to	 free	 your	 hands	 for	 delicate	
procedures.

mAGnI-FoCuser 

code Description  price
EK421	 Magni-Focuser	-	5	Diopter	Lens	 35.00
EK422	 Magni-Focuser	-	3	Diopter	Lens	 30.00

one	Infrared	bulb	and	one	clamp	included	with	purchase	of	lamp.	Lamp	exten-
sion	arm	measures	45"	in	length.	Includes	a	Kosmet	Limited	Warranty:	1	year	
mechanical	&	1	year	electrical.

t-60 InFrAred treAtment lAmP

code Description price Sale
EK410/11	 Stand	&	Lamp			 255.00	 220.00 
EK411	 Lamp	&	Clamp		 155.00	 135.00
EK408	 200	Watt	Bulb	(Made	In	Japan) 24.00
EL467	 Table	Clamp 16.00

EK408

code: ek407    (8" - 22 Watt)    $15.50
CIrCulAr lIGHt bulb

rollInG 5-leG lAmP stAndluxo HeAVy duty lAmP stAnd CIrCus FlouresCent lAmP bulb

led bIo lIGHt - led tHerAPy

rollInG lAmP stAnd

luxo WAll mountluxo dome tAble mount

not for use with circus LeD lamp.Fits	most	but	not	all	standard lamps.

Fits	most	but	not	all	standard lamps.Fits	most	but	not	all	standard lamps.

code: eF100     $95.00code: eL465   $187.00   Sale:$175.00 code: eL473   $39.95   code: ek410    $100.00    Sale: $85.00

code: eL445   $30.00    Sale:$25.00code: eL467   $16.00

luxo FlAt toP tAble mount
Fits	most	but	not	all	standard lamps.

Fits	most	but	not	all	standard lamps.Cast	iron	stand.	Supports	heavy	lamps.

code: eL466    $15.00

 Magnifying laMps & laMp accessories

For professional use only

High quality led system with touch pad interface. led therapy is currently one of 
the fastest growing treatments in the skincare industry, a great revenue generator. 
each color can be  turned on individually while the full spectrum option turns all colors 
on at once. Includes a 2 year Kosmet limited Warranty excluding lights.

code: ek470 $3,850.00    Sale: $3,465.00

eLectrOmaGnetic Spectrum
Specific wavelengths of 

pulsating light from the visible 
light spectrum provide beneficial 

effects to the skin cells.

Equipped	with	 a	 5	Diopter	 Lens.	Measures	 46"	 from	 base	 to	middle	 of	 lens.	
Includes a 1 year Limited Warranty.

code Description price Sale
EK400	 Lamp	&	Stand	(T-51)	 280.00	 245.00
EK405	 Lamp	(Short	Cable	Multifunction)	(T-50)	 195.00	 165.00
EK406	 Lamp	&	Table	Clamp	(T-50)	 195.00	 165.00
EK407	 Replacement	Bulb	(22	Watts)	 15.50

T-51	(MAGNIFyING	LAMP	&	STAND)

LFM	LED	(MAGNIFyING	LAMP)

Equipped	with	 a	 5	Diopter	 Lens.	 Measures	 46"	 from	 base	 to middle of lens. 
Includes	a	1	year	Limited	Warranty.	Does	not	fit	Taiphone	multifunction	units.

MAGNIFyING	LAMP

code Description price Sale
EK426	 Lamp	&	Clamp		 175.00	 155.00
EF100	 Rolling	Stand	 95.00
EK407	 Replacement	Bulb	(22	Watts)	 15.50

LAmp mounts, stAnds & morEtrEAtmEnt LAmps

PHoto-AGInG

sCAr HeAlInG

HyPerPIGmentAtIon

ACne

LuxO'S mOSt cOSt eFFectiVe Lamp

the die-cast aluminum housing and flexible, spring-balanced arm ensure the 
magnifier can be placed in any position. the 5 inch, glass lens mounted within 
a circular ring of leds allows for virtually shadow-free magnification. measures 
45" from base to middle of lens. Includes a manufacturers limited Warranty: 
3 year mechanical & 1 year electrical.

code Description price Sale
EL485 Lamp	&	Clamp	-	Gray	-	3	Diopter	 180.00	 155.00
EL486 Lamp	&	Clamp	-	White	-	5	Diopter	 190.00	 165.00
EK410	 Rolling	Lamp	Stand	 100.00	 85.00

Package Deal: Purchase EL486 & EK410 together And Save! 
List Price: $290.00     Sale Price: $250.00     Deal Price: $234.00
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 Magnifying laMps & treatMent laMps



With traditonal woods lamps, only the esthetician is able to view the skin. skin analyzers provide a built in mirror which shows the client what 
you are seeing while you explain the state of their skin. this visual aid builds your client's trust and helps close sales of by improving their 
understanding of why a treatment or product line is being recommended!

though u.V. light has a frequency range of 10nm-400nm, only the light from 315nm-400nm is considered safe for long term exposure. 
CerTified bulbs: protects the eyes of you and your client by guaranteeing that no light from the unsafe range of 10nm-315nm is being generated. 
sTandard bulbs: these bulbs may be safe for prolonged exposure as well, but no testing has been done to guarantee this.

s-2001A (sKIn AnAlyzer)

blACK lIGHt bulbs  
FIts tHe S-2001a & HS-1033 sKIn AnAlyzers

code: eL470 (Woods Lamp) $329.50 Sale: $295.00 
code: eL471 (replacement Black Light Bulb) $35.00
code: eL472 (replacement neon White Light Bulb)  $21.00
code: ekp415 (Skirt - Sold Separately) $35.00

code: ek415 (Woods Lamp) $220.00 Sale: $185.00 
code: ekp415 (Skirt - included at no exta cost) $35.00

code: eB318 (Standard Black Light Bulb - Sm. ) $20.00 
code: eB317 (Standard Black Light Bulb - Lg. ) $25.00
code: ekp600 (certified Black Light Bulb - Sm. )  $55.00
code: ekp605 (certified Black Light Bulb - Lg. ) $65.00

This	value	line	skin	scope	is	an	economical	alternative	to	the	F-102	skin	scope.		
Utilizing the magnifying lens and an internal mirror shows both you and your 
client whether the skin is oily, dry, dehydrated or blotchy. Black light shows the 
blackheads and whiteheads that would not normally show under regular light. 
Includes a 1 year Kosmet Limited Warranty.

Dimensions: 18"H	x	13"W	x	9"D	x	21	lbs.

Dimensions: 18"H	x	13"W	x	10"D	x	16	lbs.

code: ek425   (With certified Bulbs)    $650.00    Sale: $575.00

code: eB316     (With Standard Bulbs)    $345.00 
code: eB316a   (With certified Bulbs)    $475.00

Hs-1033 (sKIn AnAlyzer)
An	excellent	diagnostic	lamp	for	your	client's	skin	with	sleek	styling	for	your	treat-
ment room. Utilizing the superior magnifying lens and an internal mirror shows 
both you and your client whether the skin is oily, dry, dehydrated or blotchy. Black 
light shows the blackheads and whiteheads that would not normally show under 
regular	light.	Requires	4	large	and	2	small	black	light	bulbs	during	use.

This ultimate 5 diopter inspection magnifier with wide rectangular 4" x 2" 
viewing area uses a dual switching feature to provide both UV and normal light 
inspection.	Skirt	sold	separately.	Includes	a	Manufacturers	Limited	Warranty:	
1	year	mechanical	&	1	year	electrical.	

Always	use	caution	when	working	with	any	source	of	U.V.	light.	The	U.V.	light	
emitted	by	this	lamp	is	certified	U.V.-A	of	a	wavelength	of	315-400	nm.

Woods lAmP

eKP415

This	5	diopter	 lamp	Includes	a	skirt	(pictured)	to	allow	you	to	avoid	turning	
off the lights which will enhance the viewing of your clients skin. Includes a 
Manufacturers	Limited	Warranty:	1	year	mechanical	&	1	year	electrical.	

Always	use	caution	when	working	with	any	source	of	U.V.	light.	The	U.V.	light	
emitted	by	this	lamp	is	certified	U.V.-A	of	a	wavelength	of	315-400	nm.

m-102 Woods lAmP

eKP415

kosmet tip // skin analyzers: increase your sales!kosmet tip // analyzer Bulbs: certified vs. standard
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skin analyzers  woods laMps

tHe SuperiOr maGniFyinG LenS 
prOViDeS cLearer VieW OF tHe Skin!

Blue-White: normal and healthy skin.

White Spots: Horney layer of the skin and dead cells.

purple Flourescent: think skin without enough moisture. 

Brown: pigmentation and dark spots.

Light Violet: Dehydrated skin. 

Bright Flourescent: Hydrated skin. 

yellow-pink: Oily areas of the face and comedones. 

White Flourescence: thick corneum layer.



This	european	styled	trolley	comes	standard	with	one	drawer.	Easily	customizable	
by purchasing additional drawers, lamp mount, water bowl holder and power strip 
to suit your needs and spa environment. Ionto's lamp mount locks into place to 
ensure it never loosens. Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.  

sHort "KABinEt"

desIGn A FACIAl "KAbInet" 
to FIt your PersonAl needs!

8"

41/2"

FACIAl KAbInet

Facial kabinets
code: ei650 (Short kabinet  - includes 1 Drawer) $475.00 Sale: $335.00 
code: ei651 (tall kabinet  - includes 1 Drawer) $495.00  Sale: $345.00
Facial kabinet accessories 
code: eL457 (Luxo circus Lamp - 5 Diopter) $482.00 Sale: $445.00
code: eip650 (universal Lamp Support )  $74.75
code: eip675 (additional Drawers)  $110.00 Sale: $67.00
code: eip651 (ionto Water Bowl Holder)  $126.50
code: aF203 (Water Bowl)  $7.80 Sale: $7.25

oPTIoNAL

oPTIoNAL

41/2"

11"

81/2"

12"

tALL "KABinEt"

oPTIoNAL

oPTIoNAL

An	 elegantly	 designed	 trolley	 with	 beautiful	 pastel	 green	 and	 gray	 color.	
Equipped	with	 large	 capacity	 shelves	 to	hold	 your	 equipment	 and	products. 
Includes	a	2	year	Kosmet	Limited	Warranty.				24"W	x	32"H	x	17"D

m2e FACIAl trolley

code Description price Sale
ES1300	 Trolley	-	No	Drawer	(Upper	Shelf	-	13"	D)	 395.00	 345.00
ES1305	 Trolley	-	With	Drawer	(Pictured)	 	475.00	 375.00 
EiP650	 Universal	Lamp	Mount	(Sold	Separately)	 	74.75

131/2" 
(no drawer)101/4" 

(With drawer)

EiP650

H-8 trolley 

111/4"

14"

Built	 to	 handle	 heavy	 equipment	 such	 as	 microdermabrasion	 units,	 this	 trolley	 is	
equipped	with	a	power	strip	and	fitted	for	an	optional	wall	mount	such	as	our	EL445.	
Lamp and mount sold separately. Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty. 
Dimensions:	35"	H	x	221/4"	W	x	17"	D	
Lower Shelves:	21"	W		x	14"D					upper Shelf: 21"	W		x	13"D
code Description price Sale
EK112	 Trolley	(Upper	Shelf	-	13"	D)	 285.00	 245.00
EL445		 Universal	Lamp	Wall	Mount	(Pictured)	 	30.00	 25.00
EL457	 Luxo	Circus	Lamp	-	5	Diopter	(Pictured)	 482.00 445.00

Plastic	shelves	make	 it	 ideal	 for	wet	rooms	and	as	a	waxing	trolley	with	 large	
capacity for bottles, a wax melter or products. Comes with one basket.
Includes	a	1	year	Kosmet	Limited	Warranty.																	33"H	x	19"W	x	12"D

EKP110

9½"

FACIAl trolley 

code Description price Sale
EK110	 Facial	Waxing	Trolley	 165.00	 135.00
EKP110	 Extra	Basket	(1	Included	With	Trolley)	 	25.00

loCKInG drAWer beAuty trolley 

code: eF710         (Locking Drawer trolley With Lamp mount)            $210.00

Sturdy	trolley,	with	a	built-in	universal	lamp	fitting	and	locking	drawers.	Includes	
a 1 year Kosmet Limited Warranty.
Dimensions:	32"H	x	22"W	x	163/8"D	 	Shelves: 201/4" W  x 153/4"D

123/4"

43/4"	Drawer

43/4"	Drawer

lAmP mount

Short kabinet:  24"W x 15"D x 27"H 
tall kabinet:  24"W x 15"D x 36"H

eiP651/AF203

eiP650
lAmP suPPort

Package Deal: Buy EF710 & EL455 Luxo KFM Mag-Lamp (Pg. 29) And Save! 
List Price: $534.00   Sale Price: $509.00   Deal Price: $495.00
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trolleys & rolling carts trolleys & rolling carts



Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.
Seat Width: 17" 
Seat Depth: 131/2" 
Base Diameter:  21" 
raises From:	21"	-	26"	

Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.
Seat Diameter: 14" 
Base Diameter:  21" 
raises From:	21"	-	25"	

Seat Width: 13" 
Seat Depth: 13" 
Base Diameter:  21" 
raises From:	21"	-	26"

true sAddle stool HydrAulIC stool

code: eF122    $95.00    Sale: $85.00  
code: ek105   $85.00    Sale: $75.00  

Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.
Seat Diameter: 16" 
Base Diameter: 23"
raises From: 21" To 29"  

PoWer stool

code: ek106    $195.00    Sale: $175.00  

Includes a 1 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.
true sAddle stool WItH bACK

code: er123    $125.00    Sale: $99.00  

This soft terry cover fits round seats 
ranging	in	diameter	from	15"	-	17".

UNIVERSAL	STooL	CoVER

code: aH298    $12.00    Sale: $10.00  

SPRING-LoADED
ADJUSTABLE	BACK	
&	TILTING	SEAT!

HANDS-FREE 

ADJUSTABLE!

HyGIenIC stool

code: ek109    $355.00    Sale: $295.00  

This	sturdy	chair	was	designed	with	adjustable	height,	seat	angle	and	backrest	for	
maximum	comfort.	Also	includes	a	foot	ring	and	5	locking	safety	casters.	
Seat Diameter: 15" x 171/2"    Base Diameter: 24"     raises From: 18"-24"

code Description  price
Ei621	 Chair			 	 649.00
Ei628	 2	Piece	Chair	Cover	(Sold	Separately)  25.00

FIVE	PoSITIoN
BACK	REST

WorK CHAIr II
Designed	for	optimal	comfort	with	an	adjustable	back	rest	and	tilting	seat.	
Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.
Seat Diameter: 15" Base Diameter: 241/2" raises From:	17"-22"

The	Hygienic	Hydraulic	Spa	Stool	is	designed	with	hands-free	adjustable	
height!	Perfect	for	professional	estheticians,	salons	and	day	spas	where	
keeping your hands sanitary is critical during treatments. Includes a 2 Year 
Kosmet Limited Warranty.
Seat Diameter: 15" Base Diameter: 24" raises From:	18"-23"

code Description price Sale
ES1276	 Stool			 595.00	 495.00 
EK108C	 Foot	Ring	(Sold	Separately) 45.00 

t-93 HydrAulIC stool

SPRING-LoADED

ADJUSTABLE	BACK

&	TILTING	SEAT!

Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.
Seat Width: 17" 
Seat Depth: 131/2" 
Base Diameter:  21"
raises From:	18"	To	24"	or	24"	To	34"	(Please	Specify	Choice	When	ordering)

true sAddle stool deluxe WItH bACK

code: eF125    $165.00 

SPRING-LoADED
ADJUSTABLE	BACK	
&	TILTING	SEAT!
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This	extraordinarily	comfortable,	remote	controlled,	4	motor	bed	glides	smoothly	into	a	variety	of	useful	facial	and	massage	positions.	A	versatile	
addition	to	any	massage,	facial	room	or	day	spa.	Aestheticians	and	operators	appreciate	the	bed's	tilting	and	comfortable	facial	positions.	The	
drop	down	arms	allow	perfect	positioning	for	your	clients	during	back	facials	and	massage.	Includes	a	Limited	Kosmet	Warranty:	3	year	Parts,	
1 Year Labor.

  Dimensions
	 Length:	78"
	 Width:	30" 
	 Height	When	Lowered:	27" 
	 Height	When	Raised:	35"
	 Weight:	190	lbs.	(approx.)

  
 Bed  
 ultimate comfort Bed 
 Code:	EF239	 $2,700.00 
 Buy at the promotional price of $2,450.00! 
 remote control: 
	 Code:	EFP230			$95.00 

tHE uLtimAtE comFort For ELEctric mAssAgE & FAciAL BEds

tHE uLtimAtE

{         }Manufactured in Germany 
by Ionto-Comed, 

outstanding design and comfort.
IONTO 
X-DREam

ionto's broad manufacturing experience has resulted in the practical 
and advanced design of the modern treatment bed. the access height of 
only 25 1/2", as well as the adjustable armrests, enable easy access to the 
bed. additional comfort is guaranteed with the vertical positioning of 
the back and footrest. With fast and reliable motors to ensure smooth 
mobility for years. includes a 2 year kosmet Limited Warranty.

The climbing, sitting and massage positions 
as well as the moving sequences have been 
developed by the use of various bio-technical 
and engineering data analysis.  

  Dimensions
	 Length:	69"	(78 ½"	extended)
	 Width:	22"	(32"		With	Arms) 
 Height	When	Lowered:	25 1/2" 
	 Height	When	Raised:	34 1/4"
	 Weight:	188	lbs.	(approx.)

Bed  
comfort x-Dream Bed 
Code:	Ei818		$4,550.00			Sale:	$3,950.00 
replacement remote control 
Code:	EiP601		$430.00

eiP601

eACH Column CAn be moVed sePArAtely!
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  Dimensions
	 Length:	73½"	(82"	extended)
	 Width:	22"	(32"	With	Arms) 
	 Height	When	Lowered:	26" 
	 Height	When	Raised:	37"
	 Weight:	191	lbs.	(approx.)

  
 Bed  
 Swivel Deluxe Bed 
	 Code:	EF238				$2,400.00 
 Hand remote control: 
	 Code:	EFP232			$95.00  
 Foot remote control: 
	 Code:	EFP236			$250.00

 tHE sWiVEL ALL ELEctric FAciAL BEd 

The	Swivel	is	a	multi-use,	switch	controlled,	4	motor	bed	for	massage,	facials,	podiatry	and	medical	spas	with	a	very	stable	structure.	It	is	specifically	
designed to optimize workspace due to the chair's 240° rotation. The switches control the height, backrest, footrest and seat inclination. The leg 
section	is	adjusted	independently.	The	arms	may	be	rotated	out	of	the	way	for	easy	mounting	and	disounting	of	the	bed	while	the	headrest	and	foot	
rest	are	adjustable	to	accomodate	taller	clientele.	Includes	a	Limited	Warranty:	3	years	parts,	1	year	labor.	Remote	sold	separately.

tHE sWiVEL

This	switch	controlled,	3	motor,	electric	bed	glides	smoothly	into	a	variety	of	useful	treatment	positions.	A	fantastic	addition	to	any	facial	room	or	medical	
spa.	Dr.'s	love	the	tilting	function	while	aestheticians	appreciate	the	bed's	comfortable	facial	positions.	The	switches	control	the	height,	backrest,	and	seat	
inclination.	The	leg	section	is	adjusted	hydraulically.	With	head	and	foot	extensions	this	table	is	comfortable	for	even	your	tallest	clients	while	the	swing	away	
arms	make	it	easy	to	mount	and	dismount	the	bed.		Includes	a	Limited	Kosmet	Warranty:	3	year	Parts,	1	year	Labor.	Remote	sold	separately.

  Dimensions
	 Length:	73½"	(82"	extended)
	 Width:	22"	(32"	With	Arms) 
	 Height	When	Lowered:	26" 
	 Height	When	Raised:	37"
	 Weight:	191	lbs.	(approx.)

  
 Bed  
 electric Beauty Bed 
	 Code:	EF237				$2,150.00 
 Hand remote control: 
	 Code:	EFP234			$75.00  
 Foot remote control: 
	 Code:	EFP235			$225.00 

tHE EconomicAL FEAturE-ricH ELEctric FAciAL BEd 

tHE EconomicAL

sold 
sePArAtely

sold 
sePArAtely

Control 
sWItCHes

Control 
sWItCHes
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  Dimensions
	 Length:	78½"
	 Width:	28" 
	 Height	When	Lowered:	21" 
	 Height	When	Raised:	36"
	 Weight:	156	lbs.	(approx.)

  
 Bed  
 arms & Wheels included: 
	 Code	EF235				$1,795.00			Sale:	$1,350.00 
 Bed cover: 
	 Code	AH296			$75.00	  
 Hand remote control: 
	 Code	EFP234			$75.00

  sEts tHE stAndArd For ELEctric FAciAL & mAssAgE BEds

Sets	the	Standard	for	all	other	spa	beds	in	it's	price	range.	Equipped	with	3	remote-controlled	motors	to	adjust	to	almost	any	position.	Smooth	and	
vibration	free,	quick	and	responsive	to	all	remote-control	adjustments.	Rugged	construction	for	heavy	duty	use	and	a	back	rest	that's	a	full	30"	long	
to	accommodate	your	larger	clientele	with	a	comfortable	relaxing	experience.	Can	lift	up	to	400	lbs.!	Comes	standard	equipped	with	a	neck	cushion,	
breathing	hole/cushion,	adjustable/removable	arms	and	a	paper	roll	support.		Includes	a	Limited	Kosmet	Warranty:	3	year	Parts,	1	year	Labor.

tHE stAndArd

The	Sleek	is	a	high	performance,	3	motor,	massage	and	facial	bed	suitable	for	a	range	of	treatment	positions.	With	three	motors,	you	are	in	com-
plete	control	of	the	height,	backrest	and	central	module	movements.	The	adjustable	double-arm	supports,	headrest	with	breathing	hole/cushion	and	
extra bolster provide extreme comfort for your client while the cabling and motors have been carefully hidden to complete the clean, streamlined 
look	of	this	Sleek	bed.	Equipped	with	front	wheels	to	support	easy	movement.		Includes	a	Limited	Kosmet	Warranty:	3	year	Parts,	1	year	Labor.

  Dimensions
	 Length:	78"
	 Width:	28"	(36"	With	Arms) 
 Height	When	Lowered:	22" 
	 Height	When	Raised:	34"
 Weight:	190	lbs.	(approx.)

  
 Bed  
 Sleek electric Facial Bed 
	 Code	EF236				$1,550.00 
  
 remote control: 
	 Code	EFP234			$75.00 
 

tHE sLEEK ELEctric FAciAL & mAssAgE BEd

tHE sLEEK

36" WIde 
InCludInG Arms!

reDuCeD PriCes

whiLe 

suPPLies LAst!
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The	Practical	Bed	is	designed	with	durability	in	mind,	The	single	motor	massage	table	uses	a	high-quality,	Linak	motor	to	lift	the	table	up	and	down	via	a	
handy	switch	mounted	to	the	side	of	the	table.	The	hydraulic	back	adjustment	and	locking	wheels	provide	flexibility	and	stability.	While	the	motor	is	rated	
to	lift	an	incredible	375	lbs.,	the	rugged	steel	frame	guarantees	ample	support	for	heavier	clients.	The	Practical	can	be	used	in	facial	position	with	the	simple	
addition	of	a	bolster	to	support	the	knees.	Includes	a	Limited	Kosmet	Warranty:	3	year	Parts,	1	year	Labor.

  Dimensions
	 Length:	78"
	 Width:	261/2" 
 Height:	231/2"	(Lowest)	to	34"	(Highest) 
 Weight:	110	lbs.	(approx.)

  Bed  
  practical Bed 
	 	 Code	EF230				$950.00				Sale	$850.00 
  terry Bed  cover 
	 	 Code	AH295			$45.00

 tHE prActicAL 1 motor ELEctric mAssAgE BEd 

tHE prActicAL

This soft terry cover is easily mounted or 
quickly	removed	for	washing.	Fits	most	beds.	

UNIVERSAL	TERRy	BED	CoVER

code: aH295    $45.00  

Inflate or deflate for maximum client comfort. 
Sanitary	and	water	resistant.

DISPoSABLE	INFLATABLE	PILLoW	-	SPA	ESSENTIALS

This	 poly-backed,	 perforated	 roll	 is	 spill	 resistant.	
Turns into 80 sheets at 18" x 21" for facial applications, 
40 sheets at 36" x 21" for leg waxing or 20 sheets at 72" 
x 21" for full body treatment.

WAXING	PAPER	RoLLS	-	SPA	ESSENTIALS PAPER	RoLLS

FoIL	BLANKET	RoLL	-	SPA	ESSENTIALS
The mylar material makes spa treatments more effective 
as	it	retain	up	to	90%	of	body	heat.	our	folded	30" roll 
unfolds to a full 60" wide, simply cut to desired length.

code Description price Sale 
aH328 metallic - 52" x 84" - 3 pk. $5.25 $4.50
now only $4.20 when you purchase 16 or more!
aH329 metallic - 62" x 90" - 3 pk. $6.25 $5.35 
now only $5.00 when you purchase 16 or more!

code Description  price
am300 125' x 21"  $9.75
now only $7.75 when you purchase 9 or more!

code Description price Sale 
am309 60" x 200' $37.25 $31.75

code Description price Buy 12 or more 
am305 Smooth - 225' x 21" $5.25 $4.50
By	SPA	ESSENTIALS 
am306 crepe - 125' x 21" $4.75 $3.80
am307 Smooth - 225' x 27" $8.25 $6.60
am308 Smooth - 225' x 21" $6.50 $5.40

code Description price Sale 
am330 40" x 48" - 100 pk. - 2-ply $30.50 $26.50 
am331 40" x 60" - 100 pk. - 2-ply $37.00 $32.00
am332 40" x 60" - 50 pk. - 3-ply $39.50 $36.50
by sPA essentIAls 
am333 40" x 72" - 50 pk. - 3-ply $36.95 $31.50

code Description price Sale 
aH325 9' x 12' - 12 pk. $17.00 $14.50

code Description price Sale 
am336 13" x 18" (500 pk.) 2-ply $39.50 $34.50

code Description price Sale 
am325 40" x 90" (50 pk.) $59.75 $52.50    

code Description price 
am339 19" x 121/2" - 6 pk. $5.00    

code Description price Sale 
am337 21" x 30" - 100 pk. $37.50  $35.00
by sPA essentIAls 
am338 21" x 30" - 100 pk.  $87.50  $74.50

PoLy	SHEETING

Wrap clients during body treatments to preserve heat.

Made from clear polyester, this large size sheet can easily 
be cut in half for a total of 24 sheets. 

Using this poly backed paper ensures that no wax can seep 
through to the surface you are trying to protect. 

Poly	backing	provides	a	seal	so	liquids	are	unable	to	
seep through and damage the surface you are trying 
to	protect.	A	great	way	to	keep	surface	areas	clean.	

A	soft	linen-like	non-woven	pillow	case.

METALLIC	BLANKETS	-	SPA	ESSENTIALS

PoLy	PAPER

DRAPE	SHEETS PILLoW	CASE

PoLy	ToWEL

Find more discounted beds in our super sale section!

kosmet tip // super sales

Package Deal: 
Buy EF230 Practical Bed, Er123 Saddle Stool (pg. 36) & EK322 towel Warmer (pg. 26) And Save! 

List Price: $1,319.00  Sale Price: $1,094.00   Deal Price: $999.00
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 Beds accessories

New!

Beds



 DS321 DS323 DS325 DS327 DS340 DS350 DS315
 1.0 mm 1.4 mm 1.8 mm 2.1 mm  6.0 mm 6.0 mm 10.0 mm
 $3.25 $3.25 $3.25 $3.25 $16.25 $22.25 $26.00

 DD350 DP310 DP301 DP300 DP306 DP305 
 4.7 mm 22.0 mm  8.0 mm 6.0 mm 8.0 mm 6.0 mm
 $34.25 $2.75 $4.25 $4.25 $5.00 $5.00

  DD328 DD327 DD326 DD325 DD315 DD310 DD320 DD340 DD345
  1.8 mm 1.6 mm 1.4 mm 1.0 mm 2.5mm 6.0 mm 5.5 mm 1.2 mm 6.0 mm
 $7.00 $7.30 $ 7.00 $ 7.00 $17.25 $34.25 $23.75 $13.75 $34.25

 DD294 DD295 DD296 DD290 DD291 DD292 DD305
 8.5 mm 10.0 mm 12.0 mm 8.0 mm 9.5 mm 11.5 mm 6.5 mm
 $67.50 $77.25 $88.75 $67.50 $77.25 $88.75 $67.50

DiaTwister - Mega Coarse Grit CD-Grinder - Super Coarse Grit

Bit Type: Diamond
Treatment Type: Thick callus 
removal with perfect suction 
from specially arranged 
aperture slits.

DiaTwister - Super Coarse Grit

Bud Cutter - Medium Cross-Cut Bud Cutter - Fine Cross-Cut

Bit Type: Diamond 
Treatment Type: Hard 
Callus Removal With 
Perfect Suction From 
Specially Arranged
Aperture Slits

Bit Type: Diamond 
Treatment Type: Hard 
Callus Removal With 
A Peripheral Groove To 
Keep The  Area Cool.

Bit Type: Stainless Steel
Treatment Type: Very 
Thick Callus & Corns

Bit Type: Stainless Steel
Treatment Type: Callus 
Smoothening

Bit Type: Diamond 
Treatment Type: Delicate 
Treatment Of Nails & 
Cuticles

Bud Grinder - Fine Grit

Treatment Type: Delicate 
Treatment Of Nails 
& Cuticles, Nail Pre-
Polishing 

Bud Grinder - Extra Fine Grit

Roller Grinder - Medium Grit

Bit Type: Diamond 
Treatment Type: Callus & 
Nail Smoothening

Spherical Grinder - Medium Grit

Bit Type: Diamond 
Treatment Type: Callus & 
Nail Smoothening

Bud Grinder - Medium Grit

Bit Type: Diamond 
Treatment Type: Callus & 
Nail Smoothening

Spherical Cutter - Medium Cross-Cut

Bit Type: Stainless Steel
Treatment Type: Very 
Thick Callus & Corns

ExcEEding ThE QualiTy you dEmand From gErman manuFacTuring

Hand & Foot Care

Dressing Stone

For the removal of particles that 
stick to diamond instruments. Keep 
a consistent bit speed of 1,000-5,000 
RPM during cleaning. Dampen stone 
before application.

Podo Steri-Safe Maxi 

Organize and disinfect your bits with this handy bur block. Simply place the 
whole unit into a disinfecting tray and avoid wasting time by hand soaking 
each bit. Bits Sold Separately.

Silicone Bond High-Luster Polisher

Bit Type: Silicone Polisher 
Treatment Type: Polishing 
Nail & Nail Prothesis

Silicone Bond Pre-PolisherSleek Goat Hair Brush Polisher

Bit Type: Silicone Polisher
Treatment Type: Polishing 
Nail & Nail Prothesis

 Bit Type: Polisher
 Treatment Type: 
Cleaning & Polishing 
Nails With Paste

Roller Cutter - Medium Cut
Bit Type: Stainless Steel
Treatment Type: Efficient 
Nail Treatment

Ony Clean
Bit Type: Stainless Steel
Treatment Type: Gently 
Removes Deposits in Nail 
Fold

Spherical Cutter - Medium Cut
Bit Type: Stainless Steel
Treatment Type: 
Hematoma & Corns 
Under Nail Surface

  DS302 DS304 DS306 DS308  DS360  D400 
  1.0 mm 1.4 mm 1.8 mm 2.1 mm 1.2 mm $62.00
 $2.00 $2.00 $2.00 $2.00 $8.75

Bud Cutter - Very Coarse Double-Cut

Bit Type: Carbide
Treatment Type: Removal 
of Hard Nail Substance

Bud Cutter - Medium Double-Cut Bud Cutter - Fine Double-Cut

Bit Type: Carbide
Treatment Type: 
Specific Outlining 
(E.G. Fungally 
Infected Nails)

Bit Type: Carbide
Treatment Type: 
Delicate Treatment of 
Nail Surface Before 
Polishing

 DC300 DC310 DC311 DC320 DC321 
  6.0 mm 3.1 mm 6.0 mm 3.1 mm 6.0 mm D405 
 $33.25 $24.00 $31.50 $26 .00 35.00 $16.25

 Hand & Foot Care 

The Pedovac Eco advantage:
• The handpiece has a built-in vacuum to suck in debris while in operation. 
• Extraordinary dust collection power ensures hygienic workspace to keep you healthy.
• Strong performance in a small aluminum case made with the best of German quality!
• High rotation speed (from 6,000 to 16,000 RPM) makes grinding more comfortable.
• The upper husk of the hand piece can be sterilized in any autoclave.
• Quick cutter change with self-locking clamping system.

The Pedovac Eco provides a dust-free, hygienic work environment, enabling a technician 
to provide sophisticated nail and foot care treatment while considerably reducing risk of 
injury.  Includes a 2 Year Limited Kosmet Warranty.

code: Ei501    $1,995.00    Sale Price: $1,850.00    

inTroducing ThE ionTo PEdovac Eco
removes 95% of the fungus & dust that would otherwise settle in your lungs.

New!

dimensions: 6"H x 71/2"D x 10"W
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1/4 JAW CUTICLE NIPPER - DOUBLE-SPRING

Double spring, perfectly aligned cutting edges. Made 
from German stainless steel.
code: m135  (4 1/8")  $10.50

1/2 JAW CUTICLE NIPPER - DOUBLE-SPRING
Double spring, perfectly aligned cutting edges. Made 
from German stainless steel.
code: m135B  (4 1/8")   $10.50

Value liNe! 

Call for quaNtity

disCouNt

TM
TM

FLAT CUTICLE PUSHER - 2 SIDED
One 5mm wide rounded side and one 5mm wide straight side. Designed for ease of use. Knurled handle for secure grip. Made from German stainless steel.

CURvED CUTICLE PUSHER/PTERYGIUM REMOvER - 2 SIDED
One 9mm rounded pusher side and one side for pterygium removal, the clear forward growth that adheres to the base of the nail. Knurled handle for secure 
grip. Made From German stainless steel.

CURvED CUTICLE PUSHER - 2 SIDED
One contoured 9mm side and one contoured 5mm side. Knurled handle for secure grip. Made from German stainless steel.

INGROWN TOENAIL LIFTER & SPATULA - 2 SIDED
Use the curved end to separate the toenail from the skin and apply the disinfectant cream with the spatula. Knurled handle for secure grip. Made from German 
stainless Steel.

INGROWN TOENAIL FILE - 2 SIDED
One straight side and one curved side. Soak the feet to soften then gently slide back and forth to reduce ingrown nail. Knurled handle for secure grip. Made 
from German stainless Steel.

CUTICLE PUSHER/CLEANER - 2 SIDED
Double sided, multiple application: Use for pushing cuticles and cleaning under finger, toenails or as a spatula to apply antiseptic creams. Knurled handle for 
secure grip. Made from German stainless steel.

code: m120    (5")    $6.00

code: m125    (5 1/2")    $6.50

code: m130    (5 1/2")    $6.00

code: P215    (6")    $6.00

code: P220    (5 1/2")    $6.00

code: aE640    (5 1/2")    $6.00

"ex "  For Excellence
Unique and exclusive selection of fine implements handcrafted by the finest manufacturers from around the world, Kosmet Inc. is proud to offer you 
a perfect choice of  precision engineering coupled with the latest technologies. Designed for ease of use, efficacy and durability, all our implements 
come with a limited (excludes accidental damage) life time warranty.

TM

CUTICLE STICKS - BY GRAHAM PROFESSIONAL
The HandsDown® Birchwood round applicators come in two sizes. The 4” sticks are beveled on one end and pointed on the other.  This unique stick can be 
used for manicure/pedicure services as well as eyebrow waxing.  The 7” sticks are beveled on both ends.  
code: m180    (4" - 100 pk.)    $2.75    Sale:$2.35
code: m181    (7" - 144 pk.)    $4.50    Sale:$3.85

TM

TM

TM

TM

TM

TM

TOENAIL NIPPER - BARREL-SPRING
Made from Stainless steel Cobalt with grooved handle 
finish for firm grip and precise cutting of toenails. Made 
in Solingen-Germany.
code: P200  (5 1/2")  $55.00

1/2 JAW CUTICLE NIPPER - SINGLE-SPRING
Made from Stainless steel Cobalt with satin smooth finish 
for precise cutting of cuticles. Made in Solingen-Germany.
code: m110  (4")  $35.00

1/4 JAW CUTICLE NIPPER - DOUBLE-SPRING
Made from Stainless steel Cobalt with satin feel finish 
for precise cutting of cuticles. Double spring for smooth 
operation. Made in Solingen-Germany.
code: m100  (4")  $38.50

1/2 JAW CUTICLE NIPPER - DOUBLE-SPRING
Double spring for smooth operation. Made from Stainless 
steel Cobalt with satin feel finish for precise cutting of 
cuticles. Made in Solingen-Germany. 
code: m105  (3 7/8")  $38.50

IN-GROWN TOENAIL NIPPER - DOUBLE-SPRING
Double spring for smooth operation. Made from Stainless 
steel Cobalt with satin feel finish for precise cutting of 
ingrown toenails. Made in Solingen-Germany. 
code: P205  (4 1/2")  $65.00

Made from Stainless steel with a double spring for 
smooth operation. Designed with a concave edge for 
the toughest toenails. Made in Solingen-Germany.
code: P210  (5 1/2")  $95.00

TM

TM

TM TM

TM TM

 nippers & sCissors 

SILK, LINEN & FIBERGLASS SCISSORS
Razor sharp blades provide a crisp and precise cut 
without fraying. Made in Solingen-Germany from 
stainless steel. Can be Sterilized.
code: m150  (3 1/2")  $16.50

ACRYLIC NIPPER - DOUBLE-SPRING
Smooth double-spring operation. Made from stainless 
steel cobalt with satin finish for precise cutting of Acrylic 
tips. Made in Solingen-Germany.
code: m115  (4 1/2")  $48.00

TMTM

Hand & Foot Care
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WIDE FLAT GRIP CORN PLANER - MERKUR
Made from Stainless steel, this flat handled planer is 
safe and easy to sterilize.  

code: P240  (5 7/8")   $14.00

NARROW CURvED GRIP CORN PLANER - MERKUR
Made from Stainless steel, this curved handled planer 
is safe and easy to sterilize. 

code: P245  (6 1/4")   $14.00

COMFORT GRIP CORN PLANER - CREDO

DISPOSABLE SCALPELS - MILTEx

code: P230  (5 5/8")   $9.25

code: d203a  (10 pk.)   $15.00

SCALPEL HANDLE
Made from Stainless steel with a handle ribbed for a 
firm grip. Safe and easy to sterilize. Size: #3 Handle
code: d200  (5")   $10.95

SCALPEL BLADES
Made from surgical steel. Blades fit #3 sized handle.

d204
d203

CORN PLANER BLADES - CREDO
Long lasting carbon steel blades. Made in Solingen-
Germany.

code: d203 (#010 Blades - 100 pk.) $60.00 Sale: $50.00
code: d204 (#011 Blades - 100 pk.) $60.00 Sale: $50.00
code: d205 (#015 Blades - 100 pk.) $60.00 Sale: $50.00

code: P229  (10 pk.)   $4.50
Pay only $4.00 per pk. if you purchase 10 or more!

d205

RIGI-BOx MINI - BLADE DISPOSAL
Protect you and your staff from contaminated and 
potentially harmful blades in this sanitary and safe scalpel 
blade disposal box.  Dimensions: 6 1/4"H x 1 1/4"W
code: d410    $19.95

CORN PLANER BLADES - MERKUR
Long lasting carbon steel blades. Made in Solingen-
Germany.

Safe and easy to sterilize chrome plated planer. 
Includes 1 rasp (Pictured).

These stainless steel scalpel blades are individually 
wrapped to ensure each blade is sterile before use.

code: P239  (100 pk.)   24.00

STAINLESS STEEL INSTRUMENT TRAY - POLAR WARE

SMALL INSTRUMENT DISINFECTING TRAY - ULTRONICSINSTRUMENT DISINFECTING TRAY - ULTRONICS

AUTO CLAVE BAG - TIDI
Cleans and disinfects implements by adding a few drops of disinfectant. Unit 
automatically shuts off when done. Includes a 1-Year Kosmet Warranty.
dimensions - Outside: 6" x 51/2" x 41/2"   inside Tray: 6" x 2" x 31/4"  

LEO ULTRASONIC CLEANER/DISINFECTANT (FOR PERSONAL USE)

GENTLE INSTRUMENT DISINFECTANT - ULTRONICS
A broad spectrum disinfectant formulated for hospitals. 
A 16 oz. bottle makes 32 quarts of disinfectant solution.

Approved for use with gluteraldehydes & phenols.
dimensions - outside: 101/2" x 5" x 3"   inside: 9" x 31/2" x 1"

Approved for use with gluteraldehydes & phenols.
dimensions - outside: 9" x 41/2" x 21/2"   Tray: 71/2" x 3" x 1"

For use in Auto Clave or to maintain previously sanitized conditions. 100 pk.

code: ul55    (16 oz.)    $25.95    Sale: $22.25 
code: ul555  (2 liter)   $45.95   
2 liter Shipped  By grounds onlycode: ul45    (16 oz.)    $25.95   Sale: $22.25

10 MINUTE INSTRUMENT DISINFECTANT - ULTRONICS

code: ul200    $44.95code: ul100    $48.99

code: aE350 (Sm. 2 1/2"  x 6 3/4")    $9.50
code: aE355 (lg. 3 1/2"  x 9 1/4")    $ 13.50

code: EK360    $125.00    Sale: 99.00

code: aF210 (Tray) $22.75 Sale: $18.00
code: aF215 (cover) $16.50 Sale: $13.00

STAINLESS STEEL INSTRUMENT TRAY - POLAR WARE
Tray Dimensions: 7" x 6 1/2" x 2" - Cover sold separately.Tray Dimensions: 10 1/2" x 6 1/2" x 2 1/2" - Cover sold separately. 

code: aF220 (Tray) $26.50 Sale: $21.50
code: aF225 (cover) $22.25 Sale: $18.50

Formulated for hospitals and health care facilities. Makes 
64 quarts of disinfectant solution.

sCalpels & planers  instrument disinFeCtion 

SHARP IMPLEMENTS ARE NOT SUITABLE FOR USE wITH DIABETICS AND HEMOPHILIACS

Kosmet tip // scalpels & Blades
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POINTED PLATFORM TIP TWEEZER
Fine point, designed for fine and coarse hair; use on 
single or ingrown hair and splinters. Made in Solingen-
Germany from stainless steel. Can be Sterilized.

POINTED & SLANTED TIP 80MM TWEEZER KIT
Perfect for travel or your purse. Made in Solingen-
Germany from stainless steel. Can be Sterilized.
code: aT280 (Pair)  (3 1/8")   $32.50

SLANTED/POINTED TIP TWEEZER
Dual purpose, slanted and pointed tip. Rounded for 
extra safety. Made in Solingen-Germany from stainless 
steel. Can be Sterilized.
code: aT265  (3 3/4")   $19.50

SLANTED/PERFORATED TIP TWEEZER
Perforated for non-slip grip and a lighter tweezer. 
Slanted tip for eyebrows and body hair. Made in Solin-
gen-Germany from stainless steel. Can be Sterilized.
code: aT260  (3 3/4")   $19.50

SLANTED TIP TWEEZER
A perfect grip on even the finest hair. Professional 
general purpose use. Made in Solingen-Germany from 
stainless steel. Can be Sterilized.
code: aT250   (3 3/4")   $16.50

GOLD PLATED SLANTED TIP TWEEZER
Gold plated and hand crafted combining luxury and high 
precision. Made in Solingen-Germany from stainless 
steel. Can be Sterilized.
code: aT255  (3 3/4")   $22.50code: aT270  (3 3/4")  $16.50

TM

Most

PoPular!

PerfeCt Kit

for traVel!

TM

TM

TM

TM

TM

tweezers

POINTED TIP TWEEZER
High grade German made surgical steel tweezers with 
a firm grip. Can be sterilized.
code: aT205  (3 3/4")  $19.50

SLANTED TIP TWEEZER
High grade German made surgical steel tweezers with 
a firm grip. Can be sterilized.
code: aT210  (3 1/4")  $19.50

COMEDONE SOFT ANGLED ExTRACTOR
2 sided for black & white heads. Made from German 
stainless steel.
code: aE615a  (4")  $5.95

COMEDONE RIGHT ANGLE ExTRACTOR
Two sided for black & white heads. Use the right angle for 
around the nose area. Made from German stainless steel. 
code: aE615B  (4")  $5.95

COMEDONE ExTRACTOR SCOOP
Scoop and double sided for single small white and black heads and multiple holes for large ones. Made from German stainless steel. 

COMEDONE ExTRACTOR & LANCET
very popular and convenient implement. Ends unscrew to store inside handle. Knurled grip. Made from German stainless steel.

code: aE630  (5 1/2")  $6.00

code: aE625  (6 1/2")  $9.00

TMTM

TM

TM

Lancets & needLes

LANCETS - MEDIPOINTHYPODERMIC NEEDLES - 20 GAGE LANCETS - GOOD SENSE
100 individually wrapped lancets.

code: aE577    (26 gage)    $3.60    Sale: $3.25

200 individually wrapped lancets.

code: aE575    $6.00    Sale: $5.50

100 individually wrapped needles. 

code: aE370    (20 gage - 1")    $12.50

All our schamberg extractors are made in Germany from the highest quality stainless steel.  
All edges are carefully smoothed to minimize pain.  Loops are rounded for even pressure. Flat ribbed handle for secure gripping.

SCHAMBERG CRIMPED ExTRACTOR
Precise control over whiteheads, blackheads and acne 
pustules.

code: aE597  (3 3/4")  $29.50 Sale: $22.50

SQUARE SCHAMBERG ExTRACTOR
For general application; blackheads, whiteheads and 
blemishes.
code: aE595  (3 3/4")  $29.50 Sale: $22.50

SCHAMBERG CRIMPED ExTRACTOR - ExTRA FINE

Extra fine loop with smooth edges for detailed 
facial. For use on whiteheads, blackheads and acneic 
pustules.

CRIMPED SCHAMBERG ExTRACTOR - ExTRA FINE

Extra fine loop with smooth edges for detailed facial. 
For use on whiteheads, blackheads and acneic pustules. 
Made in Tuttlingen Germany.
code: aE610  (3 3/4")   $24.50 Sale: $21.50

SQUARE SCHAMBERG ExTRACTOR
For general application; blackheads, whiteheads and 
blemishes. Made in Tuttlingen Germany.
code: aE600  (3 3/4")  $21.75 Sale: $18.50

CRIMPED SCHAMBERG ExTRACTOR
Precise control over whiteheads, blackheads and acne 
pustules. Made in Tuttlingen Germany.

code: aE605  (3 3/4")  $22.50 Sale: $19.50

code: aE598  (3 3/4")  $32.50 Sale: $23.25

TM

TM

TM

"ex "  For Excellence
Unique and exclusive selection of fine implements handcrafted by the finest manufacturers from around the world, Kosmet Inc. is proud to offer you 
a perfect choice of  precision engineering coupled with the latest technologies. Designed for ease of use, efficacy and durability, all our implements 
come with a limited (excludes accidental damage) life time warranty.
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 extraCtors & lanCets



FASHION LASHES - ARDELL
Fashion Lashes are hitting the runways, movies, and a long lashed beauty near you.  Every 
woman wants long, luscious lashes, and now they can have them.
code description Price Sale
al610 #101 - Black Demi $3.25 $2.95
al612 #103 - Black $3.25 $2.95
al614 #109 - Black $3.25 $2.95
al616 #102 - Black Demi $3.25 $2.95
al618 #105 - Black $3.25 $2.95
al620 #110 - Black $3.25 $2.95

code description Price Sale
al622 #120 - Black Demi $3.25 $2.95
al624 #108 - Black $3.25 $2.95
al626 #111 - Black $3.25 $2.95
al628 #116 - Black $3.25 $2.95
al630 #117 - Black $3.25 $2.95
al632 #124 - Black $3.25 $2.95

INvISIBAND LASHES - ARDELL
With a clear backed strip, Invisibands are the most realistic strip lash on the market. A perfect lash 
extension for those wishing to achieve a subtle enhancement.

code description Price Sale 
al701 Babies - Black $3.25 $2.95
al703 luvies - Black demi $3.25 $2.95
al705 Pixies - Black demi $3.25 $2.95
al707 Wispies - Black demi $3.25 $2.95
al709 luckies - Black $3.25 $2.95

 
code description Price Sale 
al711 Scanties - Black $3.25 $2.95
al713 Sexies - Black $3.25 $2.95
al715 Sweeties - Black $3.25 $2.95
al717 Wispies - Black $3.25 $2.95

code description Price Sale 
al650 Short Black - 56 pk. $3.25 $2.95
al652 medium Black - 56 pk. $3.25 $2.95
al654 long Black - 56 pk. $3.25 $2.95
al656 Short Brown - 56 pk. $3.25 $2.95
al658 medium Brown - 56 pk. $3.25 $2.95

DURALASH FLARES - ARDELL

code: al608    (Black - 8 ml)    $4.95     Sale $4.50

LASH MAGIC BLENDING MASCARA - ARDELL
Blends natural lashes to faux ones without the caked 
on look so they are virtually undetectable.

STYLE
A

STYLE
B

INDIvIDUAL LASH ExTENSIONS

code description Price Sale
AL540 8mm  60.00 50.00 
AL542 10mm  60.00 50.00
AL544 12mm  60.00 50.00 
AL546 14mm  60.00 50.00

vOLUME LASH ExTENSIONS

code description Price Sale
AL520 Style A Short  42.00 35.00 
AL522 Style A Medium 42.00 35.00
AL524 Style B Short 42.00 35.00

code description Price Sale
al552  3 1/2” $8.40 $7.00

code description Price Sale
al554 5 1/2” $12.00  $10.00

code description Price Sale
al564 50 pk. $10.80 $9.00

code description Price Sale
al562 50 pk.  $14.40 $12.00

code description Price Sale
al550 16 pk. $16.80 $14.00

code description Price Sale
al568 20 yds. $9.60 $8.00 

code description Price Sale
al566 10 pk. $20.40 $17.00

code description Price Sale
al570    1 pk.     $7.20 $6.00

code description Price Sale
al556 5 1/2” $12.00  $10.00

code description Price Sale
al558 5 1/2” $9.60  $8.00

Provides a cooling effect and helps 
decrease puffiness during application.

MOISTURIZING EYE GEL PATCHES
Placed on lower lash line to hold lashes 
during extension application.

MEDICAL GRADE LASH TAPE
Dry the adhesive quickly to hold the 
bond of natural and synthetic lashes. 

LASH ADHESIvE DRYER
Layout lashes for application, provides 
flexibility when picking up extensions.

LASH CUSHION

Perfect for lash professionals! Cleans 
lashes prior to applying extensions. 
Helps avoid the clumping of lashes. 

DISPOSABLE MASCARA WANDS
Separate natural lashes for the bonding 
of a synthetic lash. Made from German 
stainless steel.

Container of 120 black lashes.
Container of 4,000 black lashes.

FINE TIP LASH TWEEZER
Perfect curve for grasping individual or 
volume eyelash extensions. Made from 
German stainless steel.

CURvED TIP LASH TWEEZER

Enhance the curl of lashes. Made 
from German stainless steel.

LASH CURLING TOOL

Separates and cleans lashes during 
extension applications. Helps design 
the brow to compliment the lashes. 

DISPOSABLE LASH BRUSH & COMB

FINE TIP SCISSORS

code description Price Sale
al674 clear .125 oz. $2.95 $2.75
al675 clear .75 oz.  $3.95 $3.50
al676 dark .125 oz. $2.95 $2.75
al677 dark .75 oz. $3.95 $3.50

LASH ADHESIvE - DUO
The world’s best selling lash adhesive. 
Dries invisible. 

LASHTIGHT LASH ADHESIvE - ARDELL

LASHGRIP ADHESIvE - ARDELL LASHFREE REMOvER - ARDELL

code description Price Sale
al670  clear .25 oz. $4.95 $4.50
al672 dark .25 oz. $4.95 $4.50

code description Price Sale
al690  clear .25 oz. $4.95 $4.50
al692 dark .25 oz. $4.95 $4.50

code description Price Sale
al678  .2 oz.  $2.95 $2.75

For use on individual lash extensions.

Adhesive remover for use on individual 
lash extensions.

Strong adhesive for use on strip lashes.
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lasH extensions - ardell  lasH extensions - ardell & lasH Belong



  - Lashes & appareL -

All the essentials to begin offering dye treatments.

This kit contains the essentials for dyeing private 
areas, side burns and beards.

Kit includes: 
2 Black Dye .5 oz 
2 Brown Dye .5 oz
1 Light Brown Dye .5 oz
1 Graphite Dye .5 oz 
1 Blue Black Dye .5 oz
1 Blue Dye .5 oz 
1 Hydrogen Peroxide 5%

1 Applicator Brush
1 Mixing Dish
1 Color Cleanser
1 Protective Pad - 96 pk.
1 Skin Protection Cream
1 Instruction Manual 
1 vinyl Carrying Bag

Kit includes: 
1 Black or Brown Dye .5 oz 
1 Peroxide Developer 5%

1 Applicator Brush
1 Mixing Dish

STARTER DYE KIT - COMBINAL

PRIvATE BODY PARTS DYE KIT - COMBINAL

code: ad540      $135.00       Sale:$115.00

code description Price Sale 
ad501 Black - 1/2 oz. $11.60 $9.95
ad502 Blue Black - 1/2 oz. $11.60 $9.95

code description Price Sale 
ad503 Blue - 1/2 oz. $11.60 $9.95 
ad504 Brown - 1/2 oz. $11.60 $9.95

code description Price Sale 
ad505 light Brown - 1/2 oz. $11.60 $9.95
ad506 graphite - 1/2 oz. $11.60 $9.95

code: ad525  (Black dye)    $19.00   Sale: $16.25
code: ad526  (Brown dye)  $19.00   Sale: $16.25

code: ad535  (0.7 oz. - 2 pk.)  $7.90   Sale: $6.75
code: ad536  (0.7 oz. - 1 pk.)  $5.90   Sale: $5.00

FACIAL HAIR TINT - COMBINAL
COMBINAL dyes are able to penetrate deeper into the hair structure than other comparable dyes due to the pureness of the formula. Provides maximum color intensity, 
long lasting shades, glossy shine, and high coverage capacity. Water resistant, and smudge proof. The colors last up to 6-8 weeks.

Combinal tint application brushes are perfect for easy 
and precise color application. 

Protect your client's skin from unwanted stains. 
These high quality pads are soft and gentle on the skin.

Gently removes stains from the skin and implements. 
Appplied with moist cotton pads or swabs.A perfect dish for mixing small amounts of hair dye.

This powerful developer offers deeper color intensity, 
shorter developing time, higher coverage capacity and 
luminosity of colors with longer lasting tinting results.

This cream forms a barrier on the skin to protect 
against unwanted staining during hair dye treatments.

Stabilized liquid for consistency when blending 2 colors.

COSMETIC TINT BRUSH - COMBINAL

PROTECTIvE PADS - COMBINAL

COLOR CLEANSER - COMBINAL
MIxING DISH - COMBINAL

PREMIUM LOTION OxYDANT 3% - COMBINAL
SKIN PROTECTION CREAM - COMBINAL

HYDROGEN PEROxIDE 5% - COMBINAL

code: ad534       (5 pk.)       $15.00        Sale:$12.75

code: ad531     (96 pk.)        $7.90         Sale:$6.75

code: ad533     (4.2 oz)      $15.90        Sale:$13.50  code: ad530     (1 pk.)       $2.50         Sale:$2.15  

code: ad537     (2.5 oz.)      $14.50        Sale:$12.35 code: ad532    (2.5 oz)       $15.00         Sale:$12.75  

New!

Warning: do not attempt to work with Tintocil dye cream without proper cosmetic school training.
Disclaimer: Tintocil, Tradex Group Combinal and Kosmet Inc. - Manufacturer and suppliers are not liable for any claims, costs, or damages resulting from misuse of products. Use as directed.

SPECTRA COLOR CREAM HAIR DyE - TINTOCIL
Tintocil Cream does not cover the hair but penetrates, leaving it bright and soft.  Made in Italy, this quality dye gives permanent colorations which last for weeks.

Tintocil creams can be mixed to achieve color variations such as Dark Blonde: Mix 4 Parts Blond with 1 Part Brown.
Increasing application time will help achieve a darker color. For less intense colors shorten application time, such as Light Blond: Reduce application time by 3/5 minutes.

LIGHT BROWN DYE & DEvELOPER - TINTOCIL

AUBURN DYE & DEvELOPER - TINTOCIL

BLONDE DYE & DEvELOPER - TINTOCIL

BLACK DYE & DEvELOPER - TINTOCIL

BROWN DYE & DEvELOPER - TINTOCIL

BLUE BLACK DYE & DEvELOPER - TINTOCIL

TINT-OUT SPOT REMOvER

ANTI-STAIN PADS
code: ad218   (80 pk.)   $7.75

EAR, NOSE & BROW SCISSORS
Made with bent blades and safety tip. Made in Solingen-
Germany from stainless steel. Can be Sterilized.

ROUNDED TIP BROW SCISSORS
Rounded end for safe, fast and precise trimming of 
brows. Ribbed grip. Made from German stainless steel.
code: aE635          (5" - Brow Scissors)          $15.75 code: m145    (4" - Ear, nose, Brow Scissors)    $21.50

TM TM

A professional grade combination eyebrow brush and 
comb, perfect for shaping brows during trimming.

EYEBROW BRUSH/COMB

code: aB370       (1" x 5")       $3.00       Sale $2.75

code: ad205   (1 oz)   $14.50    Sale:$13.50  

code: ad201   (1 oz)   $14.50    Sale:$13.50  

code: ad217   (2 oz)   $7.75    
Sale: $6.00  

code: ad203   (1 oz)   $14.50    Sale:$13.50  

code: ad202   (1 oz)   $14.50    Sale:$13.50  

code: ad204   (1 oz)   $14.50    Sale:$13.50  

code: ad206   (1 oz)   $14.50    Sale:$13.50  
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FaCial Hair dye - ComBinal  FACIAL HAIR DyE - TINTOCIL



code description Price Sale 
ad380 Pure Black #1 - 1/2 oz. $12.80 $9.95
ad381 natural Brown #3  - 1/2 oz. $12.80 $9.95
ad382 light Brown #3.1 - 1/2 oz. $12.80 $9.95

code description Price Sale 
ad383 Blue Black #2 - 1/2 oz. $12.80 $9.95
ad384 Blonde/Bleach #0 - 1/2 oz. $12.80 $9.95
ad385 graphite grey #1.1 - 1/2 oz. $12.80 $9.95

code description Price Sale 
ad386 deep Blue #2.1 - 1/2 oz. $12.80 $9.95
ad387 red #4.1 - 1/2 oz. $12.80 $9.95
ad388 chestnut #4 - 1/2 oz. $12.80 $9.95

code: ad391 Black - 15ml.   $13.95
code: ad392 dark Brown - 15ml. $13.95
code: ad393 md. Brown - 15ml. $13.95
code: ad394 light Brown - 15ml. $13.95

FACIAL HAIR TINT - REFECTOCIL

Gently removes any tint from your clients skin left 
by accidental contact during facial hair dyeing.

COLOR CLEANSER - REFECTOCIL

code: ad308    (3.3. oz.)    $19.50
only $18.55 when you buy 12 or more!

Protects sensitive skin from lash and brow tint. 
intensive care with vitamin E and D-Panthenol.

Promotes eyelash growth and volume. Use Long Lash 
Conditioner for naturally stronger lashes in 30 days.

SKIN PROTECTION CRèME 

LONG LASH - REFECTOCIL

code: ad305    (2.5 oz.)    $21.30     Sale: $15.50
only $13.95 when you buy 12 or more!

code: ad369     $149.00     Sale: $139.00  code: ad365     (3.38 oz.)    $19.95code: ad360    (60ml.)    $19.95 code: ad311    (5 ml.)    $8.00    Sale:$6.95
only $6.25 when you buy 12 or more!

Subtly fragranced developer for Refectocil eyelash 
and brow tints. Required for tinting with blonde dye.

Stabilized liquid developer specially formulated to 
be used with Refectocil eyelash and eyebrow tints.

The specially designed papers protect the skin from 
unwanted coloration during facial hair tint application.

Natural formula of plant extracts promoting lash growth 
and volume making your lashes stronger in 30 days. 

3% CREAM OxIDANT - REFECTOCILLIQUID OxIDANT - REFECTOCIL

SENSITIvE STARTER KIT - REFECTOCIL  

SENSITIvE TINT REMOvER - REFECTOCIL  SENSITIvE DEvELOPER GEL - REFECTOCIL  

ExTRA EYE PROTECTION PAPERS

LONG LASH GEL - REFECTOCIL

code: ad306    (3.3 oz.)    $13.00 
only $12.35 when you buy 12 or more!

code: ad301   (1.4 oz. - 3%)    $6.50 
only $6.20 when you buy 12 or more!

code: ad303    80 pk.    $8.90 
only $8.45 when you buy 12 or more!

code: ad315    (7 ml.)    $18.00     

Produces permanent coverage and even coloration which lasts several weeks. The vivid coloration is light and water resistant. Sufficient for up to 20 applications. 
Developer is not included.  * Blonde/Bleach requires the cream oxidant developer while all other colors can use either the cream or liquid oxidant developers.

Refectocil Demaquillant gently removes all traces of eye 
makeup to prepare the area for Refectocil brow tint.

MAKEUP REMOvER - REFECTOCIL

code: ad304    (3.33 oz.    )    $10.00
only $9.50 when you buy 12 or more!

only $9.75 WhEn you Buy 12 or morE oF any onE color!

An elegant tool for mixing lash and brow tint. 
Resistant to chemicals and can be easily cleaned.

This brush provides a silky feel with its firm sable 
bristle. Made with a smooth natural wood handle.

GLASS DAPPEN DISHSABLE TINTING BRUSH

code: ad316    $1.00    Sale $.85 
only $.65 when you buy 12 or more!

code: ad314    (1 pk.)    $2.50    Sale: $1.95
only $1.75 when you buy 12 or more!

Plastic tint mixing dish designed with a convenient 
hand grip and two grooves for resting applicators.

Flat, angled and slightly hardened synthetic bristles  
provide precise application of brow tint and bleach. 

PLASTIC MIxING DISH - REFECTOCIL HARD TINT APPLICATION BRUSH 

code: ad318    (.5 oz)    $3.50 
only $3.00 when you buy 10 or more!

code: ad319    (5 pk.)    $15.00 
only $14.25 when you buy 12 or more!

Refectocil Starter Kit is perfect for all beginners 
who are working for their first time with Refecto-
Cil sensitive gel colors.
Includes:
Black Tint - .5 oz.
Dark Brown Tint - .5 oz.
Md. Brown Tint - .5 oz.
Light Brown Tint - .5 oz.

Developer Gel 2 oz.
Tint Remover 3.38 oz.
Silicone Pads 1 pair
Artist Palette 

Use Refectocil Sensitive Developer Gel or fixing 
Refectocil Sensitive Colour Gel. Simple and easy 
to use, no mixing! The Sensitive Developer has a 
gel formula which means no dripping or no mess. 
Approximately 120 applications per tube.

Remove colour stains that may occur when tinting 
with Refectocil Sensitive. Specially formulated for 
the new Refectocil Sensitive tints. (Original Refec-
tocil Tint Remover will not remove colour stains 
from Refectocil Sensitive tints.)

Refectocil has created a completely new two-step tinting system that allows you to safely tint in only 3 minutes with colours based on plant extracts. The perfect 
tinting service for clients with sensitive skin. Lasts up to 6 weeks and is smudge and waterproof. Dermatologically and Opthalmologically tested.

reFeCtoCil sensitive is tHe First FaCial Hair tint tHat worKs Based on plant extraCts, witH 
yarrow, Horse extraCt, juniper, goldenrod, nettle, BlueBerry, CHaste Berry, red wine extraCt.

INNOVATIVE NEW 2-STEP APPLICATION - NO MIxING REqUIRED!
1. Attach Refectocil Silicone Eye Pads or Refectocil Protection Papers with  
 Refectocil Skin Protection Cream, apply cream to skin around the brow. 
2. Apply colour gel with Refectocil Application Stick - leave for 2 minutes 
3. Remove Colour Gel with dry cotton bud. 
4. Apply Developer Gel with Refectocil Application Stick - leave for 1 minute. 
5. Remove with moist cotton ball.

New!

Disclaimer: Tintocil, Tradex Group Combinal and Kosmet Inc. - Manufacturer and suppliers are not liable for any claims, costs, or damages resulting from misuse of products. Use as directed. Disclaimer: Tintocil, Tradex Group Combinal and Kosmet Inc. - Manufacturer and suppliers are not liable for any claims, costs, or damages resulting from misuse of products. Use as directed.
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 FaCial Hair dye - reFeCtoCilFaCial Hair dye - reFeCtoCil (sensitive)



Specially formulated for removing hair from the 
upper lip, chin, cheeks, eyebrows and hairline. 
Removes unwanted hair gently, effectively and 
instantly. For the removal of fine to coarse facial hair.
code: aW0310    (14 oz.)    $13.50    Sale: $9.75

Soft wax specifically intended to calm and 
soothe skin during and after hair removal. 
Perfect for those with sensitive skin. Minimizes  
redness and leaves skin soft and conditioned while 
its faint, clean scent is pleasing to the senses.  
code: aW0345    (13 oz.)    $13.95    Sale: $11.20

Moisturizes skin after hair removal. Perfect for all 
skin types. Hemp seed oil is known for its medicinal 
and nutritional properties. 
code: aW0375    (14 oz.)    $13.95    Sale: $11.20
Purchase 24 cans for $84.00 while supplies last! 

Only $3.50 per can! 

code: aW0899    (14 oz.)    $13.95    Sale: $11.50

ESPRESSO ALL PURPOSE HONEE WAx - GIGI

HONEE FACIAL WAx - GIGI

HEMP WAx - GIGI

AZULENE WAx - GIGI

BRAZILIAN HARD WAx - GIGI
Gentle enough on delicate skin areas, as beautiful 
and rich in its amber color as it is easy and conve-
nient to use. Fast, efficient and gentle removal of 
unwanted hair. No muslin strips needed.

This smooth creme formula is recommended for 
sensitive skin. Removes unwanted hair and leaves 
skin silky smooth.  Creme wax melts at medium 
temperatures for greater comfort.
code: aW0240    (14 oz.)    $13.95    Sale: $11.20

TEA TREE CREME WAx - GIGI

An all-natural and gentle enough for delicate areas, 
it instantly leaves skin smooth and free of hair. GiGi 
All Purpose Honee is the #1 wax in the world.
code: aW0330    (14 oz.)    $13.50    Sale: $9.75

ALL PURPOSE HONEE WAx - GIGI

Recommended for sensitive skin, this wax removes 
unwanted hair and leaves skin silky smooth. Melts 
at medium temperatures for greater comfort.
code: aW0260    (14 oz.)    $13.95    Sale: $11.20

CREME WAx - GIGI

code: aW0252    (14 oz.)    $13.50    Sale: $9.75

code: aW0251    (14 oz.)    $13.95    Sale: $11.20
Purchase 24 cans for $84.00 while supplies last! 

Only $3.50 per can! 

code: aW0870    (14 oz.)    $13.95    Sale: $11.20
Purchase 24 cans for $84.00 while supplies last! 

Only $3.50 per can! 

Formulated with coffee extract as a potent antioxidant 
to promote healthy skin.  Invigorating aroma awakens 
the senses and stimulates mind and body.

Perfect for removing coarse to resistant hair. 
Cocoa Seed extract acts as an anti-inflammatory 
with a luscious chocolate aroma.

MILK CHOCOLATE CREME WAx - GIGI

Formulated with soothing lavender oil to smooth 
and condition skin.  Aromatherapy blend calms the 
senses. For the removal of fine to medium hair.

LAvENDER CREME WAx - GIGI

FLORAL HARD WAx - GIGI

code: aW0888    (14 oz.)    $13.95    Sale: $11.20

This strip-less hard wax is great for sensitive and 
delicate skin. Infused with beneficial floral extracts 
such as Arnica, Chamomile, Calendula and Rose oil 
that calm and soothe the skin. 

DARK HONEE WAx - GIGI

code: aW0305    (14 oz.)    $13.50   Sale: $9.75

Developed to meet the increasing demand for 
effective removal of resistant, coarse and curly hair. 
Ideal for sensitive skin.

MILK & HONEE WAx - GIGI

ALL PURPOSE HARD WAx - GIGI

NO STING POT WAx - GIGI

PORE REFINING HARD WAx - GIGI

code: aW0288    (14 oz.)    $13.95    Sale: $11.20

code: aW0332    (14 oz.)    $13.50    Sale: $9.75

code: aW0341   (14 oz.)    $14.95    Sale: $12.20

code: aW0342    (14 oz.)    $17.50   Sale: $16.25

Creamy soft wax suitable for all skin types. Formulated 
with natural honey and milk extracts that soften, 
hydrate and condition the skin. Keeps the skin feeling 
soft and supple. All natural, and fragrance free.

A gentle hard wax that removes all unwanted hair 
from stubborn and coarse to the finest fuzz. This 
creamy hard wax is ideal for full body waxing. Great 
for all skin types, even the most sensitve. 

Recommended for normal to dry skin types and the 
removal of fine to coarse hair. Extraordinary wax, 
designed for clients with delicate skin. Formulated 
with Kava Kava to help soothe and relax the client. 

A gentle 3-in-1 facial wax that removes hair, exfoliates  
and unclogs pores. Contains special bonding agents to 
adhere to dirt and impurities, gently unclogging pores. 
Also contains Zinc Oxide to help cushion and protect 
delicate facial skin. For all skin and hair types. 

Enriched with natural soybeans, honey, chamomile, 
and rapeseed oil to eliminate irritation. For sensitive 
skin and fine to coarse hair.
code: aW333   (14 oz.)   $14.99   Sale: $10.00 

Formulated for thick, coarse hair and perfect for 
brazilian bikini waxing. No strips are required for 
this hard wax, and can be used on all types of skin.
code: aW341   (14 oz.)    $14.99   Sale: $10.00

PURE SOY WAx - SATIN SMOOTH

CALENDULA GOLD HARD WAx - SATIN SMOOTH

ULTRA-SENSITIvE ZINC WAx - SATIN SMOOTH

TEA TREE POT WAx - SATIN SMOOTH

code: aW342   (14 oz.)   $14.99   Sale: $10.00

code: aW344   (14 oz.)   $14.99   Sale: $10.00

Developed for thin, sensitive skin and particularly 
for first time waxers. Use on fine to medium hair 
and ultra sensitive skin for successful hair removal.

Made with 100% natural tea tree oils for use on any 
skin type, ideal for sensitive skin and medium to 
coarse hair.

code:aW346   (14 oz.)    $14.99   Sale: $10.00

Quick hair removal for sensitive and delicate skin. 
Protects against irritation, while soothing and 
restoring moisture. Ideal for medium to coarse hair.

ALOE vERA POT WAx - SATIN SMOOTH

Enriched with Argan Oil to hydrate the skin during 
waxing. Recommended for hair removal on clients 
with sensitive skin and coarse to medium hair.

Softens stubborn, thick, coarse and curly hair. 
Recommended for clients with dry and dehydrated 
skin. Ideal for body waxing.
code: aW348   (14 oz.)   $12.99   Sale: $10.00   

code:aW347   (14 oz.)   $12.99   Sale: $10.00

HONEY WAx WITH ARGAN OIL - SATIN SMOOTH

DELUxE CREAM WAx - SATIN SMOOTH

CITRUS MOJITO FILM HARD WAx - SATIN SMOOTHTITANIUM BLUE FILM HARD WAx - SATIN SMOOTH

code:aW351   (14 oz.)   $14.99   Sale: $10.00    

A strip free wax that soothes and moisturizes the 
skin with vitamin C and natural spearmint oils. 
Recommended for Brazilian waxing.

Natural pine rosin and beeswax, spreads thinly and 
easily. Melts and cools quickly to pull hair without 
breakage. For medium to coarse hair on normal skin.

A strip free wax that soothes and moisturizes the 
skin with calming azulene oil, vitamin E and zinc 
oxide. Perfect for male Brazilian waxing.

Enriched with cherry extracts and 
vitamin E to heal and protect skin. Low 
melting temperature, spreads easily.

Soothes and moisturizes with azulene 
oil, vitamin E and zinc oxide. Perfect 
for Brazilian waxing on male clients.

Botanical non-wax depilatory formulated for ultra 
sensitive skin. Perfect on all hair types for both face 
and body. Soft and pliable, low melting temperature.

Soothes and moisturizes the skin 
with vitamin C and natural spearmint 
oils. Perfect for Brazilian waxing. 

satin smooth strip Free pebbLe hard Wax

Formulated with tea tree oil and 
ideal for the removal of thick, 
coarse hair and brazilian waxing.

code: aW352   (14 oz.)    $14.99   Sale: $10.00

code: aW353   (14 oz.)   $14.99   Sale: $10.00    

code: aW389   (16 oz.)   $17.99   Sale: $14.50 

HONEY WAx WITH vITAMIN E - SATIN SMOOTH

beBARE HAIR REMOvAL SYSTEM - SATIN SMOOTH

WILD CHERRYTITANIUM BLUE - THIN FILM CITRUS MOJITO THIN FILM CALENDULA GOLD

Natural cherry extracts and vitamin E Protect skin 
from irritation. ideal for sensitive skin and fine to 
medium hair.

WILD CHERRY HARD POT WAx - SATIN SMOOTH

code:aW343   (14 oz.)   $14.99   Sale: $10.00

LAvENDER POT WAx - SATIN SMOOTH

code: aW345   (14 oz.)   $14.99   Sale: $10.00

Infused with Chamomile extract to promote soothing 
hair removal. Naturally formulated for medium to 
coarse hair during body waxing.

code description Price
aW363 2.2 lbs. $16.80

code description Price
aW365 2.2 lbs. $16.80

code description Price
aW366 2.2 lbs. $16.80

code description Price
aW367 2.2 lbs. $16.80

New!

KOSMET RUNS PERIODIC SPECIALS, CALL ABOUT DISCOUNTS!

Kosmet tip // waxing specials
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wax - depilatory  wax - depilatory



Reduces the irritation and redness waxing can 
cause. Blended with azulene and other all-natural 
ingredients. Perfect for clients with sensitive skin.
code:  aW41212 (lg. - 12 pk.) $49.00 Sale:  $44.50
code:  aW41231 (lg. - 3 pk.) $15.00
code:  aW41232 (md. - 3 pk.) $13.50
code:  aW41233 (Sm. - 3 pk.) $12.00

Made of natural pine rosin and beeswax, with no 
chemicals or perfumes. Works at a safe, low tem-
perature. Perfect for all areas of the body. Melts to 
a smooth consistency for easy application.
code: aW41612 (lg. - 12 pk.) $49.00 Sale: $44.50 
code: aW41631 (lg. - 3 pk.) $15.00
code: aW41632 (md. - 3 pk.) $13.50
code: aW41633 (Sm. - 3 pk.) $12.00

SENSITIvE ROLL-ON WAx - CLEAN & EASY
ORIGINAL ROLL-ON WAx - CLEAN & EASY

ARGAN OIL ROLL-ON WAx - CLEAN & EASY

vITAMIN E ROLL-ON WAx - CLEAN & EASY

code: aW47418 (lg. - 3 pk.) $15.00

code: aW47350 (lg. - 6 pk.) $12.00
code: aW47353 (md. - 3 pk.) $5.50
code: aW47354 (Sm. - 3 pk.) $4.95

Contains the potent, nourishing oil of Moroccan 
Argan. An effective hair removal wax, combined 
with the moisturizing and anti-aging properties of 
Argan result in beautiful, hair-free skin.

This wax will surely become a favorite of your clients 
who love the original, but like the added healing and 
moisturizing benefits of vitamin E.

code: aW41153    (14 oz.)    $11.95    Sale: $10.50
Purchase 24 cans for $72.00 while supplies last! 

Only $3.00 per can! 

Formulated for thorough bikini waxing. Gentle 
enough for facial application as the wax only 
adheres to hair. No Strips Needed!

BRAZILIAN HARD WAx - CLEAN & EASY
Made from natural pine rosin and beeswax, this 
natural wax contains no chemicals or perfumes 
and works at a safe, low temperature. Perfect for 
all areas of the body. Original Wax melts down to 
a smooth consistency for easy application.

Blended with Azulene, chamomile and other all-natural 
ingredients to reduce the irritation and redness wax-
ing can cause. Sensitive Wax is perfect for clients with 
sensitive skin and leaves skin soft and smooth.
code: aW41151    (14 oz.)    $10.95    Sale: $9.50

code: aW41150    (14 oz.)    $10.95   Sale: $9.50

ORIGINAL POT WAx - CLEAN & EASY

SENSITIvE POT WAx - CLEAN & EASY ACAI BERRY FULL BODY HARD WAx

code: aW47355    (14 oz.)    $11.95    Sale: $10.50

Applies thin like soft wax to maintain flexibility, 
yet removes like hard wax. Azulene helps calm and 
soothe inflammation after waxing. Acai contains 
antioxidants and  phytosterols which promote skin 
cell regeneration. No Strips Needed!

Hemp wax is excellent for clients with dry skin 
or those prone to ingrown hairs. Help seed oil 
provides anti-inflammatory and hydrating benefits.

Infused with antioxidant-rich Green Tea and 
soothing Aloe vera. The perfect choice for delicate 
areas.

Formulated with White tea and Zinc Oxide, a natural 
protective barrier. Designed for sensitive skin.

Contains Zinc Oxide and soothing botanicals to help 
protect delicate skin from irritation and redness. For 
ultra sensitive areas like face, underarms and bikini, 
this calming soft wax removes thin to medium hair.

Designed for full body waxing of both men and women. 
From fine peach fuzz to thick coarse hair, BAREzilian 
removes it all. virtually painless as the formula adheres 
to the hair not the skin. No Strips Needed!

Developed with nourishing Argan Oil and the 
potent antioxidants of Black Tea. Ideal for the 
removal of course hair.

code: aW41152    (13 oz.)    $10.95    Sale: $9.50
Purchase 24 cans for $72.00 while supplies last! 

Only $3.00 per can!
code: aW47414    (14 oz.)    $10.95    Sale: $9.50

code: aW47415    (14 oz.)   $10.95    Sale: $9.50

code: aW47417    (14 oz.)   $10.95    Sale: $9.50 code: aW47430    (14 oz.)   $11.95    Sale: $10.50

code: aW47416    (14 oz.)    $10.95    Sale: $9.50

HEMP POT WAx - CLEAN & EASY
GREEN TEA POT WAx - CLEAN & EASY

WHITE TEA POT WAx - CLEAN & EASY

ULTRASENSITIvE POT WAx - CLEAN & EASY BAREZILIAN HARD POT WAx - CLEAN & EASY

BLACK TEA POT WAx - CLEAN & EASY

Rich in the skin-benefiting oil of Indian Neroli, 
known to encourage cell regeneration, increase skin 
elasticity and packed with anti-aging properties.

NEROLI OIL ROLL-ON WAx - CLEAN & EASY

code: aW47421    (lg. - 3 pk.)    $15.00

WAxING ROLLER HEAD PACKS - CLEAN & EASY
code: aW41643 (24 pk. - large rollers) $24.00
code: aW41238 (3 pk. - large rollers) $3.00 
code: aW41635 (3 pk. - medium rollers) $3.00
code: aW41637 (3 pk. - Small rollers) $3.00 
code: aW41636 (3 pk. - Fine rollers) $3.00

New! New!

New!

New!

New! New!

New!

Formulated for sensitive skin and sensitive areas. 
Great for use on face, underarms and bikini line.
code: aW606    (14 oz.)    $14.99    Sale: $11.95

code: aW515    (14 oz.)    $14.00    Sale: $12.25

code: aW614    (14 oz.)    $14.99    Sale: $11.95

code: aW518    (14 oz.)    $14.00    Sale: $12.25

code: aW604    (14 oz.)    $12.99    Sale: $10.95

code: aW608    (14 oz.)    $14.99    Sale: $11.95

code: aW500    (14 oz.)    $14.00    Sale: $12.25

code: aW612    (14 oz.)    $14.99    Sale: $11.95

code: aW505    (14 oz.)    $14.00    Sale: $12.25

The “original” pine rosin. Thin consistency. Ideal 
for large areas. very cost effective.

L'Orbette's Pure Hard Wax is perfect for use in sensi-
tive areas. Clings to short, stubborn hairs for easy 
removal. No strips required.

Thin Consistency. Formulated for large areas. 
Excellent for dry flaking skin. It is tough on hair but 
gentle on skin.

Applies remarkably thin. Gentle and fragrance free, it 
will never change color or consistency.

Formulated for extra sensitive areas of the skin. 
Should be applied thick and allowed to dry before 
removing. No strips required.

L'Orbette's Honey Wax removes all unwanted hair 
from the face and body for beautifully smooth skin.

This rosin-free wax provides an excellent grip on fine 
and short hairs. This non-sticky formula is our most 
gentle hair remover. Use on your most demanding 
customers or those that are allergic to rosins. 

Calms and reduces redness from hair removal. 
Gentle and completely fragrance free, it will never 
change color or consistency.

AZULENE CREAM ROSIN WAx - DEPILEvE

PURE HARD WAx - L'ORBETTE

PEARL ROSIN WAx - DEPILEvE

LIQUID ORGANIC WAx - L'ORBETTE

EUROPEAN GOLD KARITE HARD WAx - DEPILEvE

HONEY WAx - L'ORBETTE

CRYSTAL CLEAR WAx - DEPILEvE

LIQUID AZULENE ORGANIC WAx  - L'ORBETTE

NATURAL PINE ROSIN WAx - DEPILEvE

High-quality wax specially indicated for large areas. 
This natural pine rosin has a thin consistency and a 
pleasant fragrance.
code: aW128    (16 oz.)    $12.99    Sale: $9.95code: aW121    (16 oz.)    $13.99    Sale: $10.95

Kalos Azulene wax provides special care for skin 
types and areas too sensitive for conventional waxes. 
Ideal for use on bikini line, underarms and face.

Aloe vera leaves the skin fresh and moisturized and is 
also known for its healing and antibacterial properties 
which give the wax an intense emollient effect.

ALL NATURAL HAIR REMOvAL WAx - KALOSAZULENE WAx - KALOS ALOE vERA WAx - KALOS

code: aW125    (16 oz.)    $13.99    Sale: $10.95

melting Temperature: 122°F (50°c) maximum apply: 105°F (40°c)
maintain: 105°- 115°F (40° - 45°c) dimensions: 8" x 2" x 31/2" 

code: aW115    (2.16 lbs. / 980 grams)   $16.00    Sale: $14.95
Pay only $13.00 each when you purchase 24 or more!

Made from all natural bee’s wax for nearly painless hair removal. The 
added Chamomile Extract softens and soothes skin while preventing 
irritation. The homogenous texture prevents the wax from breaking and 
requires no strips. Recommended for sensitive areas, such as Brazilian, 
facial, and bikini waxing.

French hard Wax
New 

lower 
PriCe!

KOSMET RUNS PERIODIC SPECIALS, CALL ABOUT DISCOUNTS!

Kosmet tip // waxing specials
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HONEE PRO 1 KIT - GIGI

Each Kit includes:
1 Electric Warmer - 14 oz. 
1 Facial Honee Wax - 14 oz. 
1 All-Purpose Honee Wax - 14 oz. 
1 Pre-Hon Lotion - 4 oz.
1 Post Epilation Lotion - 4 oz.  
1 Slow Grow - 4 oz.
1 Wax Off - 2 oz.
1 Post Wax Cooling Gel - 4 oz.
1 Post Wax Concealer - 4. oz.
1 Pre-Epil Dusting Powder - 3.25 oz.
2 Applicator Rest Bars 
50 Natural Muslin Strips - Sm. 
50 Natural Muslin Strips - Lg. 
20 Spatulas - Petite
20 Spatulas - Sm. 
20 Accu-Edge Spatulas - Lg.
10 Warmer Collars
1 Instruction Manual 
code: aW0100    $125.00    Sale: $109.95

Each Kit includes:
1 Deluxe Double Warmer - 14 oz. 
1  All Purpose Honee Wax - 14 oz. 
1 Hemp Wax - 14 oz. 
1 Creme Wax - 14 oz.

1 Brazilian Hard Wax - 14 oz.  
100 Muslin Epilating Strips - Lg. 
100 Accu-Edge Spatulas - Lg. 

DOUBLE WARMER KIT - GIGI

code: aW0231    $149.00    Sale: $135 .00

Available ONLY  at Kosmet!
While Supplies Last!

WE HONOR ALL PERIODIC OFFERS BY 
MANUFACTURER, PLEASE INQUIRE.

code: aW0230    $110.00

DELUxE DOUBLE WAx WARMER - GIGI
A thermostatically controlled dual warmer designed for professional use. With 
individual temperature control dials. Heats all standard 14 oz. or 16 oz. wax 
cans. Wax sold separately. 1 year manufacturers limited warranty.

The 14 oz. Honee Wax Warmer is a thermostatically controlled heating unit 
designed for all day use. Heats all standard 14 oz. or 16 oz. wax cans. 1 year 
manufacturers limited warranty. 
dimensions: 51/4"H x 71/2"W

code: aW0210    $74.95

HONEE WAx WARMER - GIGI

digital Warmer includes: 
1 All-Purpose Honee Wax - 14 oz. 1 Clean Collar - 10 pk

DIGITAL HONEE WARMER - GIGI

code: aW0205    $74.95    Sale: $65.00

digital Warmer includes: 
1 All-Purpose Honee Wax - 14 oz. 1 Clean Collar - 10 pk

GiGi’s Digital Honee Warmer with easy to use temperature setting. Heats all 
standard 14 oz. or 16 oz. wax cans. 1 year manufacturers limited warranty.
dimensions: 61/2"H x 8"W

New!

DOUBLE WAx WARMER KIT - SATIN SMOOTH
Each Kit includes:
Double Wax Warmer
14 oz. Deluxe Cream Wax
14 oz. Honey Wax
40 Non-Woven Strips (Mixed Sizes)
40 Wooden Applicators (Mixed Sizes)

16 oz. Satin Cleanser
16 oz. Satin Release Calming Oil
16 oz. Satin Cool Cooling Gel
16 oz. Satin Hydrate Lotion
4 Warmer Collars

code: aW323    $149.99   Sale: $112.49   

STUDENT WAxING KIT - SATIN SMOOTH 
The ideal wax kit for students, everything you need for a wax service is included. 
All top estheticians started as students! Make sure you have the tools to succeed.

code: aW327   $69.99

Each Kit includes:
1 Professional Wax Warmer
14 oz. Deluxe Cream Wax
40 Non-Woven Strips
10 Wooden Applicators (Mixed Sizes)

4 Warmer Collars
4 oz. Satin Cleanser
4 oz. Satin Release Calming Oil
4 oz. Satin Cool Cooling Gel
4 oz. Satin Hydrate Lotion

Each Kit includes:
1 Select-A-Temp Warmer
14 oz. Honey Wax
40 Piece Accessory Kit

4 oz. Satin Cleanser
4 oz. Satin Release 
4 oz. Satin Cool Gel
4 oz. Satin Hydrate

SINGLE WAx WARMER KIT - SATIN SMOOTH

code: aW319      $79.99   Sale: $59.99     

Quick heat-up and 10 select temperature settings for fast and accurate hair 
removal by professional estheticians. Heats most standard 14-16 oz. wax cans. 
Includes a detachable hinged lid and 2 warmer collars.

Two independent wells with quick heat-up time and 10 select temperature set-
tings for fast and accurate hair removal. Heats most standard 14 oz. wax cans. 
Includes a detachable hinged lid and 4 warmer collars.

PROFESSIONAL WAx WARMER - SATIN SMOOTH DOUBLE WAx WARMER - SATIN SMOOTH

code: aW326   $69.99   Sale: $52.49 code: aW324   $119.99 Sale: $89.99

Thermostatically controlled wax heater with 12 select temperature settings for 
fast and accurate hair removal. Heats most standard 14-16 oz. wax cans. Includes 
a detachable lid.

SELECT-A-TEMP WARMER - SATIN SMOOTH

code: aW328   $49.99  
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FULL SERvICE, ROLL-ON WAxING STARTER KIT - CLEAN & EASY

WAxING SPA BASIC KIT - CLEAN & EASY
Each Kit includes:
1 Waxing Spa Warmer  
3 Original Wax Refill - Lg.
3 Original Wax Refill - Md.
3 Original Wax Refill - Sm.
1 Roller Head - Md.
1 Roller Head - Sm.
1 Roller Head - Fine

50 Non-Woven Strips - Lg.
50 Non-Woven Strips - Md.
50 Non-Woven Strips - Sm. 
1 After Wax Cleanser - 5 oz. Bottle 
1 Skin Conditioner - 5 oz. Bottle 
1 Educational DVD  
1 Instruction Booklet

code: aW40200    $199.00    Sale: $179.00

code: aW40212    $169.00     Sale: $125.00

Each Kit includes:
1 Waxing Spa Heater 
3 Original Wax Refill - Lg.
3 Original Wax Refill - Md. 
3 Original Wax Refill - Sm.
3 Sensitive Wax Refill - Lg.

3 Sensitive Wax Refill - Md.
3 Sensitive Wax Refill - Sm.
3 Roller Heads - Lg.
1 Roller Head - Md.
1 Roller Head - Sm.
1 Roller Head - Fine

48 Antiseptic Towelettes
50 Non-Woven Strips - Lg.
50 Non-Woven Strips - Md.
50 Non-Woven Strips - Sm.
1 Antiseptic Cleanser - 16 oz. Bottle
1 Soothing Gel - 16 oz. Bottle

1 After Wax Cleanser - 16 oz. Bottle
1 Skin Conditioner - 16 oz. Bottle
1 Hair Growth Inhibitor - 2 oz. Bottle
1 Thermo Sleeve 

While Supplies Last!

CLEAN & EASY WAxING ROLLER HEAD PACKS
code: aW41238 (3 pk. - large rollers) $3.00 
code: aW41643 (24 pk. - large rollers) $24.00
code: aW41635 (3 pk. - medium rollers) $3.00
code: aW41637 (3 pk. - Small rollers) $3.00 
code: aW41636 (3 pk. - Fine rollers) $3.00

FULL SERvICE SPA HEATER - CLEAN & EASY
Five sided heater plates heat wax fast and efficiently 
from all sides. Open front design allows quick access 
and easy clean up. Lighted on/off switch.  Wax sold 
separately. 1 year manufacturers limited warranty.
code: aW40201   (8"H x 123/4"W x 5"D )   $110.00

Insulates Clean+Easy roll-on applicators, Wax entire 
pair of legs without returning to warmer for a reheat.

THERMAL SLEEvE Nv PRO UNIT - CLEAN & EASY

code: aW40225      (1 pk.)      $7.50      Sale: $6.95

Each Kit includes: 
1 Wax Warmer
1 All Natural Body Wax - 14 oz.
1 Wax Clean - 8.8 oz.
1 Aloe Conditioner - 7 oz.
1 Relief Cream 7 oz.
1 Prep Gel - 7 oz.

50 Muslin Strips - Lg.
50 Muslin Strips - Sm.
25 Spatulas - Lg.
25 Spatulas - Sm.
10 Warmer Collars
1 Can Holder

HAIR REMOvAL KIT

code: aW295    $89.95    Sale: $79.95

Replacement collars for standard pot 
wax warmers. Keep your warmer 
free of drips. 50 pk. of warmer collars.

code: aW127    $3.75    Sale: $2.95

WAx WARMER COLLARS - GENERIC

Minimize clean up by preventing wax 
from being dripped onto warmer. For 
use with Clean & Easy wax warmers.  
50 pk. of wax warmer collars.

code: aW41106   $4.95  Sale: $4.00

WAx COLLARS - CLEAN & EASY 

WAx WARMER COLLARS - KALOS WAx WARMER COLLARS - DEPILEvE
Fits all 14 oz. GiGi Warmers. Keeps 
your area clean from wax drip.
code: aW0810 (50 pk.) $6.95 
code: aW0820 (20 pk.) $3.30

WAx WARMER COLLARS - GIGI
Prevents wax drippings from falling 
onto your warmer and saves cleaning 
time.  50 pk. of wax warmer collars.

code: aW210    $6.99    Sale: $6.50

Keep your pot wax warmers clean by 
catching wax drippings before falling 
onto the warmer.  50 pk. of collars.

code: aW668    $7.00

Dual purpose metal holder. Clean 
excess wax from spatula or lift and 
change wax cans from the warmer. 
Includes 2 can holders per pack.

POT WAx CAN HOLDERS

code: aW129    $9.00    Sale: $8.00

code: EK602    $49.95    Sale: $45.00

WAx WARMER - KALOS
Thermostatically controlled heating unit. Clear, break resistant lid for easy visibility of 
product. High temperature cut-off fuse. Circulating coil for a fast meltdown. Heats all 
standard 14 oz. or 16 oz. wax cans. 1 year manufacturers limited warranty.
dimensions: 53/4"H x 71/2"W

Perfect for use with all hard and 
soft waxes and ideal for the Satin 
Smooth beBare System and Pebble 
waxes. Scraper bar included!

code: aW420      $9.99   Sale: $7.99    

METAL WAx POT - SATIN SMOOTHWAx COLLARS - SATIN SMOOTH
Universal collars for any wax well. 
Keep your space clean, leave a better 
impression on your clients, and no 
stubborn wax to remove.

code: aW322   (20 Pack )   $3.50

A universal wax warmer equipped with an easy to read temperature control 
switch as well as a handle for portability.  Heats all standard 14 oz. or 16 oz. wax 
cans. Wax sold separately.  1 year manufacturers limited warranty.
dimensions: 7"H x 85/8"W
code: EK605    $110.00    Sale: $92.00

THE MELTING POT

code: aW49122    $129.95

ELITE DOUBLE WAx WARMER - THERMAL SPA
Made from high quality all steel design. Each well has its own thermostat control and 
temperature indicator light.  Wells can be used simultaneously. Heats all standard 14 
oz. or 16 oz. wax cans. Wax sold separately. 1 year manufacturers limited warranty. 
dimensions: 12" W x 6" D x 7" H

Each Kit includes:
1 Pot Wax Warmer
1 Can Original Pot Wax - 14 oz.
1 Can Sensitive Wax - 14 oz.
1 After Wax Remover - 5 oz.
1 Skin Conditioner - 5 oz.
1 Training Manual

1 Applicator Scraper Bar
50 Muslin Cloth Strips - Large
50 Muslin Cloth Strips - Small
20 Spatulas - Large
20 Spatulas - Small
20 Spatulas - Petite
10 Warmer Collars 

POT WAx STARTER KIT - CLEAN & EASY

code: aW40120    $89.95    Sale: $79.95

Equipped with 9 different temperature settings, a 
spatula scraper and a hinged lid to keep wax free of 
debris. Heats all standard 14 oz. or 16 oz. wax cans. Wax 
sold separately. 1 year manufacturers limited warranty. 
dimensions: 5"H x 61/2"D x 7"W
code: aW40100c    $49.95

POT WAx WARMER - CLEAN & EASY

Wax Warmer accessories
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 wax aCCessories - depilatory rolls

code: aW146   (31/2" x 40 yards)   $14.50   Sale: $12.95
code: aW144   (31/2" x 40 yards)   $11.00   Sale: $9.50
code: aW139   (3" x 100 yards)    $19.00   Sale: $ 18.00

code: aW42650    (3" x 50 yards)    $15.00

code: aW580    (31/2" x 50 yards)    $13.50

code: aW0650    (31/2" x 40 yards)    $15.95

code: aW145     (3" x 50 yards)     $12.00   Sale: $10.95
code: aW143    (3" x 100 yards)   $19.00   Sale: $ 18.00

code: aW0620    (31/4" x 40 yards) $13.95
code: aW0628    (31/4" x 100 yards) $29.95
code: aW0645    (21/2" x 100 yards) $25.95 

code: aW205   (31/2" x 40 yards)   $10.00   Sale: $9.50

code: aW206   (3" x 55 yards)   $12.00 

code: aW42651    (31/2" x 40 yards)    $13.95

AW565

AW570

NATURAL MUSLIN EPILATING ROLL - GENERIC

NATURAL MUSLIN EPILATING ROLLS - GIGI

NATURAL MUSLIN EPILATING ROLLS - KALOS

NON-WOvEN EPILATING ROLL - KALOS

NATURAL MUSLIN EPILATING ROLL - CLEAN & EASY

BLEACHED MUSLIN EPILATING ROLL - L’ORBETTE

code: aW654    (31/2" x 40 yards)    12.99
NATURAL MUSLIN EPILATING ROLL - DEPILEvE

NON-WOvEN EPILATING ROLL - GENERIC

NON-WOvEN EPILATING ROLL - L’ORBETTE

BLEACHED MUSLIN EPILATING ROLL - GENERIC

NON-WOvEN EPILATING ROLL - CLEAN & EASY

BLEACHED MUSLIN EPILATING ROLLS - GIGI

Extra-thick bleached white muslin.

Removes wax without delamination. Wax does not 
seep through material.

BLEACHED MUSLIN EPILATING ROLL - DEPILEvE

NON-WOvEN EPILATING ROLL - DEPILEvE

NON-WOvEN EPILATING ROLL - GIGI

AW141

AW142

For Body Waxing 
code: aW140 (3" x 100 yds.) $21.00 Sale: $18.00
For Body & FacE Waxing 
code: aW141 (3" x 50 yds.) $9.95
code: aW142 (3" x 100 yds.) $19.50 Sale: $16.50

code: aW565      (31/2" x 40 yards) $15.00
code: aW570      (21/2" x 100 yards)       $28.95

code: aW648    (3" x 55 yards)    $14.95

code: aW0525   (3" x 50 yards)    $11.21

code: aW658    (31/2" x 40 yards)    $13.99

NON-WOvEN EPILATING ROLL - SPA ESSENTIALS

code: aW800    (3" x 55 yards)   $14.25    Sale: $ 12.15

AW140

Offers maximum absorption with a fine grade texture 
for an aesthetic clean appeal.

Offers maximum absorption with a fine grade texture 
for an aesthetic clean appeal.

Clean+easy Muslin Epilating Rolls combine a fine 
grade texture for maximum absorption. An 
economical alternative to strips.

A blend of fabric and paper, unsurpassed for pliability, 
strength and absorbency. For use with all soft waxes. 
An easy and economical alternative to strips.

Soft, linen-like strips that will not separate or leave 
behind messy threads during use.

low PriCe 
leader!

low PriCe 
leader!

low PriCe 
leader!

NON-WOvEN EPILATING STRIPS - CLEAN & EASY

NON-WOvEN EPILATING STRIPS - SPA ESSENTIALS

code description Price Sale
AW810 Lg. - 3" x 9" - 100 pk. $7.50 $6.40

code description Price Sale
AW131 Sm - 1" x 3" - 100 pk. $2.75 
AW130 Lg. - 3" x 9" - 100 pk. $7.50 $6.95

code description  Price 
AW644 Sm. - 11/4" x 5" - 100 pk.  $4.99
AW646 Lg. - 3" x 9" - 100 pk.  $8.99

code description  Price 
AW0500 Sm. - 13/4" x 41/2" - 100 pk.  $4.25
AW0510 Lg. - 23/4" x 9" - 100 pk.  $8.95

code description  Price 
AW304 Sm. - 11/2" x 4" - 100 pk.  $5.50
AW306 Lg. - 3" x 9" - 100 pk.  $9.50

code description Price
AW42602 (Sm. - 1/2" x 5" - 100 pk.) $5.00 
AW42601 (Md. -11/4" x 5" -  100 pk.) $6.00
AW42600 (Lg. - 3" x 9" - 100 pk.) $9.50

code description Price
AW148 (Sm. - 1" x 3" - 100 pk.) $2.75
AW147 (Lg. - 3" x 9" - 100 pk.) $7.50

code description Price
AW0630 (Sm - 13/4" x 41/2" - 100 pk.) $6.00
AW0640 (Lg. - 3" x 9" - 100 pk.) $12.95

code description Price
AW0625 Petite - 3/4" x 41/2" - 100 pk. $4.50 
AW0600 Sm. - 13/4" x 41/2" - 100 pk. $4.95
AW0610 Lg. - 3" x 9" - 100 pk. $11.95

code description Price
AW41104  Sm. - 2" x 41/2" - 100 pk.  $4.50 
AW41103 Lg. - 3" x 9" - 100 pk. $10.95

code description Price Sale
AW300 Sm. - 11/4" x 41/2" - 100 pk.  $4.99 3.99
AW302  Lg. - 3" x 9" - 100 pk. $10.99 8.75

code description Price
AW650 Sm. - 1" x 3" - 100 pk. $3.99
AW652 Lg. - 3" x 9" - 100 pk. $10.99

code description Price
AW656 (Lg. - 3" x 9" - 100 pk.)       $11.99

code description Price Sale
AW200 Lg. - 3" x 9" - 100 pk. $8.00 $7.25

code description Price Sale
AW300 Sm. - 13/4" x 43/4" - 100 pk. $3.95 
AW135 Lg. - 3" x 9" - 100 pk. $9.50 $8.50

NON-WOvEN EPILATING STRIPS - GENERIC NON-WOvEN EPILATING STRIPS - DEPILEvE
Soft, linen-like strips that won’t separate during use.

BLEACHED MUSLIN EPILATING STRIPS - GIGI

Extra-thick bleached white muslin.
BLEACHED MUSLIN EPILATING STRIPS - GENERIC BLEACHED MUSLIN EPILATING STRIPS - DEPILEvE Offers maximum absorption with a fine grade texture.

SURGICLOTH NON-WOvEN EPILATING STRIPS - GIGI

NATURAL MUSLIN EPILATING STRIPS - KALOSNATURAL MUSLIN EPILATING STRIPS - DEPILEvE 

NATURAL MUSLIN EPILATING STRIPS - GIGI

NATURAL MUSLIN EPILATING STRIPS - GENERIC

NATURAL MUSLIN EPILATING STRIPS - CLEAN & EASY 

NATURAL MUSLIN

BLEACHED MUSLIN

NATURAL MUSLIN

BLEACHED MUSLIN

NON-wOvEN NON wOvEN

MUSLIN WAxING STRIPS - SATIN SMOOTH

NON-WOvEN STRIPS -SATIN SMOOTH

NATURAL MUSLIN EPILATING ROLL - SATIN SMOOTH

code: aW308 (31/2" x 40 yds. ) $11.99

Satin Smooth's high quality natural muslin roll will 
help you achieve flawless removal of wax. Cut cloth 
down to the size that you need.

NON-WOvEN WAxING ROLL - SATIN SMOOTH

code: aW310   (3" x 55 yds. )    $11.99

Satin Smooth's high quality non-woven cloth will 
help you achieve flawless removal of wax. Cut cloth 
down to the size that you need.

low PriCe 
leader!

low PriCe 
leader!

low PriCe 
leader!
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AW41131

LAvENDER: Enriched with Lavender & Ylang Ylang for their soothing 
properties to ease tension, reduce stress and restore vitality. 
code: aW41130  (Six 1 lb. Sealed Packs) $29.70 Sale $26.95

CITRUS: Enriched with Citrus and Aloe vera to increase mental alertness 
uplift mood, soothe skin irritations and moisturize skin.
code: aW41140 (Six 1 lb. Sealed Packs) $29.70 Sale $26.95
PEACH: Enriched with Peach, Juniper Berry, Fennel and vitamin E to help 
purify, moisturize and condition the skin.
code: aW41145 (Six 1 lb. Sealed Packs) $29.70 Sale $26.95
HEMP: An aromatic blend formulated with Hemp Seed Oil which is a rich 
source of Omega-3 Fatty Acids that nourish and deeply hydrate the skin 
while locking in moisture.
code: aW41165 (Six 1 lb. Sealed Packs)  $29.70 Sale $26.95
vANILLA BEAN: Moisturizing Paraffin for intense skin hydration with the 
classic scent of vanilla. The perfect balance to create a relaxing treatment.
code: aW43401 (Six 1 lb. Sealed Packs)  $29.70 Sale $26.95
POMEGRANATE BERRY: Moisturizing paraffin that conditions skin, while 
the sweet pomegranate fragrance creates a refreshing experience.
code: aW41131 (Six 1 lb. Sealed Packs)  $29.70 Sale $26.95

DUE TO THE FACT THAT PARAFFIN IS A PETROLEUM BASED PRODUCT, OUR PARAFFIN WAx PRICES MAY RISE WITH THE COST OF OIL.

code description 
6 individually Sealed 1 lb. Packs
AW150 Unscented
AW151 Wintergreen
AW152 Peach E
AW153 vanilla
AW154 vanilla Cupcake

code description 
AW172 Lavender Harmony
AW174 Orange velvet
AW176 Cucumber Melon
AW177 Lilac & Lavender
AW179 Fresh Squeezed Lemon
AW181 Rose Petal

code description 
24 individually Sealed 1 lb. Packs 
AW190 Unscented
AW191 Lavender Harmony
AW192 Peach E
AW193 Cucumber Melon

code description 
AW194 Fresh Squeezed Lemon 
AW195 Rose Petal
AW196 Lilac & Lavender
AW197 vanilla Cupcake 

This soft, pliable and non-greasy paraffin wax is triple filtered for purity. It delivers relief from pain and stiffness as it hydrates and protects deep into the skin.

code: aW225    (Six 1 lb. Sealed Packs)    $29.99 code: aW228    (Six 1 lb. Sealed Packs)    $29.99 code: aW688    (one 16 oz. can)    $12.00

code: aW692  (Six 1 lb. pks.)  $29.95
Contains peach oil with vitamin E. Concentrated 
for a deep moisturizing treatment. 

The antioxidant from Lavender Oil, Hemp Seed Oil 
as well as Grape Seed Oil, help protect skin from 
damaging while relaxing and soothing.

Specially formulated for facial treatments. Enriched 
with Milk peptides and vitamin E for a smoother, 
deeper moisturized skin. Helps protect against aging.

PEACH PARAFFIN LAvENDER PARAFFIN MILK & HONEY NUTRITION

AW41130 AW41145

AW41165 AW43401

AW41140

Buy in Bulk and Save! 

all 6 lb. Packs 
regularly: $26.50     
on Sale: $22.95

all 24 lb. Packs 
regularly: $97.50
on Sale: $79.95

Pure unscented white paraffin with 
vitamin E has a low melting point 
and is specially formulated for facial 
treatments. 

UNSCENTED FACIAL PARAFFIN

Blueberry extract is an anti-inflammatory which helps 
revitalize the skin.
code: aW0851    (one lb.)    $4.95    Sale $4.50
Pomegranate and cranberry extracts help to protect and 
renew the skin.
code: aW0852    (one lb.)    $4.95    Sale $4.50
Grape seed oils, rich in anti-inflammatories help promote 
elasticity in the skin.
code: aW0853    (one lb.)    $4.95    Sale $4.50 
Soybean Oil, vitamin E, Cocoa Bean and Safflower Oil 
moisturize, condition, and promote healing of dry, cracked 
skin. The sweet aroma warms and calms the senses. 
code: aW0935    (one lb.)    $4.95    Sale $4.50
The vitamin E and Aloe vera extracts soothe and soften 
the skin while the fresh Peach aroma calms and revitalizes.
code: aW0890    (one lb.)    $4.95    Sale $4.50
Infuses the scent of Pitaya Fruit with Soybean and Jojoba 
oil, vitamin E, Ginkgo Biloba, and Ginseng. Protects skin 
against dryness and aging. 
code: aW0925    (one lb.)   $4.95    Sale $4.50

BLUEBERRY:

POMEGRANATE &
CRANBERRY:

CRUSHED GRAPE:

SWEET vANILLA:

PEACH: 

BOTANICAL BLEND: 

Stimulates blood circulation and promotes healing while 
Apple Extract provides vitamin C and nutrients for the skin.
code: aW0877    (one lb.)    $4.95    Sale $4.50
Renews tired and weathered skin with Pumpkin Extract 
that is high in Beta-Carotene, and nourishing vitamin E.
code: aW0876    (one lb.)    $4.95    Sale $4.50
With Grape Seed Oil and vitamin E. Offers anti-oxidant 
protection from environmental damage and Lavender to 
sooth and calm the senses. 
code: aW0896    (one lb.)   $4.95    Sale $4.50
Excellent anti-inflammatory that eases pain, stimulates 
the nervous system and conditions dry, cracked skin 
with  Tea Tree Oil, vitamin E, and Lavender. 
code: aW0895    (one lb.)    $4.95    Sale $4.50
Invigorates the senses while Shea Butter, Soybean Oil, 
and vitamin E provide ultra-rich moisture to hydrate, 
soften and soothe dehydrated skin. 
code: aW0930    (one lb.)    $4.95    Sale $4.50

CINNAMON-APPLE: 

SPICED PUMPKIN:
 

LAvENDER:  

EUCALYPTUS:  

MANGO: 

DUE TO THE FACT THAT PARAFFIN IS A PETROLEUM BASED PRODUCT, OUR PARAFFIN WAx PRICES MAY RISE WITH THE COST OF OIL.

code: aW694   (Six 1 lb. pks.)  $30.99

Ginger and Thyme essential oil make 
this the ideal paraffin for foot treat-
ments. Tea Tree Oil is well known 
for its antiseptic properties and pro-
tects the skin while leaving your 
client’s feet refreshed. 

Enriched with hemp and grape seed 
oil. This paraffin is rich in anti-
oxidant agents that protect the skin 
from the damaging effects of exter-
nal factors. Lavenders relaxing prop-
erties leave a delicate scent. 

code: aW692  (Six 1 lb. pks.)  $29.95

Replenishes the skin’s moisture 
levels for long lasting hydration, 
thanks to vitamin E and peach oil. 
The added Avocado Oil and Tahiti 
Monoi improve the elasticity and 
smoothness of the skin.

code: aW696   (Six 1 lb. pks.)  $30.99

ENERGIZING TEA TREE OILANTIOxIDANT LAvENDERDEEP MOISTURIZING PEACH
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wax - paraFFin  wax - paraFFin



PARAFFIN BATH - DEPILEvE
A thermostatically controlled paraffin warmer for 
maintaining precise temperature control and an 
additional built-in safety thermostat to prevent overheating. 
1 year manufacturers limited warranty. 
dimensions: 8"H x 16"W x 11"D

PARAFFIN BATH - THERABATH
Designed with anodized-aluminum tank, a removeable 
power cord, and built in handles for a safe treatment area. 
5 year manufacturers limited warranty. 
dimensions: 8"H x 143/4"W x 81/2"D

STEEL BOWL!

A thermostatically controlled bath equipped with a 
clear lid for easy visibility of wax, an additional safety 
thermostat and detachable cord. Manufacturers limited 
lifetime warranty.  dimensions: 7"H x 151/4"W x 91/2"D

PARAFFIN BATH - KALOS

This treatment is a proven profit generator. A must for any business offering 
hand related services such as reflexology, massage, pedicures and others.

Each Kit Includes: 
1 Paraffin Warmer
1 Collagen Emulsion - 7 oz.
100 Disposable Mitt/Bootie Liners 
1 Cleanser Spray - 7 oz.

 
6 lbs. Peach Paraffin (Manicure Only)
1 Pair Lined Mitts (Manicure Only)

PARAFFIN MANICURE KIT - KALOS

code: aW280 manicure Kit $199.00 Sale: $169.95

PROFESSIONAL PARAFFIN MANICURE & PEDICURE KITS - DEPILEvE
This treatment is a proven profit generator. A must for any business offering 
foot related services such as reflexology, foot massage, pedicures and others.

Each Kit Includes: 
1 Professional Paraffin Warmer
100 Disposable Mitt/Bootie Liners 
1 Collagen Elastin Lotion - 7 oz.
1 Dermo Spray - 7 oz.

 
6 lbs. Lavender Paraffin (Manicure Only)
1 Pair of Lined Mitts (Manicure Only)
6 lbs. Tea Tree Paraffin (Pedicure Only)
1 Pair of Lined Booties (Pedicure Only) 

code: aW780    (manicure Kit - Pictured) $199.00
code: aW782    (Pedicure Kit - not Pictured) $199.00

AvAILABLE AS 
PEDICURE OR 
MANICURE KIT

PARAFFIN BATH - GIGI
The Gigi Paraffin Wax Bath offers intensive moisture 
treatment with adjustable temperature ranging from  
100 - 140 degrees F. 1 year manufacturers limited 
warranty.  dimensions: 71/4"H x 17"W x 93/4"D

These non-woven paraffin strips treat parts of the 
body too large for the typical paraffin bath with 
these non-woven strips. 31/2" x 18"

PARAFFIN STRIPS - SPA ESSENTIALS

For Spa Essentials paraffin strips. 
code: ac230    $10.95    Sale: $9.50

PARAFFIN STRIP DISPENSER - SPA ESSENTIALS

code description Price Sale
aW0953 includes 8 lbs. of Paraffin 150.00 125.00

code: ac321 (8 pks. of 40)    $13.25   Sale: $11.25

code description Price Sale
EK652 With 6 lbs. of Peach 220.00 199.99

code description Price Sale
aW265 With 6 lbs. of Peach 169.95 149.95
aW275 With 6 lbs. of Therapeutic 169.95 149.95

code description  Price
aW722 With 6 lbs. of Peach  169.99
aW724 With 6 lbs. of Tea Tree  169.99

ALUMINUM BOWL!

 

TERRY MITTS & BOOTIES - KALOS

GAUZE FACE MASK - GENERIC
TERRY MITTS & BOOTIE LINERS

TERRY MITTS & BOOTIES - GIGI TERRY MITTS & BOOTIES THERABATH

GAUZE FACE MASK - THERABATH

TERRY MITTS & BOOTIES
 CLEAN & EASY

TERRY MITTS & BOOTIES - DEPILEvE
code description  Price
aW163  mitts - 1 Pair  25.95 
aW164  Booties - 1 Pair  25.95 
aW162  liners - 100 pk.  10.25

code description  Price
aW41122  mitts - 1 Pair  16.00 
aW41123  Booties - 1 Pair  16.00 
aW41121 liners - 100 pk.  8.95

code description Price Sale
aW250  mitts - 1 Pair 16.95 15.00 
aW255  Booties - 1 Pair 16.95 15.00 
aW260  liners - 100 pk. 7.50 6.95 

code description Price Sale
am482  50 pk. 13.50 12.50

code description  Price
aW165  50 pk.  26.95

code description Price Sale
EK332  Standard - 100 pk. 6.00 4.75 
EK332K  King Size - 100 pk. 7.00

code description  Price
aW712  mitts - 1 Pair  16.99 
aW714  Booties - 1 Pair  16.99 
aW716  liners - 100 pk.  9.99

code description  Price
aW0910  mitts - 1 Pair  $14.95 
aW0905  Booties - 1 Pair  $14.95 
aW0915  liners - 100 pk.  $2.95

Each Kit includes: 
1 Sanitizing Spray
1 Theracure Hydrating Cream - 4 oz.
100 Disposable Mitt or Bootie Liners 
1 Pair of Booties (Pedicure Kit Only)
1 Pair of Mitts (Manicure Kit Only)

Each Kit includes: 
1 Collagen Elastin Lotion - 7 oz.
1 Antiseptic Dermo Spray - 7 oz.
100 Disposable Mitt or Bootie Liners
1 Pair Mitts (Manicure Set Only)
1 Pair Booties (Pedicure Set Only)

PARAFFIN MANICURE & PEDICURE KITS
THERABATH

PARAFFIN MANICURE & PEDICURE KITS
DEPILEvE

Each Kit includes:
1 Therabath Facial Brush
50 Therabath Facial Masks
1 Theracure Hydrating Cream (4 oz.)
1 Pack of Instructional Flyers

PARAFFIN FACIAL KIT - THERABATH

code: aW159    $41.95

Each Kit includes:
1 Collagen Elastin Lotion - 7 oz.
1 Antiseptic Dermo Spray - 7 oz.
50 Gauze Facial Masks
3 Headbands
1 Facial Brush
code: aW778    $39.95

PARAFFIN FACIAL SET - DEPILEvE

code description  Price
aW157 manicure Set  44.95
aW158 Pedicure Set - Pictured  46.95

code description  Price
aW774 manicure Set  35.95
aW776 Pedicure Set  (Pictured)  35.95

code: EK335    (1 Pair)   $35.00    Sale: $29.95

HEATING SLIPPERS - THERMAL SPA
Plugs into standard wall outlet. Includes a 
1 Year Manufacturers Limited Warranty.  
dimensions: 121/2" x 6"

Plugs into standard wall outlet. Designed 
with 3 temperature settings. Includes a 
Limited 2 year warranty.
code: aW338      $34.99

HEATING SPA MITTS - SATIN SMOOTH

heat treatment mitts & booties
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pre-epiLation numbing soLutions

This exfoliating cream helps remove dead skin cells 
before paraffin application. Use after Dermo Spray.
code: aW706    (7 oz.)     $9.99

DERMO PEEL - DEPILEvE

Use this non-greasy formula with aloe vera, vitamin 
E, and natural emollients before paraffin application.

code: aW155 (8 oz. - unscented) $7.25 Sale: $6.25
code: aW168 (8 oz. - vanilla cupcake) $7.25 Sale: $6.25
code: aW169 (8 oz. - lavender) $7.25 Sale: $6.25

HYDRATING CREAM - THERABATH

code: aW240    (7 oz.)     $5.95      Sale: $5.50

Deep-penetrating emulsion cream used before paraffin 
applications. Enriched with aloe and collagen, 

COLLAGEN EMULSION - KALOS

post-epiLation Wax residue removers

Lotion enriched with aloe vera to 
gently removes all traces of wax. 

WAx OFF - GIGI 

code: aW626        (7 oz.)       $7.99
code: aW628        (17 oz.)     $11.99

Water soluble azulene oil with wheat 
germ removes wax residue, softens skin.

OIL CLEANSER - DEPILEvE
Wax remover, with wheat germ oil 
Cleanses skin, roller heads and warmers. Post depilatory oil moisturizes and 

nourishes while removing wax residue
code: aW43600    (5 oz.)    $5.50 
code: aW43605    (16 oz.)    $10.50 code: aW364 (16 oz.) $11.99 Sale:$8.99

AFTER WAx REMOvER - CLEAN & EASY
SATIN RELEASE - SATIN SMOOTH

code: aW0880      (8 oz.)       $6.00
code: aW0885      (16 oz.)      $9.50 
code: aW0343      (32 oz.)    $16.50

Destroys germs, leaving hands clean and refreshed. 
Includes a convenient hand pump.

code: aW0850     (8 oz.)      $4.95  

HAND SANITIZER - GIGI
Anti-bacterial to sanitize the skin prior to waxing. 
Helps prevent the spread of non-cosmial infections.

code: aW620      (7 oz.)      $6.99

DERMALBASE CLEANSER - DEPILEvE

code: aW618       (17 oz.)     $11.99 

Removes make-up, deodorant, creams and oils prior 
to waxing. Contains hamamelis, menthol and camphor.

PREBASE CLEANSER - DEPILEvE Contains 5% Benzocaine, a topical analgesic which 
temporarily desensitizes and numbs the skin. For 
clients who are sensitive to facial and bikini waxing.

code: aW43609    (4 oz.)    $10.50

NUMBING ANTISEPTIC - CLEAN & EASY

Removes make-up, oils, perspiration, and kills bacte-
ria on the skins surface. Essential to effective waxing.

code: aW43603    (16 oz.)    $10.50

ANTISEPTIC CLEANSE - CLEAN & EASY

Cleanses skin of make-up, deodorants and body 
oils. It's anti-microbial and anti-inflammatory action 
helps protect skin from irritation.

PRE-HON CLEANSER - GIGI

code: aW0700      (8 oz.)      $10.95

This antiseptic apray cleans hands before the paraffin 
dip. Keeps your paraffin wax clean longer.

code: aW708    (7 oz.)    $6.95

ANTISEPTIC DERMO SPRAY - DEPILEvE

A gentle spray containing Lidocaine (4%). Minimizes 
discomfort from waxing by quickly numbing the skin.

code: aW0725    (1.5 oz.)    $9.95

ANESTHETIC NUMBING SPRAY - GIGI

This lavender scented antiseptic formula cleanses skin 
and nail area prior to paraffin application. 

code: aW156    (4 oz.)    $4.25

SANITIZING SPRAY - THERABATH

This sanitizing spray cleanses the skin prior to 
paraffin to ensure a bacteria-free treatment.

CLEANSER SPRAY - KALOS

code: aW245      (7 oz.)     $6.95     Sale: $6.75

pre-paraFFin preparation

Blend of grape seed and soybean oils 
and enriched with vitamin E. Protects 
and nourishes during waxing.

Extrafine, super absorbent. Provides 
the dryness and protection needed 
for effective waxing.

PREP OIL - CLEAN & EASYLAvENDER POWDER - CLEAN & EASY
Designed to prepare the skin before 
waxing and makes the removal of the 
wax easier and more effective. 

Formulated to remove excess oils 
from the skin allowing for a more 
effective epilating procedure.

PRE-EPILATION OIL - GIGIPRE-EPILATION POWDER - GIGI

code: aW47205    (3.5 oz.)     $3.00 code: aW47322      (5 oz.)      $8.00code: aW0790      (4.5 oz.)     $2.95 code: aW0901       (4 oz.)       $6.00

SATIN CLEANSER - SATIN SMOOTH
Prepares skin for waxing to control post hair removal 
effects to the skin. 

code: aW362  (16 oz.)   $11.99     Sale: $8.99

code: aW386   (2 oz.)   $14.99    

Use this soothing spray to gently desensitize your 
client’s skin before the treatment begins for ulti-
mate comfort and overall customer satisfaction.  
The active ingredient is gentle 4% lidocaine.

RES-Q ANALGESIC SPRAY - SATIN SMOOTH

Use this non-greasy formula with aloe vera, vitamin 
E, and natural emollients before paraffin application.

pre-epiLation & paraFFin sanitizers & cLeansers

Formulated with hydrocortisone to 
sooth and calm sensitive skin after a 
waxing session.

code: aW0685    (2 oz.)    $7.50

SKIN CALMING LOTION - GIGI 

code: aW630    (7 oz.)    $7.99

Apply after waxing to provide a 
calming and cooling effect.

BLUE ICE LOTION - DEPILEvE
Moisturizes, conditions and soothes skin 
after waxing with it's anti-inflammatory 
natural botanicals and essential oils.
code: aW43612    (16 oz.)    $10.50
code: aW43613    (5 oz.)     $5.50

RESTORE LOTION - CLEAN & EASY

code: aW632    (7 oz.)    $7.99

Apply when allergic or inflammatory 
reaction occurs after waxing. Evens 
the skin tone and reduces redness. 
Enriched with Camomile and Aloe.

SOOTHING CREAM - DEPILEvE

post-epiLation soothing Lotions & creams pre-epiLation skin preparation
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post-epiLation soothing Lotions & creams 

Contains aloe vera, menthol and cucumber to cool 
the skin and reduce redness. It moisturizes and 
nourishes the skin with aloe vera and glycerin.

code: aW0775    (16 oz.)    $9.50     
code: aW0785    (8 oz.)     $6.00

POST WAx COOLING GEL - GIGI 

Specially formulated to calm the skin immediately 
after epilation. It soothes the skin with creamy 
emollients and allantoin.

code: aW0730    (8 oz.)    $10.95

POST WAx CONCEALER - GIGI 
This unique formula removes wax residue while its 
rich emollients and tropical oils sooth and moisturize 
freshly treated skin. Contains 2% lidocaine.

BIKINI SOOTHING CREAM - GIGI 

code: aW0480    (3 oz.)     $9.95

surFace & equipment cLean-up soLutions

code: aW710      (8.8 oz.)      $5.99

Paraclean cleanser removes paraffin 
from warmers, floors, table tops and 
trolleys. Not for use on skin.

PARACLEAN - DEPILEvE
No-Stain, no-rinse formula for fast and 
easy removal of wax from warmers, 
floors, tabletops and clothes.

No-Stain, no-rinse formula for fast and 
easy removal of wax from warmers, 
floors, tabletops and clothes.

CITRI CLEAN - DEPILEvECITRI CLEAN - DEPILEvE

code: aW638   (8.8 oz.)     $7.50

code: aW0750      (16 oz.)      $9.50

code: aW640     (35.2 oz.)    $25.00

WAx CLEANER - KALOS

code: aW246      (8.8 oz.)      $4.95

This surface cleanser is perfect for 
removing wax from equipment or 
surfaces after a messy treatment.  

No-rinse cleaner. Removes grease, 
resin, lipstick and wax from salon 
surfaces, warmers & upholstery. 
Ships Ground Only.

SURE CLEAN SURFACE CLEANER - GIGI
No-rinse, no-stain formula. Disinfects 
surfaces and dissolves wax residue 
on warmers, carpets and upholstery. 
Removes grease, oils, pencil and crayon.
code: aW43620    (16 oz.)    $10.50

CLEAN-UP - CLEAN & EASY

hair groWth inhibitors

Prevents ingrown hair and razor bumps. 
Relieves irritation that causes razor 
bumps.

FOLISAN SOLUTION - DEPILEvE
Weakens hair growth and produces a 
refreshing, relaxing feeling on tired legs. 
Ideal for home use between waxing.

DEPILMOUSSE - DEPILEvE
Used daily this greaseless, fast absorbing 
lotion that inhibits keratinization while 
softening and soothing the skin.

SLOW GROW LOTION  - GIGI 

code: aW0740      (8 oz.)      $10.95 code: aW634      (5 oz.)      $8.99 code: aW664      (7 oz.)      $13.99

BESMOOTH - SATIN SMOOTH

code: aW377   (16 oz.)   $24.99

Prevents skin irritation and bumps 
after hair removal. Use daily to prevent 
ingrown hairs and slow hair growth. 

A unique numbing cream for the ultimate comfort after 
waxing. This topical analgesic soothes and numbs the 
skin to relieve bumps, ingrown hair and redness. 

code: aW387     (3 oz.)    $14.99

RES-Q ANALGESIC CREAM - SATIN SMOOTH

This no-stain, no-rinse solution dis-
olves sticky wax residue on warmers. 
Keeps your wax warmer clean.

This no-stain, no-rinse solution 
removes wax residue, while sanitiz-
ing your metal implements. 

code: aW331  (16 oz.)   $16.99 

REMOvEIT SPRAY - SATIN SMOOTH

REMOvEIT SOAK - SATIN SMOOTH

Aloe vera gel enriched with Allantoin that speeds 
healing and instantly soothes and refreshes the skin.

aW43604     (16 oz.)     $10.50

SOOTHING GEL - CLEAN & EASY
Moisturizes, heals and minimizes irritation and redness 
after waxing. Enriched with Aloe vera and Allantoin.

aW41116     (2 oz.)     $8.00

AZULENE CALMING OIL - CLEAN & EASYEliminates bumps, ingrown hairs and razor burns 
from waxing, shaving and electrolysis. Formulated 
to soothe while rebuilding healthy bump free skin.

code: aW0721    (4 oz.)     $9.95

NO BUMP BODY TREATMENT - GIGI 

Post depilatory soothing gel. Aloe vera and allantoin 
help reduce redness and irritation after hair removal 
treatments. Contains no mineral oil.

code: aW368   (16 oz.)   $11.99

SATIN COOL - SATIN SMOOTH

Provides a clean and hygienic finish to waxing. Pair 
with your favorite depilatory product to prevent 
irritation and bumps, leave skin silky and smooth.

SATIN SMOOTH - BESMOOTH LOTION SATIN HYDRATE - SATIN SMOOTH

code: aW370   (16 oz.)   $11.99

Restores the skin’s natural balance after hair 
removal. This rich moisturizer will leave the skin 
smooth and silky. Perfect as a daily moisturizer!

code: aW371   (2 oz.)   $6.99

AZULENE OIL - SATIN SMOOTH

code: aW381    (16 oz.)    $14.99

Use Azulene oil after waxing to soothe the skin, 
minimize irritation and help remove wax residue.

Containes natural conditioners to refine pores 
and soften the skin while removing excess wax.

POST-EPILATION LOTION - GIGI 

code: aW0710      (8 oz.)        $6.00
code: aW0720      (16 oz.)    $9.50     Sale: $8.99

code: aW321  (11 oz.)   $10.99    
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wax aCCessories - re-usaBle spatulas
SPATULAS PICTURED ACTUAL SIZE!

code description Price
AP205 Crescent 7" x 1 3/8" .95

code description Price
AP180 Rectangle Plastic Spatula - 6" x 7/8" 1.65

code description Price
AP175 Oval Tip Plastic Spatula - 61/2" x 1 1/8" 1.45

code description Price  Sale
AP185 Nylon Spatula - 71/2" x 13/8" 7.50 6.40

code description Price
AP193 Wooden Body Spatula - 101/2 " x 13/4 " 2.50
AP160 Stronger Wooden Body Spatula - 101/2 " x 13/4 " 7.50

code description Price Sale
AP191 Wooden Under Arm Spatula - 61/4" x 11/4" .95 
AP155 Stronger Wooden Under Arm Spatula - 61/4" x 11/4" 4.75 3.50

code description  Price
AP190 Wooden Facial Spatula - 6 x 3/4" .75

code description Price
AP200 8" Stainless Steel Spatula (4" x 3/4" Blade)  3.00

Brand code Size Price
Generic AP110 5" x 5/8" - 100 pk. 2.25
Generic AP115 5" x 5/8" - 500 pk. 9.50

Brand code Size  Price Sale
Clean & Easy AW41102 41/2" x 3/8" - 100 pk. 3.50
Depileve AW672 41/2" x 3/8" - 100 pk. 4.99
Satin Smooth AW316 41/2" x 3/8" - 100 pk. 4.99
GiGi AW0400 41/2" x 3/8" - 100 pk. 4.95
Kalos AW220 41/2" x 3/8" - 100 pk. 3.99 3.50
Generic AP117 41/2" x 3/8" - 100 pk. 2.25
Generic AP120 41/2" x 3/8" - 1,000 pk. 10.00

Brand code Size Price
Generic AP170 35/8" x 5/8" - 12 pk. 1.25

Brand code Size Price Sale
Generic AP125 3" x 3/16" - About 144 pk. 4.25 
Graham M180 4" x 3/16" - About 100 pk. 2.75 2.35

Brand code Size Price
GiGi AW0430 41/8" x 3/8" - 100 pk. 4.95

Brand code Size  Price
Clean & Easy AW41101 51/2" x 1/2" - 100 pk. 4.50
Depileve AW670 57/8" x 3/4" - 100 pk. 5.50
GiGi AW0410 57/8" x 3/4" - 100 pk. 5.50
Kalos AW215 57/8" x 3/4" - 100 pk. 4.99
Satin Smooth AW318 6" x 3/4" - 100 pk. 5.99
Generic AP100 6" x 3/4" - 100 pk. 2.95
Generic AP105 6" x 3/4" - 500 pk. 9.75

Brand code Size  Price
Clean & Easy AW41105 51/2" x 1/4" - 100 pk. 2.50
Depileve AW674 51/2" x 1/4" - 100 pk. 4.99 
Satin Smooth AW314 51/2" x 3/16" - 100 pk. 4.99
GiGi AW0415 51/2" x 3/16" - 100 pk. 4.95
Generic AP121 51/2" x 1/4" - 100 pk. 1.99

Brand code Size Price
GiGi AW0420 51/2" x 3/4" - 100 pk. 5.50

Brand code Size Price Sale
Spa Essentials AP130 31/2" - 100 pk. .75 .65
Satin Smooth AW315 31/2" - 200 pk. 5.99

Petite

5 1/2" x 1/4" 

Medium

5" x 5/8" 

Small

4 1/2" x 3/8" 

Eyebrow

3" x 3/16" 

Lip &  
Eyebrow

3 1/2"

Plastic

3 5/8" x 5/8"   

Accu-Edge 
Large

5 1/2" x 3/4" 

Accu-Edge 
Small 

4 1/8" x 3/8" 

code description Price
AP215 Lg. Plastic Spatula 5 3/8" x 1/2" .90
only $.80 when you purchase 6 or more!

Large

6" x 3/4" 

Plastic 
Large 

5 3/8" x 1/2" 
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code: aB360    (13/4" x 4")    $2.75    Sale: $2.50

code: aB361    (11/2" x 51/2")    $3.00    Sale: $2.50

FACIAL BRUSH - NATURAL BOAR HAIR

FACIAL BRUSH - ACRYLIC SILK/NYLON

code: aB410    (21/2" x 10")    $3.00    Sale: $2.75

BATH BRUSH - NATURAL BOAR HAIR

code: aB411    (21/2" x 17")    $5.50    Sale: $4.75

BATH BRUSH WITH DETACHABLE HANDLE - NATURAL BOAR HAIR

code: am525     $7.00

BRUSH STAND
Made from thick gray plastic. Brushes sold separately.

ACCESSORY STAND

code: am520    $25.00

This clear plastic accessory tray is great for keeping your work space organized. 
Brushes not included.

code: aB348 (White 1" x 9") $3.00 Sale: $2.75 
code: aB349 (Black 1" x 9") $4.50 Sale: $2.25

code: aB355 (White 2" x 81/2") $7.95 Sale: $7.25
code: aB356 (Black 2" x 81/2") $7.95 Sale: $4.00

code: aB346 (White 3/4" x 83/4") $2.75 Sale: $2.50

code: aB350 (White - 13/4" x 8" ) $2.35 Sale: $2.00 
code: aB351 (Black - 13/4" x 8" ) $4.50 Sale: $2.25
code: aB551 (clear acrylic - 13/4" x 8" ) $2.25 Sale: $1.95

code: aB554    (clear acrylic - 13/4" x 6")    $2.25    Sale: $1.95

code: aB344 (White 1/2" x 8") $2.75 Sale: $2.25
code: aB345 (Black 1/2" x 8") $3.00 Sale: $1.50

FAN BRUSH - LONG HANDLED FAN TIP

MASK BRUSH - LARGE FLAT TIP
PARAFFIN & BODY BRUSH

FAN BRUSH - SMALL HANDLED FAN TIP

MASK BRUSH - MEDIUM FLAT TIP

MASK BRUSH - SMALL FLAT TIP

code: aB205    (White 1/2" x 73/4" - made in u.S.a.)    $5.00    Sale: $4.25

SABLE HAIR MASK BRUSH - OvAL TIP

code: aB340 (White - 1" x 9") $2.75 Sale: $2.50
code: aB341 (Black - 1" x 9") $4.50 Sale: $2.25
code: aB541 (clear acrylic - 1" x 9") $2.50 Sale: $2.25

MASK BRUSH - OvAL TIP

Great for creams, lotions, gel masks and paraffin treatments. Bristles made 
from all natural boar hair.

Extra soft for use around eyes. Bristles made from all natural sable hair.

Great for creams, lotions, gel masks and paraffin treatments. Bristles made 
from all natural boar hair.

Perfect for use on the face when applying clay masks. Bristles made from all 
natural boar hair.

Perfect for use on the upper lip and nose when applying paraffin and creams. 
Bristles made from all natural boar hair.

Perfect for use on the upper lip and nose when applying paraffin and creams. 
Bristles made from all natural boar hair.

Bristles made from all natural boar hair.

Bristles made from all natural boar hair.

code: aW41120    (11/2" x 73/4")    $3.50     Sale: $3.25

code: aW720    (White 11/8" x 81/2")    $10.00    Sale: $8.95 code: aW166    (1" x 9")    $12.30

code: aW0875    (11/2" x 8")    $2.95

PARAFFIN BODY BRUSH - GIGI PARAFFIN BODY BRUSH - CLEAN & EASY 

FACIAL BRUSH -  DEPILEvE FACIAL BRUSH - THERABATH 
Not all brushes are the same! This thin, soft brush has longer bristles and will 
last longer than others for paraffin application.

Use this paraffin application brush with soft, natural bristles for facial and body 
treatments.

The GiGi Paraffin Brush is for applying paraffin wax to those body parts that 
can not be dipped into the tub, such as the legs, back, arms, and face. Bristles 
made from all natural boar hair.

This soft bristled brush is designed for an even application of paraffin wax 
anywhere on the body. Bristles made from all natural boar hair.
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code: aS350   (approximately 7")  9.50    Sale: $8.75

code: aS395    (3" x 3/8" - 24 pk.)    $8.00
Pay only $6.45 per pk. if you purchase 6 or more! 

code: aS400    (3" x 5/8" - 24 pk.)    $12.00
Pay only $10.25 per pk. if you purchase 6 or more!

code: aS396    (3" x 3/8" - 2 pk.)    $.75
code: aS401    (3" x 5/8" - 2 pk.)    $.85

code: aS407  (3"x4"x1/2" - 2 pk.)   $2.50    Sale:$2.25
code: aS408  (3"x4"x1/2" - 12 pk.)   $3.95

code: aS415  (31/4" x 1/2" - 2 pk.)   $3.50    Sale: $3.00 code: aS430    (9" x 9" - 1 pk.)     $3.25      Sale: $2.50

aB414  (Terry/loofah - 6" x 71/2")    $1.85    Sale$1.75
aB415  (loofah/loofah - 6" x 71/2")  $3.10

code: aB416       (Terry/loofah - 41/4" x 6") $1.50code: aB425    (length: 4")   $.75

code: aB430   (length: 8" )    $1.40

NATURAL SEAWOOL SPONGE

CELLULOSE SPONGE -  DRY COMPRESSEDCELLULOSE SPONGE - WET

CELLULOSE BODY SPONGE - WET

MUSLIN SPONGES - ROUND MUSLIN SMOOTH SKIN SPONGES 

LOOFAH BATH MITT  - SINGLE & DOUBLE-SIDED

LOOFAH BATH PAD WITH HAND STRAPINFLATED LOOFAH

INFLATED LOOFAH

Made In The U.S.A.Made In The U.S.A.

code: aS445    (4" x 35/8" x 1/2” -  1 pk.)    $2.00

MUSLIN BABY SOFT SPONGE - OvAL 

code: aJ106    (4"h x 3"W)    $7.00    Sale: $5.95code: aJ115    (1 ml. capacity)    $.35

MANICURIST JAR WITH COvERDROPPER WITH CURvED TIP

Use as cream sample jars for your clients  
or to sell your own private label products.

code: aJ120   (White Jar - 1 oz.)   $.75
code: aJ125   (White Jar - 2 oz.)   $.99   Sale: $.85

Amber bottle comes pre-labeled as pictured.
code: aJ200   (amber - 8 oz.)     $8.25     Sale: $7.50
code: aJ205   (opaque - 8 oz.)    $8.25     Sale: $7.50

JARS FOR CREAM
PLASTIC DISH PUMP - MENDA

code: aJ225   (opaque - 6 oz.)   $6.25   Sale: $5.75

PLASTIC TWIST LOCK PUMP - MENDA

code description  Price Sale
AJ100 Set of 5 Labeled Glass Jars - 7" x 41/4" 52.00 47.50
AJ105 1 Unlabeled Glass Jar - 7" x 41/4" 10.50 9.50

SUNDRY JARS

code description  Price  Sale
AF305 Sm. - 4 oz. Oil Resistant - Made in the U.S.A 7.25 6.20
AF310 Md. - 12 oz.  Oil Resistant - Made in the U.S.A 9.75 8.30
AF315 Lg. - 16 oz. Oil Resistant - Made in the U.S.A 11.95 10.15
AF320 x-Lg. - 28 oz. Oil Resistant - Made in the U.S.A 14.25 12.15
AF325 Jumbo. - 56 oz.  Oil Resistant - Made in the U.S.A 16.50 14.25

code description   Price
AF400 Sm. - 10 oz. - Not for use with oil based products.  2.50
AF401 Md. - 21 oz.  - Not for use with oil based products.  3.50
AF402 Lg. - 34 oz. - Not for use with oil based products.  5.00

code description Price Sale
AF201 Stainless Steel Bowl - Sm. - 61/4" x 23/8" - 24 oz. 4.00 3.75
AF202 Stainless Steel Bowl - Md. - 73/4" x 3" - 48 oz. 4.75
AF203 Stainless Steel Bowl - Lg. - 93/8" x 4" - 96 oz. 7.80 7.25

FLExIBOLES

BOWLS - POLAR WARE

AF305
AF310

AF315
AF320

AF325

AF201
AF202

AF203

AJ100 AJ105

code: ac207  (41/4"h x 6"W ) $15.00  Sale: $12.50
COTTON BALL AND SWAB HOLDER

FLExIBLE MASK BOWLS

The locking cap prevents leaking. Perfect for travel.

HAvE YOU CONSIDERED 
PRIvATE LABELING?

Buy 10 
Get 1 free!
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 spongesContainers, Bowls & jars



Medical grade, lint-free, 4-ply, 100% cotton wipes. 

100% cotton with a slip-case to slide fingers in for 
contol. Ideal for makeup removal, facials and nail use.

100% Naturelle™ cotton cleansing Towels. Moistened 
with natural botanicals that clean and exfoliate.

code: ac306    (4" x 4" Wipes - 200 pk.)     $14.00
Only $11.95 per pk. when you purchase 10 or more!

code: ac280       (Pillowettes - 80 pk.)        $4.29
Only $3.85 per pk. when you purchase 30 or more!

code: ac285       (8 1/2" x 6" - 72 pk.) $11.99
Only $10.75 per pk. when you purchase 6 or more!

code: ac286       (8 1/2" x 6" - 25 pk.) $4.99
Only $4.49 per pk. when you purchase 15 or more!

This 4-ply, non-woven, medical grade wipe ensures 
lint-free application and removal of products.
code: ac304 (Petite 2" x 2" - 200 pk.) $2.25
Only $1.95 per pk. when you purchase 25 or more!
code: ac305a (large 4" x 4" - 200 pk.) $9.99
Only $8.99 per pk. when you purchase 10 or more!

ORGANIC COTTON OPTIONS
code: ac290 (Petite 2" x 2" - 200 pk.) $4.75
code: ac293 (3" x 3" - 200 pk.)  $9.75
code: ac296 (large 4" x 4" - 200 pk.) $17.35

NON-WOvEN SILKEN WIPES - INTRINSICS

MED ESTHETIC GAUZE WIPES - INTRINSICS

COTTON FILLED GAUZE WIPES - INTRINSICS

100% Naturelle™ cotton balls. Made in the U.S.A.
code: ac275   (lg. - 100 pk.) $2.30 Sale: $1.99 
ORGANIC COTTON OPTIONS
code: ac272   (lg. - 100 pk. - organic) $3.05
code: ac276   (med. - 1,500 pk. - organic) $15.30

code: ac260     (1 lb. roll)   $7.70    Sale: $6.50
Only $6.00 per pk. when you purchase 25 or more!
ORGANIC COTTON OPTION
code: ac265     (1 lb. roll - organic)        $8.55

100% cotton roll which can be easily torn or cut to 
size. Made in the USA.

Rolled Cotton - IntRInsICs

Cotton pIllowettes - IntRInsICs
Cotton balls - IntRInsICs

gentle CleansIng towels - IntRInsICs

Cotton esthetIC wIpes - IntRInsICs

Cotton Rounds - IntRInsICs

Highly abrasive 2" x 2" medical quality, non-linting 
gauze with cotton filling for exceptional absorbency.
code: ac302     (Petite 2" x 2" - 200 pk.)    $3.60 
Only $2.99 per pk. when you purchase 25 or more!

100% cotton pads with a tight quilt-like surface.
code: ac252  (2" - 80 pk.) $2.35
Only $2.00 per pk. when you purchase 48 or more!
code: ac253  (3" - 50 pk.) $3.10 
Only $2.65 per pk. when you purchase 10 or more!
code: ac254 (2" - 2,400 pk.) $47.50 Sale: $39.00

12-ply medical quality, non-linting, gauze wipes can 
be opened to a single ply sheet measuring 12" x 16".
code: ac325     (Petite 2" x 2" - 200 pk.)     $4.10
Only $3.45 per pk. when you purchase 25 or more!
code: ac330     (large 4" x 4" - 200 pk.)     $12.80
Only $10.85 per pk. when you purchase 25 or more!

code: ac305    (4" x 4" - 200 pk.)    $12.95
Only $11.95 per pk. when you purchase 10 or more!

OMNISORB NON-WOVEN SPONGES - TIDI

code: ac305B    (4" x 4" - 200 pk.)    $8.25   Sale: $7.50

SUPERSORB NON-WOvEN WIPES - MED-TEx
Thick and absorbent, these 4-ply non-woven 
sponges are the market leader.

Non-sterile, 4-ply, super absorbent non-woven 
sponges. A great cost effective option.

code: ac200  (4" x 4" - 100 pk.)  $12.25   Sale: $10.95
Only $10.25 per pk. when you purchase 20 or more!

COTTON SKIN CARE PADS - MISS WEBRIL COTTON WIPES IN DISPENSER - INTRINSICS

NON-WOvEN WIPES IN DISPENSER - INTRINSICS

code: ac307    (4"x4" - 100 pk.)    $10.99
Only $9.35 per pk. when you purchase 10 or more!

code: ac303    (2"x2" - 100 pk.)    $2.60
Only $2.20 per pk. when you purchase 10 or more!

code: ac201    (4" x 4" - 100 pk.)      $9.95      Sale: $8.95
Only $8.50 per pk. when you purchase 20 or more!

NON-WOvEN HANDI-PADS - WEBRIL 
Lint free 4-ply Non-Woven Wipes. Ideal for skin and 
nail services, as well as cleaning brushes and tools.  
Highly absorbent, can hold up to 15 times their weight.

These 4"x4" 100% cotton wipes for the ultimate in 
softness and absorbency for facial services.  These thick 
4-ply pads open to large single ply sheets.

These economical, super absorbent, 2-ply pads are 
strong when dry or wet. 100% cotton, lint free, 
hypo-allergenic and environmentally safe.

Low-linting, soft and non-scratching 2-ply pads. A 
super absorbent pad made from 100% cotton.

code: am475        (4" x 4" - 200 pk.)       $10.75
$9.75 per pk. when you purchase 10 or more !

vENTURE GAUZE SPONGES - TIDI
COTTON FILLED GAUZE - MED-TEx
Med-Tex sterile 8-ply cotton filled gauze sponges 
are perfect for facial and spa treatments.

These non-sterile 12-ply gauze sponges can be opened 
to a single ply 12" x 16" sheet.

code: ac300   (2" x 2" - 200 pk.)   $3.50     Sale: $3.25

code: ac235  (2" x 2" - 200 pk.)  $3.25   Sale: $2.80
Only $2.60 per pk. when purchasing 25 or more!       
code: ac236  (4" x 4" - 200 pk.)  $9.00  Sale: $7.65
Only $7.20 per pk. when purchasing 10 or more!

NON-WOvEN ESTHETIC WIPES  - SPA ESSENTIALS
These 4-ply medical grade non-woven wipes are lint 
free, making them ideal for most facial treatments.

The Difference is in the Details

Intrinsics... The Leader In Cotton Spa & Salon Products
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• Offer protection against bloodborne pathogens
• Fits either hand
• 100 pk.

POWDER FREE LATEx GLOvES - SHAMROCK
• Medical Grade
• Ideal for those with powder allergies 
• 100 pk.

LIGHTLY POWDERED LATEx GLOvES - SHAMROCK
• Medical Grade
• 100 pk.

POWDER FREE vINYL GLOvES - SHAMROCK
• Medical Grade
• Oil and cream resistant
• Ideal for those with latex allergies 
• 100 pk.

LIGHTLY POWDERED LATEx GLOvES - INTRINSICS

LIGHTLY POWDERED vINYL GLOvES - INTRINSICS
• Meet OSHA protective-wear guidelines
• Fits either hand 
• Ideal for those with latex allergies
• 100 pk.

LIGHTLY POWDERED vINYL GLOvES 
• Medical Grade
• Oil and cream resistant
• Ideal for those with latex allergies 
• 100 pk.

POWDER FREE NITRILE GLOvES - SHAMROCK/PCI POWDER FREE NITRILE GLOvES - SPA ESSENTIALS
• Medical Grade
• Chemical Resistant
• Ideal for those with latex or powder allergies
• 100 pk.

• Chemical Resistant
• Ideal for those with latex or powder allergies
• 100 pk.

LIGHTLY POWDERED LATEx FINGER COTS
• 144 pk.

code: ag090    (x-Small) $9.00
code: ag092    (Small) $9.00
code: ag094    (medium) $9.00
code: ag096    (large) $9.00
only $7.95 when you purchase 10 or more!

code: ag100    (x-Small) $8.50
code: ag101    (Small) $8.50
code: ag102    (medium) $8.50
code: ag103    (large) $8.50
only $7.50 when you purchase 10 or more!

code: ag300S    (Small) $10.50 Sale $8.95
code: ag300m   (medium) $10.50 Sale $8.95
code: ag300l    (large) $10.50 Sale $8.95
only $8.50 when you purchase 10 or more!

code: ag105    (Small) $7.50
code: ag106    (medium) $7.50
code: ag107    (large) $7.50
only $6.50 when you purchase 10 or more!

By ShamrocK 
code: ag119    (x-Small) $7.75     Sale $6.75
By BarBEE 
code: ag120    (Small) $7.75     Sale $6.75
code: ag125    (medium) $7.75     Sale $6.75
code: ag130    (large) $7.75     Sale $6.75
only $6.25 when you purchase 10 or more!

code: ag310xS (x-Small) $7.75 Sale $7.25
code: ag310S (Small) $7.75 Sale $7.25
code: ag310m (medium) $7.75 Sale $7.25
code: ag310l (large) $7.75 Sale $7.25
only $6.75 when you purchase 10 or more!

code: ag135    (Small) $12.50
code: ag140    (medium) $12.50
only $10.00 when you purchase 10 or more!

code: ag150   (Small) $10.75
code: ag155   (medium) $10.75
only $9.75 when you purchase 10 or more!

code: ag200    (Small) $2.60    Sale: $2.25
code: ag210    (medium) $2.60    Sale: $2.25
code: ag215    (large) $2.60    Sale: $2.25

Single-sided applicators with extra large tips.
code: ac100    (8" - 100 pk.)    $9.00    Sale: $7.95

Double-sided with extra-large tips. Perforated stem 
for use as two 4" applicators.  Made in the U.S.A. 
code: ac101    (8" applicators - 100 pk.)     $12.10    
Only $10.25 per pk. when you purchase 10 or more!

LARGE APPLICATORS - CITMED

PERFORATED GLYCOLIC APPLICATORS - INTRINSICS

COTTON TIPPED APPLICATORS - INTRINSICS

8"

8"

COMPACT TOWELS - SPA ESSENTIALS

code: ac238  (9" x 10" - 20 pk.)    $3.15     Sale: $2.70
code: ac239  (9" x 10" - 100 pk.)  $14.95  Sale: $ 12.75
only $11.95 per pk. when purchasing 10 or more!

Packaged in small compressed disks that open to a 
9" x 10" towel when wet. Soft and durable, won’t 
fall apart like cotton!

Extra-soft, absorbent, and virtually lint-free washcloths. 
Ideal for a variety of treatments.

DISPOSABLE WASH CLOTHS - SPA ESSENTIALS

code: ac117  (12" x 131/2" - 40 pk.)  $ 7.25   Sale: $6.25

Medical-quality 100% cotton tip applicators with 
wooden stems that don’t bend. Made in the U.S.A.
code: ac107    (6" - 1,000 pk.)    $14.40   
Only $12.25 per pk. when you purchase 10 or more!
code: ac106    (6" - 100 pk.)       $1.50
Only $1.45 per pk. if you purchase 10 or more!

6"

sWabs & appLicators

HANDS DOWN ULTRA - NAIL & COSMETIC PADS
code: ac242   (13/4" - 60 pk.)     $4.95    Sale:$4.25
Only $4.00 per pk. when you purchase 24 or more!
code: ac243   (13/4" - 240 pk.)    $17.50   Sale:$14.95 
Only $14.00 per pk. when you purchase 6 or more!

ac240 (11.9" x 16" - 50pk.) $12.95   Sale: $11.00
Only $10.40 per roll, if you purchase 10 or more!        

HANDSDOWN ULTRA - PLASTIC BACKED TOWELS

code: ac310     (2-ply - 110 pk.)    $1.75

UNSCENTED FACIAL TISSUES
Plastic backed absorbent towels. Ideal for nail services 
as well as wiping and cleaning soiled brushes.

Facial tissues are an extremely cost effective way to 
prepare the skin for facial services.

code: ac340 (2.25" rounds - 80 pk.) $1.95 Sale: $1.70
Only $1.60 per pk. when purchasing 50 or more!       
code: ac341 (3" rounds - 80 pk.)  $2.50  Sale: $2.15
Only $2.00 per pk. when purchasing 50 or more!
code: ac341 (2.25" ovals - 50 pk.) $3.75 Sale: $3.20
Only $3.00 per pk. when purchasing 36 or more!

Soft, absorbent, 100% medical grade cotton to 
apply and remove products from skin and eye area.

COTTON ROUNDS & OvALS - SPA ESSENTIALS

code: ac109 (3" Swabs - 500 pk.) $4.60    
Only $3.90 per pk. when you buy 25 or more!
code: ac110 (3" Swabs - 5,000 pk.) $35.65
code: ac111 (3" Swabs - 20,000 pk.) $149.75 

Paper stems with 100% cotton tips, perfect for spa 
use. 100% bio-degradable. Made in the U.S.A.

COTTON SWABS - INTRINSICS

3"
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wipes, towels & appliCators  gloves & Finger Cots



code: ah267     (100 pk.)     $7.50 

Water resistant to keep hair neat and clean during 
spa and facial treatments. One size fits all.

code: ah279     (100 pk.)     $9.95      Sale: $8.95

PROCESSING SHOWER CAP

BOUFFANT FACIAL CAP Two layers of highly absorbent material for comfort 
and durability. Closes with velcro fasteners.Designed with a soft cloth weave and elastic band to 

keep hair clean during treatments. One size fits all. code: ah269  (double - 4" x 26") $4.00   Sale: 3/$10.00 
code: ah270  (Single - 4" x 26")   $3.50   Sale: 3/$9.00

SINGLE & DOUBLE WAFFLE HEADBAND
Made with velcro fasteners. Reinforced, heat resistant, 
elastic increases the lifespan during washing and drying 
cycles. Stretches from 26" to 33" in length.
code: ah274  (31/2" x 26 - 33")  $4.00   Sale: 3/$10.00

code: ag255    (50 pk.)    $9.25     Sale: $8.50

REINFORCED STRETCHABLE TERRY HEADBAND

A soft, comfortable terry headband with a durable 
velcro fastener to ensure a perfect fit, a great buy.
code: ah276   (2" x 31")    $1.25    Sale: 6/$5.99

TERRY HEADBAND
An extra wide single terry headband with velcro 
fastener for protecting hair during treatments. 
code: ah275  (Single - 4" x 26") $3.00   Sale: 3/$7.00

ExTRA WIDE SINGLE TERRY HEADBAND

A comfortable and durable headband. Made in France. 
code: ah260 (Pink - 6" x 23")   $12.00  Sale: $7.75 
code: ah263 (Blue - 6" x 23")   $12.00  Sale: $7.75
code: ah265 (White - 6" x 23") $12.00  Sale: $7.75

CHARLOTTE HEADBAND - NOvELASTIC

code: ah283    $22.00    Sale: $20.00

TERRY GOWN WITH vELCRO
Soft and absorbent, these gowns are perfect for 
use after showers and before services. Made from 
a 65% cotton blend.

STRETCH TERRY GOWN WITH VELCRO
Soft and absorbent, these gowns are perfect for 
use after showers and before services. Made from 
a 65% cotton blend.

STRETCH TERRY GOWNS
Soft and absorbent, these white gowns are perfect for 
use after showers and before services. Both the terry, 
and stretch terry are made from a 65% cotton blend.
code: ah280     $17.00 Sale: $13.75

code description Price Sale
AH281 Standard Terry Gown  21.50 19.50
AH281xL x-Lg. Terry Gown 26.50
xL is 50% larger than the standard size gown 
AH281xxL xx-Lg. Terry Gown 32.50 29.50 
xxL is 100% larger than the standard size gown.

BUY 12 GOWNS AT SALE PRICE 
AND GET ONE FREE!

Stretches from 16" to 40" in length and is 2 1/2" wide 
to cover the ears. velcro fasteners for a perfect fit.
code: ah240 (48 pk.) $15.00 Sale: $13.95 
By inTrinSicS
code: ac261 (48 pk.) $17.50 Sale: $15.75
By SPa ESSEnTialS
code: ah261 (4 pk.) $2.50 Sale: $2.15 
code: ah272 (48 pk.) $19.50 Sale: $16.75

DISPOSABLE HEADBANDS

code: ah277    (1 pk.)     $5.00    Sale: $4.25

TURBAN DE LUxE - STRETCH TERRY HEADBAND
Stay eco-friendly and cost effective with these 
washable re-usable headbands. One size fits all.

OUR MOST POPULAR GOWN!

A water resistant mask with elastic ear loops for 
easy wear and to prevent slippage. One size fits all.

PROCEDURE MASKS

TERRy:The hoops of thread help to collect water, making this fabric extremely good at 
drying users off as well as making it a heavier and warmer material.

wAFFLE: Woven into a single layer eliminating the bulk and weight associated with terry cloth 
allowing waffle weave products to be much lighter.

Kosmet tip // apparel materials 
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HeadBands & proteCtive masKs terry gowns

WashabLe/re-usabLe headbands

disposabLe headWare



WAFFLE GOWN WITH vELCRO

code: ah290          $15.00 Sale: $12.95 
code: ah290xl     $18.50    

Light and comfortable, these highly absorbent 
and durable white waffle gowns are made 
from a fast drying 65% cotton blend.

code: ah250    $28.50    Sale: $24.95

WAFFLE BATH ROBE
This fast drying, highly absorbent waffle bath 
robe is both light and durable. One size fits all.

BUY 12 ROBES AT SALE PRICE 
AND GET ONE FREE!

TERRY SLIPPERS

code: ah418    (1 Pair)    $3.50

Open toe with water proof soles.
Made In France.

code: ah419    1 Pair    $3.50

WAFFLE SLIPPERS
Closed toe waffleweave slippers with 
water proof soles.

BUY 12 LAB COATS AT SALE 
PRICE AND GET ONE FREE!

code: ah291 (Sm.) $39.50
code: ah292 (md.) $39.50
code: ah293 (lg.) $39.50

HALF-SLEEvE LAB COAT
A 4-button lab coat with two pockets for quick access 
to commonly used items. Made in the U.S.A.

These gowns, from the medical field, are 
disposable and easy to use. One size fits all.
code: ah294   (50 pk.)  $40.50   Sale: $36.50 

DISPOSABLE GOWN

code description Price
AH411 Black - 12 Pairs per pk. 5.00 
AH412 White - 12 Pairs per pk. 5.00

WASHABLE SLIPPERS

code: ah410    (50 pk.)    $6.75
DISPOSABLE SLIPPERS

BraS 
code:  ah415 (White Bra - Sm./md.) 10 pk. $7.50 
code:  ah416 (White Bra - lg. ) 10 pk.  $7.50
code:  ah401 (White Bra - Sm./md.  - made By intrinsics) 50 pk.  $18.00 Sale: $10.80
code:  ah402 (White Bra - lg./x-lg.  - made By intrinsics) 50 pk.  $18.00 Sale: $10.80
BiKiniS
code:  ah405 (White Bikini 12 pk. $3.50
code:  ah407 (White Bikini - made By graham Professional) 12 pk. $4.00 Sale: $3.50
code:  ah409 (White Bikini - made By intrinsics) 100 pk.  $19.50 Sale: $16.50
code:  aW676 (White Bikini - made By depileve) 24 pk. $12.00 Sale: $10.95 
code:  aW0830 (Patterned Bikini - made By gigi) 12 pk. $9.75 
Thong BiKiniS 
code:  ah406 (Black Thong - latex Free) 25 pk. $5.50 
code:  aW0831 (Patterned Thong - made By gigi) 12 pk.    $9.75

disposabLe bras, bikini & thongs
Individually wrapped bras, thongs and bikinis, made with soft comfortable straps, provide sanitary 
spa and skin care treatments. Thongs and bikinis are one size fits all. 

aW0830ah401 & ah402 ah406 aW0831

sLippers
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undergarments & Footwaregowns, roBes & laB Coats



ROLL-ON DEPILATORy wAxINg DEPILATORy & PARAFFIN wAxINg KITS

PARAFFIN wAx & ACCESSORIES

CITRUS PARAFFIN - GIGI 
code: aW0898  (1 lb. of Wax)   $4.95   Sale: $3.00

code: aW0357  $13.95  Sale: $8.50

SUPERFRUIT CRANBERRY WAx - GIGI

UNSCENTED PARAFFIN - GIGI
code: aW0891  (1 lb. of Wax)   $4.95   Sale: $3.00

code: aW0356  $13.95  Sale: $8.50

SUPERFRUIT ACAI WAx - GIGI

Infused with sea algae complex and menthol. Provides 
a cool soothing effect that lasts after wax is removed.

OCEAN BREEZE CREAM WAx - CLEAN & EASY

SOY CREME WAx - GIGI

code: aW0265    $13.95    Sale: $8.50

Used on all skin types, best for sen-
sitive skin. Contains soybean oil to 
reduce redness and irritation. 14 oz.

The super fruit extracts and vitamins 
rich in antioxidants leave skin soft, 
supple and hair free. 14 oz.

MIMOSA FILM WAx - GIGI

code: aW0833    $13.95    Sale: $8.50

code: aW47340   (large - 3 pk.)  $15.00   Sale: $9.00

Applies like soft wax, strip-free like 
hard wax. Formulated with Mimosa 
Tenuiflora Bark extract. 14 oz.

The super fruit extracts and vitamins 
A, C, and E leave skin soft, supple and 
hair free.  14 oz.

Kit includes:
Electric Warmer
Facial roller head

applicators - 2 pk.
after Wax cleanser
Wax Strips - 30 pk.

FACIAL WAxER - CLEAN & EASY

code: aW41117       $14.50        Sale: $8.70 

code: aW47344   (large - 3 pk.)  $15.00  Sale: $9.00

Suitable for all skin types. High in Sulfur and 
Magnesium which helps heal inflamed skin. 

Significantly decreases redness and inflammation 
typical when waxing. Rich in antioxidants.

code: aW47342   (large - 3 pk.)  $15.00  Sale: $9.00

CHOCOLATE ROLL-ON WAx - CLEAN & EASY

POMEGRANATE ROLL-ON WAx - CLEAN & EASYTEA TREE ROLL-ON WAx - CLEAN & EASY
Gentle on sensitive skin and perfect for removing 
short coarse hairs. Formulated with Tea Tree Oil. 

code: aW47352   (large - 3 pk.)  $15.00  Sale: $9.00

Wax free method hair removal. For all skin & hair types.
code:  aW47328 (lg. - 12 pk.) $49.00 Sale:  $24.50
code:  aW47327 (lg. - 3 pk.) $15.00 Sale:  $9.00
code:  aW47325 (md. - 3 pk.) $13.50  Sale:  $6.75
code:  aW47326 (Sm. - 3 pk.) $12.00 Sale:  $6.00

SIMPLY SOY ROLL-ON EPILATION - CLEAN & EASY

code: aW41124  (4 oz. Bottle)  $4.75   Sale: $2.85 
PURIFY ANTISEPTIC SPRAY - CLEAN & EASY

INTRINSICS PRECUT MASKS
code description Price Sale
ac315 gauze masks - 50 pk. 11.85 10.00
ac320 non-Woven masks - 50 pk. 10.00 9.00

BRAZILIAN WAxING KIT - GIGI
Each Kit includes: 
1 Economy Wax Warmer
1 Warmer collar
1 Brazilian Wax - 14 oz.
1 Pre-Epilation oil - 4 oz.  

 
1 cooling gel - 2 oz. 
10 Spatulas - lg.
10 Spatulas - Sm.
1 instructional dvd

code: aW0954    $54.95    Sale: $27.50

Provides a clean and organized method for storing 
facial equipment accessories during treatments. 
Accessirries sold separately.
code: Ei850       $59.00       Sale: $49.99

ACCESSORY TRAY - IONTO COMEDSPA SOLUTION KIT - INTRINSICS

code: aW107    (32 pk.)      $19.95  Sale: $11.95

This medical grade concentrate is a biodegradable 
multi-enzyme formula designed to clean pedicure 
spas and other equipment. 

PARAFFIN ACCESSORY KIT - CLEAN+EASY
Each Kit includes: 
massage cream - 4 oz.
Paraffin Body Brush

antiseptic Spray - 4 oz.
hand mitts - 1 Pair
mitt liners - 26 pk.

code: aW41126  $24.95  Sale: $14.95

Each Kit includes: 
antiseptic Spray - 4 oz. 
mango lotion - 4 oz. 

Paraffin Body Brush
hand mitts - 1 Pair
mitt liners - 26 pk.

PARAFFIN PEDICURE KIT - GIGI

code: aW0920  $24.95  Sale: $14.95

Each Kit includes:
1 roll-on Wax Warmer
1 original roll-on Wax - Sm.
1 original roll-on Wax - md.
1 Sensitive roll-on Wax - Sm.
1 Sensitive roll-on Wax - md.
1 after Wax remover - 5 oz.

1 numbing antiseptic - 4 oz.
1 roller head - Fine
1 roller head - Sm.
2 roller heads - md.
50 non-Woven Strips - Sm.
50 non-Woven Strips - md.
1 instruction Booklet

FACE STATION PETITE SPA KIT - CLEAN & EASY

code: aW40007P    $129.00    Sale: $99.00

BRAZILIAN WAxING KIT - CLEAN & EASY
Each Kit includes: 
1 Pot Wax Warmer 
50  Warmer collars
1 can Brazilian Wax
1 Brazilian Prep oil - 5 oz.

1 azulene calming oil - 2 oz.
100 Spatulas - lg.
100 Spatulas - Sm.
1 Brazilian “how-To” dvd

code: aW40130    $79.95    Sale: $69.95

no STriPS rEQuirEd!

code: a507    (20" x 26")    $19.95
HUMAN HAIR CHART

code: a505    (20" x 26")    $19.95
SKIN CANCER CHART - U.S.MUSCULAR CHART

code: a514    (20" x 26")    $19.95
NERvOUS SYSTEM CHART

code: a506    (20" x 26")    $19.95
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super sales - wHile supplies last! super sales - wHile supplies last!



  dimensions
 Length: 83½" (Including 10" For Headrest)
 Width: 27" 
 Height When Lowered: 25" 
 Height When Raised: 30"
 Weight: 160 lbs. (approx.)

 Bed  
 Code ER125     $1,200.00     Sale: $900.00 

massage & FaciaL bed With storage cabinet & draWer

This robust, beautiful massage bed includes a large amount of storage space with sliding cabinet doors and a drawer for easy access. Equipped with 
a removable headrest and a built-in face cradle for maximum client comfort while performing facials. Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.

The German made UNIvERSAL K-3 application bed, with split back and adjustable height, has a solid steel frame laminated with impact plastic to 
keep the bed looking new far longer than typical beds. Perfect for all spa treatments, facials and massage. Arm rests move synchronously and swing 
down. Adjustments are made with minimum effort. The footrest is adjusted separately for pedicure. Includes a 2 Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.

  dimensions
 Length: 74 3/4"
 Width: 22 3/4" (31 3/4" With Arms) 
 Height When Lowered: 24" 
 Height When Raised: 30 ½"
 Weight: 100 lbs. (approx.)

  
 Bed  
 Without Breathing hole 
 Code Ei615    $1,825.00  Sale: $787.50 
 With Breathing hole 
 Code Ei616    $2,025.00  Sale: $787.50 
 Bed cover 
 Code Ei626    $225.00 

ionto universaL k-3 bed

• Brush: Completely silent. Cleansing, facial and body peels.
• High Frequency: CE approved, very gentle on contact.
• vacuum Spray: Fine mist. Adjustable vacuum, with lymphatic drainage function.
• Ice and Heat: Iron, heat and cold penetrations, post surgery applications.
• Galvanic: A very safe, shockproof unit. Equipped with a built-in timer.
• Skin Regulator: Skin, facial and body massage, lymphatic drainage with no risk to sensitive skin.
• Herbal Steamer: Uses herbs and oils, very safe with abundant oxygenated steam.

8 9 10 11 12 12 13 14

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Steam Concept Profi Fx (8-Function System)
Cutting Edge Technology From Those Who Expect The Best

Brushing: 
1. 1 Brush - Small (EiP8258) 
galvanic:
3. 1 Pencil Electrode (EiP735)  
4.  1 Roller Electrode (EKP860) 
5.  1 Rubber Electrode (EiP725)
high Frequency Electrodes: 
8. 1 U.v. Indirect Massage (AK105)
9. 1 Mushroom - Sm. - Pink (AK101) 
Skin regulator:
11. 1 Ground
vac-Spray:
12. 2 Bottles (EiP115)
13. 1 Comedone ventouse (EiP105)

2. 1 Brush - Medium (EiP8257)

6. 2 Sponges (EiP726)
7.  1 Set of Cables (EiP730)

10. 1 Mushroom - Lg. - violet (AK104) 

15. Skin Regulator Kit (Not Pictured)

14. 1 Oval ventouse (EiP100)

code: Ei3025 $14,500.00    Sale: $9,600.00

PROFI Ex SPECIFICATIONS
Consumption: 800 Watts

voltage: 110 volts

STEAMER SPECIFICATIONS
Consumption: 1300 Watts

voltage: 110 volts
Operating time: 21/2 Hours of Steam

Heat to steam: 1 Minute
Capacity: 21/2 Liters 

Water Usage: Tap or Distilled Water

STEAMER DIMENSIONS
Width: 20" (Steamer Only)

Width: 29" (With Modular Rack or Profi Ex)
Depth: 161/2"
Height: 363/4"

Steamer Arm Length: 26"

The Ionto-Profi system utilizes the latest in modern 
computer technology. Operation is very simple as 
all functions are shown on the display and operated 
with a touch sensitive keyboard. All eight functions 
are combined into one compact digital LCD 
display offering more than 20 different treatments 
for face and body. Together with the Ionto Steam  
Concept, the Profi is the most versatile combination 
unit in cosmetic technology. Equipped with an 
ergonomically integrated accessory tray and storage 
compartment. 

Lamp and lamp mount sold separately.  Includes a 2 
Year Kosmet Limited Warranty.
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super sales - wHile supplies last! super sales - wHile supplies last!



sorisa 
Code  Description Price
High Frequency
PS6825 Electrode - Glass Point (Violet) $29.50
PS6827 Electrode - Neck/Arms/Legs (Violet) $29.95
PS6830 Electrode - Mushroom (Pink) $29.50
PS6831 Electrode - Mushroom (Violet) $29.50
PS7620 Single Electrode Holder $24.50
Brushing
PS6778 Brush/Cylinder $45.50
PS6779 Pumice Stone (Medium) $25.50
PS6783 Brush - X-Lg.  $35.50
PS6784 Brush - Lg. $33.50
PS6785 Brush - Md. $25.50
PS6786 Brush - Sm. $23.50
Vac-Spray
PS7150 Pair of Tubes $22.50
PS7192 Suction Cup - Round / Comedone Extractor - With Hole $22.50
PS7193 Suction Cup - Round - With Hole $22.50
PS7194 Suction Cup - Lg. - With Hole $29.50
PS7196 Suction Cup - Flat - With Hole $22.50
PS7210 Spray Bottle $45.00
Steamer
PS680094 Sorisa Jar (VO-04/VO-10/Spavap) $115.00
PS680095 Seal (VO-04/VO-10/Spavap) $11.00
PS10006 Essential Oils Cap (Spavap) $14.50
Galvanic
PS31504 Galvanic Pad - Sm. $14.50
PS31527 Galvanic Pad - Round $11.00
PS31528 Galvanic Pad - Round 4X $14.00
PS10117 Banana Cable $32.50
PS6753 Banana/Plate Adapter $4.50
PS6839 Electrode - Pointed $12.95
PS6840 Electrode - Roller $19.95
PS6850 Sponge for Roller $5.95
PS6853 Alligator Clip - Black $4.50
PS6854 Alligator Clip - Red $4.50
PS6977 Electrode - Double Pencil  $22.50
PS6978 Electrode - Double Pencil (SORES) $22.50
PS7022 Belex-08 Cable Set - Green $22.50
PS7023 Belex-08 Cable Set - Violet $22.50
PS7187 Body Strap 23/8" x 16" $19.50
PS7188 Body Strap 23/8" x 25" $24.50
PS7189 Body Strap 23/8" x 42" $29.50
PS7620 Electrode - Single $24.50

ionto-comed
Code  Description Price
Brushing
EiP710 Sponge For Brush (10 pk.)  $14.00
EiP715 Sponge Holder For Ionto Peel $40.25
EiP800 Brush Handle For Ionto Peel $520.00
EiP8257 Brush - Md. (13/4") $37.00
EiP8258 Brush - Sm. $32.25
EiP8259 Brush - Lg. (23/4") $51.75
EiP8260 Pumice Stone (13/4") $37.00
EiP8265 Brush - Cylindrical (Goat Hair) $86.25
EiP8360 Pumice Stone - Sm. $32.25
Galvanic
EiP725 Electrode - Rubber $14.00
EiP726 Sponge For Rubber Electrode (2 pk.) $9.25
EiP730 Cables (1 Pair) $45.00
EiP735 Electrode - Pencil $19.95
EKP860 Electrode - Roller $19.95
Vac-Spray
Code  Description  Price
EiP100 Suction Cup - Oval - With Hole $25.95
EiP105 Suction Cup - Comedone - With Hole $25.95
EiP110 Suction Cup - Lg. - With Hole $25.95
EiP115 Spray Bottle $40.25
EiP120 Suction Cup Adapter $51.75
EiP125  Pair of Hoses $22.50 
Herbal Steamer
EiP700 Cap $63.25
EiP702 Steam Pot  $1,125.00
EiP705 Top Cover $212.75
EiP8416 Basket $14.50
High Frequency (European Size - Compatable with Equipro & Silhouettone)
AK101 Electrode - Mushroom - Sm. (Pink)  $32.75
AK103 Electrode - Mushroom - Lg. (Pink) $34.00
AK104 Electrode - Mushroom - Lg. (Violet) $32.75
AK105 Electrode - Indirect Massage (Violet) $32.75
AK106 Electrode - Sparking Glass Point  $34.00
AK107 Electrode - Fulguration (Metal Electrode) $47.00
AK108 Electrode - Roller (Violet) $74.75
AK109 Electrode - Curved (Violet) $32.75
AK110 Electrode - Notched Mushroom - Lg. (Violet) $36.75
AK111 Electrode - Comb (Violet) $34.00
AK112 Electrode - Eye (Pink) $34.00
Miscellaneous
EiP500 Pedovac Filters - 10 pk. $28.25
EiP600 Neck Cushion For Ionto Beds $110.00
EiP601 Remote Control (Ergo & Type 4 Bed) $430.00
EiP605 Caster Wheels (A1 & K4 Beds) $20.75
EiP675 Facial Kabinet - Drawer                  $110.00 Sale: $67.00
EiP820 Skin Regulator Kit $215.00
EiP825 Ice & Heat Wand $775.00
EiP845 Adhesive Electrodes (50 Pcs.) $25.00
EiP905 Fluorescent Bulb For Lamp $12.00
EiP906 Wood & Mag Lamp Skirt $110.00

ParTS & accESSoriES liSTEd in ThiS caTalog 
arE guaranTEEd To FiT EQuiPmEnT Sold By 
KoSmET, inc. only. 

PlEaSE SPEciFy EQuiPmEnT modEl numBEr 
and yEar PurchaSEd WhEn ordEring.

Light buLbs & Lamp accessories
Code  Description            Price
ED107 Fluorescent for Dazor Stretch View $18.00
EK407 Circular Light (22 Watts) $15.50
EK408 Infrared Light Bulb (200 Watts - Made In Japan) $24.00
EKP340 Plastic Bulb Cover (T50/T51) $15.00
EKP600 Black Bulb - Sm. (Skin Analyzer) $55.00
EKP605 Black Bulb - Lg. (Skin Analyzer) $65.00
EKP610 Starter For U.V. Bulb $6.00
EKP615 UV Bulb (303 & Taiphone Steamers & Multifunctions) $55.00
EKP625 UV Bulb (EK320 Towel Warmer) $45.00
EKP630 UV Bulb (S-20/2 Shelf Sanitizer) $55.00 
EKP635 Circular Black Light $25.00 
EKP640 Circular Full Spectrum Light (Brighter Than EK407) $25.00
EL471 Black Bulb (Wood Lamp) $35.00
EL472 Neon White Bulb (EL470/ES1410 Woods Lamp) $21.00 
EL478 Black Light (Luxo EL477 Woods Lamp) $45.00
EL473 Circus Lamp Bulb $39.95 
ELP100 Fluorescent Lamp (Wave Lamp - 7 Watts) Old Model $21.50
ELP101 Fluorescent Lamp (Wave Lamp - 13 Watts) New Model $25.00

starLux 
Code  Description            Price
Steamers
EKP100 Jar (303/707A Steamers) $45.00
EKP101 Seal (303 Steamer)  $6.00
EKP105 Nozzle (303 Steamer) $4.50
EKP106 Plastic Ring  (303 Steamer) $16.50
High Frequency
EKP400 Electrode - Mushroom (Violet)  $15.00
EKP401 Electrode - Spoon (Pink) $15.00
EKP402 Electrode - Mushroom (Pink) $15.00
EKP403 Electrode - Glass Point (Violet) $15.00
EKP405 High Frequency Handle $65.00
EKP406 Coil $25.00
Brushing
EKP425 Brush - Sm. $19.00
EKP426 Brush - Md. $21.00
EKP427 Sponge/Brush $21.00
EKP428 Pumice - Sm. $19.00
EKP505 Brush Handle $110.00
Galvanic
EKP500 Roller Electrode $29.00
EKP501 Double Ball Electrode $29.00
EKP502 Ground Electrode $21.00

 mosty & taiphone
Code  Description            Price
Brushing
EKP300 Brush - Sm.        $19.00
EKP305 Brush - Md.        $21.00
EKP315 Pumice Stone - Sm.        $20.00
EKP316 Pumice Stone - Md. $23.00
EKP317 Hard Foam Sponge For Brushing $18.00
EKP318 Soft Sponge For Brushing $18.00
EKP830 Motor Brush Handle - Specify Type of Plug $175.00
Vac-Spray
EKP320 Set of Hoses w/Filter (6000A) $29.50
EKP325 Filter For Vacuum (6000A) $12.00
EKP350 Suction Cup - Flat - With Hole $11.00
EKP356 Suction Cup - Round - Without Hole $11.00
EKP355 Suction Cup - Round - With Hole $11.00
EKP360 Suction Cup - Round - Without Hole - Lg. 1"   $11.00
EKP362 Suction Cup - Round - Without Hole - X-Lg. 11/8" $13.00 
EKP363 Suction Cup - Oval - Without Hole $13.00 
EKP365 Spray Bottle $26.50
EKP875 Set of Tubes (For M200) $21.50
High Frequency
EKP800 Electrode - Glass Point (Violet) $24.50
EKP805 Electrode - Mushroom (Violet) $24.50
EKP806 Electrode - Mushroom (Pink) $24.50
EKP810 Electrode - Spoon (Violet) $24.50
EKP811 Electrode - Spoon (Pink) $24.50
EKP820 Electrode - Indirect Massage $24.50
EKP825 H.F. Handle - Specify Type of Plug $85.00
EKP406 Coil $25.00
Galvanic
EKP854 Clamp $19.95
EKP855 Cloth (1 Pair) $19.00
EKP856 Galvanic Cable Set $29.95
EKP857 Electrode - Mushroom  $19.95
EKP858 Electrode - Tweezer/Desincrustation $19.95
EKP859 Electrode - Ball $19.95
EKP860 Electrode - Roller  $19.95
EKP861 Electrode - Pencil $19.95
Steamer
EKP100 Jar (303/707A Steamers) $45.00 
EKP100A Jar (7 Function & M-1/M-6 Steamers) $45.00 
EKP100C M-2 Steamer Water Container $75.00
EKP102 Seal (7 Function & M-1/M-6 Steamers) $8.00
EKP103 Seal (707A Steamer) $6.00
EKP104 Nozzle Sponge for Essential Oil $1.00
EKP112 M-1 Replacement Steamer Knob $6.00 

babeFace & bbh 
Code  Description            Price
High Frequency
EBP713 Electrode - Mushroom (Works With Starlux) $12.50
EBP714 Electrode - Glass Point (Works With Starlux) $12.50
EBP715 Electrode - Spoon (Works With Starlux) $12.50
EBP716 Electrode - Eye (Works With Starlux) $12.50
EBP717 Electrode - Indirect (Works With Starlux) $12.50
EBP718 Electrode - Neck, Arm & Leg (Works With Starlux) $18.00

Brushing 
EBP734 Brush - Large $16.00
EBP735 Soft Sponge $14.00
EBP736 Brush - Small $15.00
EBP737 Hard Foam Sponge - Sm. $14.00
EBP738 Hard Foam Sponge - Lg.        $14.00
Vac-Spray
EBP740 Suction Cup - Round $7.50
EBP742 Suction Cup - Flat $7.50
EBP744 Suction Cup - Dome - Without Hole - Sm. 11/8" $15.00
EBP745 Suction Cup - Dome - Without Hole - Md. 11/4" $17.50
EBP746 Suction Cup - Dome - Without Hole - Lg. 17/8"  $20.00
EBP747 Suction Cup - Hourglass - With Hole - Sm. 3/4" $10.00
EBP748 Suction Cup - Hourglass - Without Hole - Md. 11/4" $12.50
EBP749 Suction Cup - Hourglass - Without Hole - Lg. 2" $15.00 
Steamer
EBP100 Jar For Steamer - Replacement $25.00
Skin Scanner
EBP317 Black Light Bulb For Skin Scanner - Lg. $25.00
EBP318 Black Light Bulb For Skin Scanner - Sm $20.00

dr. Lucas championniere & eco-spray
Code  Description            Price
EKP200 Dr. Lucas - Safety Cap $45.00
EKP202 Dr. Lucas - Handle  $15.00
EKP207 Dr. Lucas - Funnel  $6.00
EKP208 Dr. Lucas - Hose (1 Pair) $5.00
EKP209 Dr. Lucas - Drip Tray  $28.00
EKP210 Dr. Lucas - Cleaning Wires (2)  $11.00
EK306 Dr. Lucas - Beaker  $11.00 
EKP216 Eco-Spray - Plastic Bottle  $6.00

lymPhaTic 
drainagE 

comPonEnTS
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 parts



Pg.44

Combination Deal: Purchase EF230, ER123 & EK322 And Save! 
List Price: $1,319.00  Sale Price: $1,094.00   Deal Price: $999.00

Combination Deal: Purchase EK201, EK206 & EL486 And Save! 
List Price: $635.00     Sale Price: $540.00     Deal Price: $505.00

Combination Deal: Purchase EK200, EK206 & EL486 And Save! 
List Price: $615.00     Sale Price: $510.00     Deal Price: $485.00

Pg.20 Pg.21

Pg.29

Pg.29Pg.28

Pg.30

Combination Deal: Purchase EL455 & EF100 And Save! 
List Price: $419.00   Sale Price: $394.00   Deal Price: $379.00

luxo KFm lEd 5d magniFying lamP & STand

luxo WavE lEd 5d magniFying lamP & STand
Combination Deal: Purchase EL464 & EL465 And Save! 

List Price: $642.00   Sale Price: $595.00   Deal Price: $579.00
Combination Deal: Purchase EL457 & EL465 And Save! 

List Price: $669.00   Sale Price: $620.00   Deal Price: $605.00

Combination Deal: Purchase EL486 & EK410 And Save! 
List Price: $290.00     Sale Price: $250.00     Deal Price: $234.00

luxo circuS lEd 5d magniFying lamP & STand

luxo lFm lEd 5d magniFying lamP & STand

STarlux ii STEamEr & luxo lFm lEd 5d lamP STarlux 303 STEamEr & luxo lFm lEd 5d lamP

PracTical BEd, SaddlE STool & ToWEl WarmEr
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paCKage deals



OuR PHOnE LinES ARE OPEn MOndAy-FRidAy 8:30-4:30 P.M. 
OuR SHOW ROOM iS OPEn MOndAy-FRidAy 8:30-3:00 P.M. FOR EquiPMEnt SALES 

* ALL SuPPLy SALES SHiPPEd unLESS A $200 MiniMuM ORdER FOR PiCkuP iS PLACEd.
kosmet inc. 

401 W. dyer Rd., #A, Santa Ana, CA 92707 • (800)487-3590 • Office: (714)540-4258 • Fax: (714)540-1134

cOme visit Us and OUr shOwrOOm!

terms & cOnditiOns
• Orders placed by 12:00 P.M. Pacific Standard Time will ship same day.
• To avoid C.O.D. charges, we invite you to apply for a credit account  
 or pay with a credit card.
• For first time customers, credit card orders must ship to billing address.
• When placing your order, please use product codes. 
• All goods are shipped F.O.B. origin.
• A handling fee of $3.00 will be added for all orders under $40.00.
• Truck deliveries: Please call to arrange for all special shipments (indoor,  
 front-door, residential, etc.)  
• Prices and specifications may change without prior notice.
• Freight charges are non-refundable.
• A fee of $20.00 will be charged for bounced checks.

retUrns & rePairs
• We recommend shipping via UPS, FedEx, DHL or similar companies.  
 We are unable to support damage claims on items shipped via the USPS.
• All returns are subject to a 20% re-stocking fee.
• Returns must be pre-approved and returned within 30 days in the 
 original box and in sellable condition.
• Shipping charges are additional and non-refundable.
• Save all packaging for returns and repairs.
• Damages must be reported at the time of delivery.
• Loaners are available and free of charge during the “Kosmet warranty”  
 period (all freight charges are at the customer’s expense.) A refundable  
 deposit is required for loaners.
• For repairs, please call to obtain a return authorization number before  
 shipping and also remember to include a check for $75.00 with the  
 equipment as a deposit towards the cost of repairs.

E x c e l l e n c e  I n  A e s t h e t i c s



 skincare equipment

 treatment equipment

 stools & beds

 hand/foot care

 tweezers & extractors

E x c e l l e n c e  I n  A e s t h e t i c s

visit OUr shOwrOOm 
Kosmet incorporated

401 w. dyer rd. #a, santa ana, ca 92707 
Office: 714.540.4258  Fax: 714.540.1134

 lash & brows

 waxing

 supplies

 apparel

 super sales & partsAmAzing 

VAlue!

yOUr PremiUm sPa resOUrce 
www.ekosmet.com

800.487.3590
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